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MAINE"~STATE

THE

Advertising Agents.

MUNGER,

vertisements
and

Is

published every Thursday Morning at $2 50
year; if paid iu advance, at $2 00 a year.

a

Fire, Marine and Life Insurance Agency,

of Advertising:
One inch oi space, in
of column, constitutes a “square.”
SI 50 per square
first week; 75 cents per
week after; three insertions, or less, $1 00; coutinung every other day after first week, 50 cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 75 cents; one
week, $1 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusmements.” $2 00 per square
per week; three insertions or less .$1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “Maine State
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the Stale) for $1 00 per square for first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insertion.
Address all communications to
PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

BUSINESS CARDS.

No. 166 FORE ST.,

Physician

SAN FRANCISCO.

Fire& Marine Ins. Co

!

PORTLAND,
AND RESIDENCE,

180 ConcrpHN 8t., three doors north of the Park.
Office Hours, 10 to 12 a. m., and 2 to 5 p. m.
feb!5lf

D.,

No. G FREE STREET.
Office hours from eight to ten A. M., and from two
to lour P. M.
£3^’Ladies from the country desiring Medical advice from a woman Physician, can [obtain rooms and
board at No. 6 Free at.
febl4*2w

Mariski Riaka Taken

EQUITABLE
Fire and Marine Insurance Co’y.,

SHIP

Sl’MONDM, India
dyed and finished.

G.

Yelvet Cloaks

R. I.

Congren

cor.

$230,362.00

J. H. DEWOLF, Pres't.
RESOLVED WATERMAN, Sec’y.
feblOeodSm

and

Exchange

Fnrnitnre—Wholesale and Retail.
WALTER COREY A CO., Arcade, No.
18 Free Street.
N. TARBO.V, Nos. 15S and 160 Fore St.
GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 56 Exchange St. Upholstering of nil kinds
done to order.
_

Boston.

1871,

BENJ. ADAMS,

_

Furnishing Goods.

Furniture aud House

Company,

Exchange

cor.

and

Fed-

eral Streets.

HOOPER & EATON, Old

$10,000,000,

St*.

Office,
Exchange Street.
V. HO AT, No. II Preble Street. Upholstering done to order.
Post

E.

Furniture and Unholstering.
W. DEANE, No. 89 Federal St.
kinds of Uphols , ring and Repairing

DAVID
All

to order.

FIRE

AND

MARINE

INSURANCE

J. F. SHERRY, No. 9 Clapp’. Block'
Congress Street, opposite Old City Hall.

Jewelry and Fine Watches.

REMOVAL!

LOWELL, 301 Congress Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

ARNER

148 EXCHANGE 8T.

L

_

EDGAR 8. BROWN*

S.

Counsellor and Attorney at Law !
No. 80

C^r^Particular attention paid to collecting.
jan24-ly

THOMAS H.

EXCHANGE AND FORE

TALBOT,

Counsellor

Attorney and
AuT

~GAGE&DAYI s7~
Flour,

Grain and

Commission

C.F. Davis Chicago.
R. W. G AG 206 State at., Boston.

BENNETT &

ROOM
Board of Trade

CHAS. R. BOND, Sec.

Ins.

Co.,

Ins.

ASSETS JAJf. 1, 1872,
EDMUND DBIGGS, Prest.

L, S. TWOMBLY, Agent.

Exchange

$8,000,000.00

Williamsburg City

Merchants,

IX,
Building,

CHICAGO, ILL.

N. Y.

Co.,

JOHN H, MATT, Sec.

$282,221.02

ASSETS Jan.
J. B.

1, 1872,

$758,098.75.

BENNETT, Prest.

JL. S. TWOMBLY, Agent.

B.

D. WEST, Sec.

Exchange

& Fore

I.. S. TWOHB1Y, Agent.

3

eod-3m

MUTUAL

Boston.
sold,

and

DEPO8IT8 received, subject to check at sight,
interest

daily

on

balances credited

fAT.I.ReTIAMS rtf Vitfnu

Dividend* made with

ADVANCES made

on

monthly.

Bra ft a

promptness

approved

PniinAna and

on

all

point*.

ollaterals.

ORDERS for Bonds and all first-class securities
executed on commission.
dec22
eod6ui

~FaYSON
Attorneys

PAYSON,"

and Counsellors at

MAYINGS

95

&

Edward

Law,

P. Payson.

dec27eod3m

Total nmount

Peyret
IMPORTERS

at

jy13dtf

hoopPit,

ameled

Bed

Lounge*,

En-

Chair*, Arc.

tGST“AH kinds oi repairing neatly done. Furnioc25-*69r T&Stf
boxed and matted.

ore

i.vhso,,

PHOTOGRAPHKIt,
[PORTLAND, HIE.
Copying and enlarging done to order
the new styles, Berlins, Bembrants, Medallion,

^ 11
the Porcelain, or Mezzotint card,and the retouched
card, bv which new process we get rid of freckles
moles, wrinkles, and all imperfections of the B*in
Call and judge for yourselves.
fCD*-* Mol to—Good work at Moderate Pric<*.
Aim to Pleawe.may 20

HUNT & JE WETT,
Wholesale Dealers In

own

Boarders Wauted.
transient boarders accommodated with good rooms and board. Two connected
rooms with board, furnished or unfurnished, at 119
Cumberland Street, corner of Franklin*
feblTtf

PERMANENT

tiu»e

to

a

Yard 43 PBEBI.E STREET*
A l.L keep on hand a good aaeorl ment of Italian
and American Marble, and will receive orders Io
cut to eiae all kinds of Monumenral stock, at prices
that will not tail to be satisfactory to all marble work-

SH

uug22

a

first class

Wanted.

j

|

earning

$10,000 per mile per

ever

Block Coal Mines, whose products have

well

as

as

in

Chicago, in the

for domestic

a

manu-

uses.

money,

and

enterprises,

argument

no

required,

is

as

in

that the Company

to show

m°st
is

new

able

to

5th.

The portion of the road opened lor business

last year, earned
terest

more

than 50

percent, above its in-

being oulj

mortgage

is

very moderate,

$18,500 per mile.

about

upon
an

finished lines,

amount,

8th.

are

That

so

certain to

pay and for

so

small

apr22dtf

WILLIAM A.JBVAJV8,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
FOKT FA1EFIELD.

Jyi

tf

FREE to Agents to introduce article.
that sell ftI everv house. Latta &
Co., Pittsuo22
w
burg Pa

WATCH

JOHN C. PROCTER, No. 93 Exchange

undersigned offers for sale the “New
1 Hampshire House,” situated in the
;
pleasant
and prosperous city of Dover, N. H.
The
hotel is in good repair; well furnished; de|
J_ Lliglitfully located, with fine shade trees and
attractive grounds, and has excellent stabling.
The

Will be sold with

DAVIS & Co.. No. 301 1-9 Con-

GEO. R.

gress Street.

Silver Smith and Gold and Silver Plater.

Street.

FRENCH SCHOOL, 430
Congress Street.

ENGLISH and

A

LIBBY, 17 1-9 Union Street, np
stairs.

J. AMBROSE MERRILL, No. 139 Middie Street.
J. W. & H. H. mCDUFFEE, Cor. Middle
& Uuion Sts.
uvout

City

mm

Aiiv

mmw

Railroad

Company,
Executive Office, No. 31 Nassau Street,
New York, February 1, 1872.
The Coupons and registered interest due February
15, 1872, on the First Mortgage Eight per Cent. (8 p. c.)
Gold Bonds (E. D.), and the Eight per Cent, (8 p. c.)
Gold First Mortgage Sinking Fund Laud Grant Bonds
(W. D.), of the St. Joseph and Denver City Railroad
Company, will be paid at the office of the Farmers’
Loan and Trust Co., of the City of New York, upon
presentation and demand on and after that date,
Free of Tax.
FRANCIS A. COFFIN,
Ass’t Treasurer,

“THE SINGER”

A

who want them

should make

im-

for $1,000 each, have forty 3*earsto

on

the

NEAR

in

gold

do not hesitate to recommend these Bonds
safe.

They

event

can

arc as

in

are

attended with

none

as

of the

certain

Full particulars furnished
oi

as

any future financial

be.

well

by ma,p to

on

application

in person

•

SWAN &

Address or call on
“S”., PrfNN Office.

rooms.

House,

a

small

bundle.

Apply

feb3

SMALL genteel and convenient Rent of six or
seven rooms.
Communications addressed to
Rent, Box 803 will receive prompt attention.

A

Nov 30dtf

dc30 dtf
AN experienced

BARPiETT,

State Street.

Machine* sold on Monthly In*talinent«.
5E^*Machine Stitching and Stamping for Embroidery and Braiding done to order. All Machines sold
and work done, warranted to give entire satisfaction.
N. B. Manufacturers are especially invited to call
and evamine our ‘‘Medium Machine.”

fel4

Sole

HALF blooded Arabian Horse, together with
Sleigh, Harness and Robes. This splendid horse
is seven years old, is an excellent roadster, will work
in double or single harness, is kind and smooth. For
particulars inquire of PELEG STAPLES, 250 Congress st., or WM. WINCHESTER, 1 Lincoln Place,
where the horse can be seen.

A

Portland. Jan. 29th,

1872.__ja30tf
Condensed Milk Route !

tho Sale (exclusively) of Lewis's plain condensed milk by the quart to families in Boston.
Large daily sales, half cash, no night or Sunday
work; a permanent business established ten years,
growing popular daily: supply over one thousand
families, also the Cunard English Steamers. Must be
sold soon, the owner being iu ill health; might ex-

SOUTHERN

febl0d2w

CITY OF PORTLAND !
NOTICE

W. B. SHATTUCK & CO, Rankers

herebygiven
st.,
to Warren sts., will be closed to travel two
ISlord
Montime
to build Stone wall

janl6d&w 3m

'<3 Nassau Street, New York.
in

that Monument

weeks, .the

umet street.
Com.

Feb. 14, d2w

required
on

a

w m

on

r%

B. & M. R.

R.

n ~r

V JLJ JLti M.K/JL

KJ|

H*uwi, Lou and Farmw for Sale*
He would refer parties abroad to the
following
named gentlemen of this city: Hen. Geo. F.
Shepley, Hon. A. W H. Clapp, Hon. Benjamin Kingsbury, Jr., Hon. Nathan Webb, Hon. John Lynch,
M. C.
Portland, Nov 1,1870.
noltf

FOR SALE.
mHE well known Farm owned by Joseph BlanJL chard, in Cumberland, one mile from the Centre,
would exchange for City Property. If not sold by
1st of April, will be to let.
Enquire ou the premises.
JOSEPH BLANCHARD.
feb21tf

SALE—On

Lewis street,
and piped lor Pebago. Apply
FDR
at 25
st.

near Pine.
cn the

Emery

or

JAMES

aug25

Frescoed

premsses,
A. TKNN EY.

from Mount-

Vicinity.

PINE.

feb!6dlw

than any

other, because

Insurance
CAPITAL,

$500,000.00

SURPLUS,

PERSONA L!
FOR

or

EDWARD N. STOKES.
Address BOX 1221, Boston P. 0., Mass.
jaiilOdlw

NOTJCE.
«mHE Portland Dry Dock and Ware-House Co.”
A have leased their Docks and other propery in
Cape Elizabeth to Janies E. Simpson for one year
from Jan. 1, 1871, to Jan. 1, 1872, and during Raid
time the Company nil' not be responsible for any
debts contracted in their name or on their account,
unless authorized or approved by the President of
the company.
CHAS. A. LAM BARD,
President P. D. Dock and Ware-house Co.
By his Attorney, L. D. M. SWEAT,
Portland, January 28th, 1871
jn30tf

United States Hotel!
undersigned having assumed the sole proprietorship of the United States Hotel, would announce
to his friends and the public, that on and after
JANUARY 1st, 1873.
in

accordance with the spirit of the times, “Retrenchment and

Economy.”

Cash on hand, and in hands of Agents....
8151,517.81
U. S. 5-20 Bonds,
(market value) 21.900.00
•*
U. S. 10-40 Bonds
54,375.00
U, S. 6 per Cent. 30 yr. Bonds
403,812.50
41
Alabama State Bonds
8,970.00
44
Georgia State Bonds
18,000.00
So. Carolina Bonds, new 6 per Ct. 44
5,000,00
44
Market National Bank Stock
2,688.00
Heal Estate, No 179 Broadway.
200,000.00
Loans on United States Bonds.
28,500.00
Loans on Bond and Mortgage. 119.400.00
Premiums Unpaid.
12,916.88
All other Securities.
38,031.53

Assets,
$1,065,111.72
Liabilities,
Return F

inRtori

$191,456.64.
Hamilton Bruce,
Geo. W. Savage,
Vice-President.
President
William J. Hughes, Secretary.

W. D. Little &

Co., Ag's

Office 40 1-9 Exchange St.

feb22

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION
OF

THE

Phoenix Insurance Com’y.
OF HARTFORD, CONN.
On the 31st day of December, 1871.

Capital Stock of the Company, all paid
inis. *600,000 00

The

ASSETS

ARE AS FOLLOWS:

“TWO

DOLLARS A DAY”

CUNDURANGO.
SMALL

this invaluable remedy for
supply
A Cancer,
Scrofula, Hheamatifun, Salt
Ulcer* and all
of

Blood Bi*eai*eti, just
Rheum,
received from Ecuador. Price of the bark, with full
directions, $3 per pound; sent to all parts.
Address.
DR. WM. C. DOWNS,
No. 6 Exchange Place Providence R. I.
ja5dtf

A

Oig Saw For Sale.
GOOD Gate Saw. nearly new. Enquire or address LITTLEFIELD & WILSON, Cor. York

and Maple st.

OKA Week.

jTS.

Oil

ja31tf

Best Cheap Shuttle Sewin
Machine in the world. Agents wanteg
dec7-4w
HAYES, Great Falls, N. H.

BEECHER

UNSEC’TARIAN IN BELIG-

It is

ION, Independent in Political Discussion, and
devoted to Morals, Reform, Home and Foreign News
—both of Church matters and the world at large,
Literature, Science, Art, Music, Agriculture, Trade,
Finance, etc., etc., with contributions from eminent
writers tff all denomination*—in all parts of the

an

it is

they are dropping off to sleep, or as they awake
morning, seem to them like living friends. All
sorts of childish dreams and fancies make of the
pictured face a real companion. Not only in the parlor
or the sitting room would they be an attractive and
fitting embellishment, but they are a charming pair
in the

theref.ro

and is

favorite family paper.

a

,u F#r“» Tweity-Fe«r Pi|es,
Large Quarto, pasted at the back and trimmed at the edges,is so convenient for
reading,binding,
and perserv&tiou as to be a great special merit in its
favor, apart from its superior literary attraction.
(ifll A SUPERB WORK OF ART is

fatfl
H

for the adornment of a nursery.
Undoubtedly these two pictures are portraits
There is a realistic faithfulness and truth about them
that forbids the idea of their being fancy heads.

I'll •GIVEN

VF

EVERY

AWAY TO

SUBSCRIBER

AND

Subscription Prick is

the

They will

remind many parents of little ones either
here or in heaven. Dickens says somewhere of his
portraiture of little Nell that he has had letters from
the farthest regions of the earth
speaking of children
who resemble her—so dear, and so early taken! He
wno paints one child well,
paints thonsands, and
speaks to the tcnderest feelings of innumerable hearts.
Of course there is a pleasure in possessing an original pointiug; but when the question lien between an
original at five hundred dollars and a chromo which

Only Three Dollars Per Year.
SPECIAL

Attractions for 1872 !

scarcely be distinguished from it, at ten dollars—
particularly when one has not five hundred to spare—

Can

the choice is not very difficult.

As to these two

ex-

!

quislte chromos, only a critical examination can distinguisn between the copies and the originals, which
sold for many hundreds—which is
certainly more
than can be said of the best copies of most
pictures

*

GIVEN AWAY !
POPULAR
1TW0 CHARMINGOFAND
ART.

•‘Wide Awake and Fast Asleep.”
TWO EXQUISITE FRENCH OIL

Blessings uj>on chromo-lithography, by which the
painting of a master can be reproduced indefinitely, and can enter thousands of homes with its educating, quickening, reforming influences!
It is not alone into the dwellings of the great and
wealthy that we follow this pretty pair with anticipations of delight. We see them in the cottages of the
poor, iu the log cabin of the backwoodsman,brightening
the toil of the hard-worked wife and
mother, and
receiving the almost adoring wonder of children who

CHROMOS,

SUBJECTS OF WHICH ARE LIFE-

THE

succesful

SIZE, AND CANNOT FAIL TO PLEASE
ALL WHO LOPE ART

OR CHIL-

DREN,
Are GIVEN AWAY to every subscriber for 1872,
whether it be a New Subscription or a Renewal!
These Chromos are no cheap colored prints, but are

splendid copies of Oil Paintings, by an eminent
glish artist, fully equal for their size (10Jil2J) to

comforters

!

Enany

chroino evei published. The subjects are l\fe
size. The pair, by a fortunate arrangement which
one of the partners of this house was able to make In
Paris during the late seige, with the proprietors of
the pictures, are furnished at a rate entirely exceptional, So that, although thousands of them have
been sold in America and

at

810.

still

price by the picture
be given to subscribers.

be sold at that

they can

and will

are

trade

generally,

to every

Cash on hand and In Bank, In hands of
agents, and in coarse of transmission,
312,969 83
Real Estate,
55,000 00
Bills receivable for loans secured by collateral
00
104.900
Security,
Bills receivable for loans secured by Real
Estate,
28,300 00
Cnlted States Stocks and Bonds,
125,950 00
State, County, and Municipal Securities,
294,660 00
Bank Stocks,
555,115 00
Railroad and other Corporation Securities, 229,400 00
Interest accrued,
2,446 54

subscriber to The Christian Union

sectorian, literary, religious,

Outstanding Losses
all since paid,
D. W.

near-

535,237 33
HENRY KELLOGG. President.

C. SKILTON, Secretary.

STATE OF
County

CONNECTICUT, I

..
ss-

of Hartford,
)
Hartford, Jan. 12,1872.
Sworn to, Before me,
W. J. BRECKENRIDGE, Notary Public.

_

W.

D.

nnmlnaHnna

Office 491-9 Exchange St.

BOSTON

and domestic weeklv

atwl

e

nu

_

the household, young and old. For the
year 1872, Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe will
write exclsively for he Christian Union.
It has something for every member qf the household
—father,mot her, boys, and girls, young men and
young women, all find something of interest. Admirable contributed and editorial articles
discussing
all the great topics of the day; fresh information on
unhackneyed subjects; much matter of a high and
pure religious tone; a Domestic Department, choice
Poems, Household Stories, and Chat for the little
ones, one of the chief attractions being Mrs. H. B.
Stowe’s fascinating Tales.
The terms of subscription to this napcr are: For
one year, only $3,00.
This will entitle the subscriber
to the paper and to the above pair of beautiful Oil
Chroraos. The Christian Union, Illustrated Holiday Humber, (28 pp.), will be be sent free to all who
note subscribe for the year 1872.
Send money in postal orders, drafts or registered
letters direct to the Publishers.
Specimen copies of the paper will be mailed free
of postage to any address on receipt of six cents by
J. B. Ford & Co., Publishers, 27 Park Place, New
York. For full particulars see advertisement in the
member of

A MOSAIC.
good chromos

Two very

are “Wide Awake" and
which have few rivals in the marattractiveness [2] -fresh, sweet and blooming

Asleep," [l]

faces, [3] executed with true French skill [4]
seen anything prettier than the two
pictures, which, [5] both in color and sentiment are
really beautiful [6]—worthy of a place In costly homes
[7] Unlike nine pictures out of ten that cost a good
deal more, one can look at them day after day and
not tire of them [5]. We have often stopped amid
the bustle of Broadway to look at them, and never
without feeling appier and better [7]. They cannot
fail to please all who love art or children [8].
[11 Independent, hi. Y, [21 Evening Mail, N. Y. [3]
Aldiue, N. Y. [41 Springfield Republican. [5] Advance, Chicago. [6] Harper’s Weekly, N. Y. [7] Illustrated Christian Weekly, N. Y. [8] Christian at

column, headed"Why?”

We have rarely

Work, N. Y.

subscriber writes to the Publishers:
“The chromos far surpass in beauty and style anything that I expected. A Neighbor of mine bought
the same Chromos in New York a few months
ago,
and paid ten dollars for them. Please accept my
thanks for them.

Enlargement Sc Change of Form.
2 •After
the first of January the paper will be printon a still*- arger sheet, folded in
twenty-four large
quarto pages, pasted at the back and trimmed sU the
sides,—a decided advantage in convenience for reading possessed by no other religious weekly published.

ed

IHrs. HARRIET REECHER ft TOW
•
WILL WRITE EXCLUSIVELY
for the Christian Union during the year 1872, with
the exception of one short story all ready engaged for
another periodical.

3

4

The

Chromna—subjects
Paintings,

similes of original Oil
A WA Y to every subscribor to

GI VEX

HENRY WARD BEECHER’S
Religious,
Agents having great

b

weekly

NEWSPAPER.
success! One
took 1,000 names in 3 months; another 600 in 6
weeks;
another 118 in one week; one 47 in one day, and many
others
well, making from $&nnd $10 to $40
per day. Takes on sight! An old agent who knows,
says: “I think it the best business for canvassers ever
offered.
I did not engage soouer.” Pays better than any book agency. A rare chance to make

equally

Sorry

Intelligent men and women wanted everywhere.
If you wish good territory, send earlv for circular and
terms! J. B. FORD & CO., 27 Park Place. N. Y.: 11
Bromfield st., Boston, Mass.; 285 W. Madison
st.,
Chicago, 111.
jan25t4w

Dissolution of Copartnership.
Copartnership heretofore existing between

the
THE

subscribers under the style of LANE it
LITTLE, expired by limitation Feb'. 1st, 1872, and is
hereby dissolved by mutual consent.

throughout. By the aid of the New SixJfrinla
Cylinder, they are enabled to print the largest quarto
in America, of sixty-four
sheet
daily
long columns,

double the size of the folio TRANSCRIPT.
This mammoth paper will be issued on
Saturdays,
and on other days when
required by pressure of news
or advertisements; thus
enabling the proprietors to
give the latest tidings by telegraph from all parts
of the
country, and by cable from Europe and all
quarters of the globe.
Each issue of the Quarto Sheet will contain between
Thirty and Forty Columns filled with the
news of the dav, letters
by practised writers, miscellaneous selections, and original articles designed to
instruct as well as entertain the community. A complete epitbme of passing events is inclosed within its
ample dimensions, the LATEST INTELLIGENCE being furnished by the Agents of the Associated Press, and Special Correspondents at the focal points of the Union.
Four editions of the TRANSCRIPT are issued
daily. The terms of the paper are NINE DOLLARS per aunum; 94. 50 for six months.

COPAE TNE ESHIP.
The undersigned have associated themselves together, to date from Feb. 1st, 1872, under the firm
name of A. LITTLE & CO., to continue the business
heretofore conducted by Lane & Little, of Wholesale
Dry Goods, at the old stand, 142 <t 144 Middle st,
A. LITTLE,
C. H. SMITH,
W. P. CHASE,

CLUB

RATES:

One Copy one year.$2 00
Five Copies one year (to one address). 7 50
Ten Copies one year (to one address).15 00
And one Copy to the getter up of a Club of
Ten, and
two to Clubs of Twenty and above.

#** Specimen Xnmber sent

on

application.

lyOrders for either of the above papers—accomthe cash—should be addressed to the

jjanied^with

HENRY W. DUTTON &
TRANSCRIPT

SON,

BUILDING,

150 Washington Street,
feb2 ~3t

Boston.

L. A. WADE.
fel3

Portland, Feb. 12,1872.
Dissolution of

Copartnership.

copartnership heretofore
firm
THE
of
name

E.
Is this
ness

of

& 8.

M.

existing under the

UNION,

(28 pages) will be sent

FREE
to

all who

now

The

subscribe for

the year 1872.

Terms of Subscription
are as follows

ONE YEAR ONLY

$3

the subscriber to the paper by mail
pair of beautiful Oil Chromos, delivable at the publication office. If the subscriber will
add ten cents [$3.10] for expenses of wrapping, mailing. etc., the Chromos will be sent free, by mail; and
If the subscriber prefers to send still 25 cents more,
or $3,35 altogether, the copies so mailed will be
strongly mounted on card-board, sized and varnished
all ready for framing. This is the method we recommend as the most satisfactory and the one which
j nearly all our subscribers order.
Send money in postal orders, drafts, or registered
letters, direct to the Publishers, and you will receive
your papers immediately and regularly. The Chromos will be mailed as rapidly as possible to subscribers in the order of their names on the
cription
•list.
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED

Union will be mailed

mutual consent.
the late firm will be settled by

The busi-

S.

M. SMART,
who will continue the Lumber Business at No 268
Commercial Street,
EDWARD SMART.
S M'

SM'fe6ch>’w*

Copartnership.

copartnership heretofore existing
firm
THE
of WINSLOW, DOTEN
thi«
dissolved

under the
& CO., Is
by mutual consent. The accounts
firm will be settled by S. H. * A. R. Doten.

name

day
late

of the

Portland, Jan. 30th, 1872.

DANIEL WINSLOW,
S. H. DOTEN,
A. R. DOTEN.

The undersigned have this day formed a copartnership under the Arm name of S. H. dr A. R. DOTEN,
for the purpose of carrying on the

PLANING AND MOULDING BUSINESS,
as

heretofore,

at

Cross st. Planing Mills.

S. H. DOTEN,
\ R DOTEN

Portland, Jan. 30th, 1872._ja31eod3w

Cement
s»["a MONTH to sell our Universal
Button Hole CutO Combination

4
Tunnel,
ter, and other articles, Saco Novelty Co», Saco, Me.
feb5t4w

if ood I

HA

i.

D and SOFT
'In street. A

free

of postage to any

address'on receipt of six cents by
J. B. FORD St CO., Publishers,
Jr Park Place, New Y.rk.
jan25f4w

Down go the Prices !
I THOUGHT GOODS WERE RISING.
What is the matter with STHOLT, he hasjust
turned to his old store,

re-

No. 335 CONGRESS STREET,
And is actually selling

DRY

GOODS

OF ALL
Lower

KINDS,

than any other Store in Portland.

I know he bought his Woolens last fall before the
rise in wool, and perhaps this is it.
He has splendid Cafwhmerc* for $1.00 and $1.25
per yard; Beautiful heavy blue Docakiaa, 1.50;
He has a very large stock of Dr*#* G*od*
of every description, from the best Lyons Poplin*
down to the lowest grades and kinds to be found in
Boston and New York markets.
An immense stock of

PAISLEY SHAWLS,

SJIART,

day dissolved by

Dissolution of
Published on TUESDAYS, is an attractive newspaper of thirty-two columns, composed exclusively of
reading matter, Judiciously selected for the household
circle. It will be mailed to subscribers at the low
price of 82 00 per annum in advance.

P. LANE,
A. LITTLE,
C. H. SMITH.
W. P. CHASE,
L. A. WADE.

Portland, Feb. 12tli, 1872.

Portland. Feb. 1st, 1872.

THE WEEKLY TRANSCRIPT.

Number

IT” Specimen Copies of the Christian

LOCAL AGENTS WANTED!

4

The Proprietors have great pleasurs in announcing to the public, that owing to the great increase
in business,
they have just erected a New Building
at 150
Washington Mtreet, and furnish*! it
with a NEW DOUBLE MIX-CYLINDER
LIGHTNING PRESS, n FOUR-CYLINDER PRESS, NEW TYPE, and New JRa-

Holiday
OF

THE CHRISTIAN

money!

Daily Evening Transcript,
WEEKLY TRANSCRIPT.

Illustrated

•

Tills will entitle

“WIDE
AWAKE
$10.00 pair of
LIFE SIZE.—ex-

a

quisitefac

IVood l

WOOD for sale at No. 43 Lin
Iso Dry Edging,
WM. HUSK.

lege

Fran ,5.00 la 935.00.
He keeps
of all kinds.

a

large stock of FANCY GOODfl

beautiful KID GLOl E8, slightlv
NICE SPOOL
at Wets, per pair.
COTTON (200 yds) 36cts per dozen; BLEACHED AND BROWN COTTONS at the lowest
We

saw

damaged
prices.

,.

In fact that little store of his is crammed /ull
SPLENDID GOODS at prices that will
are so cheap.
I would advise
surely suit you,
every body to go and get your Spring Goods there,
because they mill soon be gone, and must 1* much
of

they

febl6-lw

higher.

Co-Partnership Notice.
undersigned have lornuvla copartnership under the style of SMITH, GAGE & CO., for the
purpose of transacting a Wholesale Grocery Business
and have taken the store. No. »2 Commercial Street,
(Thomas Block,) where they would be pleased to see
their friends and former customers.
F. A. SMITH,
F. A. GAGE,
I .ate of the firm of Smith, Donnell & Co.

THE

jul2tt

_

For

Sale.
fine residence of Dr. S. Fitch, No 87 State at.,
for sale, with or without the office on Congress
st. One of the most desirable locations in the city.
For particulars enquire of JOHN C. PROCTER.

THE

feb21d3w_

Removal.
TVR. R. P. JENNESS has removed to No. 4 Brown
Portlai d. Me. Office hours from
to 11
A. M.. and 4 to
r. M.
no23-3m

U St.,

course

culture

his

were

remained three years. He was then settled
as pastor in Woburn, Mass., where he remained five years.
the pulpit of Dr.

He preached one year in
Granger of Providence, R.
I., who had been appointed to visit the Baptist Missionary’ Stations in the east.
Stockbridge had now risen to the rank of a
popular and successful preacher, which gave
him the position of successor of the eminent
Dr. Sharp, of Charles street church, Boston.
Here he remained eight years, during which
time he sustained his relative position as a GosHe now took a recess of three
pel minister.
years, giving himseli somewhat to literary
pursuits, preaching occasionally.
In 1806 he traveled through most of the
countries of Europe. On his return, he became pastor of the Free street Baptist church,
Portland, Me., where he remained but two
He then took charge of a Ladies’
years.
Seminary in Providence, K. I., where he now
is. I think he still supplies prominent pulpits
of the denomination; but divides his energies
mainly between education and authorship.
He writes for the press and quarterlies; and
has prepared a good-sized Memoir of Rev. Dr.
Baron Stow, late of Boston. This volume reflects credit upon the taste and fidelity of the
author, and is thought to be done with great
truth to the original.
These hasty sketches of class-mates who
bom in Maine but who have gone away,
gotten their reputation and done their work
abroad, are not intended to be their eulogy;
were

nor

to

give the exact measures or proportions
character; but are a simple record of

of their

their life-work thus far.
I looked back to that

doin, as having

had

stormy period at Bowsomething to do with the

dependence, and the cool care we took of ourselves, and of those who obtrusively undertook the care of us, and the training of us
did not perhaps do us any harm; we were
sure of two things, to wit, of our rights, and
of the right \ This made the issues moral
ones, and the conflict to be that of supposed
principle, and thus elementary in our education and discipline for the great work of life.

__W.
The English Attorney-General
Tichborne Case.

in

W.
the

[Correspondence of the Cincinnati Gazette.]
The attorney general commenced his opening for the defence in the Tichborne case on

A

and to the above

LITTLE & CO., Agents,

Feb21-d&wlw

un-

newspaper, edited by Henry Ward Beecher.
The pair by a fortunate arrangement which one of
the partners of this house was able to make in Paris
during the last siege, with the proprietors of the pictures, are furnished to Mr. Beecher’s publishers at a
rate entirely exceptional. The subjects are Life-Size.
As to the Christian Union, the great success of
that pai»er has been a marvel in the history of jounalism, and the scholarly, and critical New York Nation
call it not only the ablest and best, but also the
most popular of American religious periodicals.”
This paj>er, hereafter will be printed on a still larger sheet, folded in twenty-four pages, pasted at the
back and trimmed at the egdes, a decided advantage
possessed by no other religious weekly published. It
contains contributions from eminent writers of all de-

1,908^8317*7

LIABILITIES.
and other claims,

an

ir!” The results and records of our experibelong to the archives of the College.
The key-note to the life of Dr. Stockbridge
was undoubtedly struck in College.
He entered from North Yarmouth (now Yarmouth)
at the early age of 15; with little experience,
and without fixed habits of study. He passed on rather quietly through these revolutionary times; left the class during his junior
year, and graduated in the class of 1838, at
Brown University. I think during his Colence

future of our class. That unwritten declaration of rights, that modest assumption of in-

WHAT THE PRESS SAYSi

ket for

GIVEN AWAY

WORKS

•

painted by hand.

charming pair of chroms„“Wide Awake” and
“Fast Asleep” of whose real beauty and attractiveness Mrs.
Stowe’s graceful sketch can give but an
imperfect Mea—so pleasing are they to all who love
art or children—have always sold in the picture stores
for $10, and the original publisher has never been
able to supply the great demand for them even at
that price. And yet, although thousands of them
have been sold in America at that high rate, they are
now within tho reach of all, for
they are

higher classes,

capabilities for scholarship and
probably above his actual progress. But like Andrew, Barker, and other
boys of the class, that did not quite foreshadcountry.
ow their future career while in College.—
IT
has
Oil
something
for
DW•Every Member of the Household—lather,
Stockbridge went on and up in life from these
mother,boys and girls, yo«ng men and women, all j College experiences, by dint of labor and
apfind something of interest. Admirable contributed
plication, to his present position.
and e<litorial articles discussing all the great topics of
For about three years he had the charge of
the day; fresh information oa unhackneyed subjects,
much matter of a high and pure religious tono ;a Domesthe Ladies’ Seminary in Warren, R. I., where
tic Department, choice Poems, Household Stories,
he earned some reputation as a teacher. In
and Chat for the little ones; one of its chief attrac1841 he entered the Theological Institute at
tions being Mrs. H. B. Stowe’s
fa-^"V«ng Take.
Newton, Mass.; graduating in 1844. He
1T ADMITS no medical or
Aih
was soon after settled as pastor of the 1st Bap■*^“#otlier possibly objectionable advertisements
nor any tiling to offend the
tist Church, in Waterville, Maine, where he
purest or most fastidious,

on as

next

he will reduce his rates to

To the toansient travelling public, with no reduction
of fareJattendance and
hospitalities.
No effort will be siiared lor the comfort and convenience of the guests of i his favorite house.
dc20tf
D. N. CUSHMAN.

WARD

child

Statement of the condition of the International Ins
Co., of New York City, Jan. 1st, 1872.

we

lUAHNFIELD,

its

the

but with determination to resist the old process of humiliation, of being forcibly “broken-

WHY!

Editor, of whom the Chicago Interior
said, “Probably no man on thin continent sways so
many minds, or is doing so much to shape religions
thought for the next half century.” His vigorous pen
in Editorials and Star Papers, and Mr. Ellin wood’s
famed verbatim rejiorts of his helpful Lecture-Room
Talks in Plymouth Church, are an attraction to
thousands of readers, who always want to know whft
he thinks on religious themes and the topics of the
times. He is also assisted by an able eilitorial staff.

subject of which no one ever tires.
But these pictures, besides their constant charm for
grown folks, are such as children can understand and
love. Our little “Wide Awake” and “Fast
Asleep”
would give many Ifpleasant hour of companionable
amusement and intercourse to the little
)>eople akin
to them in age. The pictures that children*s
eyes rest

$373,655.08

-and-

will pend to any address
each,
Splendid Photographs of either
JAN. FISK, JR.,
cents

HENRY

1 Qt

“Fast

“

success

a

wonder ?

The class of 1837 was'large and athletic,
with a sprinkling, indeed, of boys, one of
whom was young Stockbridge. The class entered college with something like a declaration of independence; bearing ourselves re-

spectfully, however,toward

a

have never seen pictures before.
God bless the darlings—send the little
fast and far!

Company.

men

REASONS

101 Commercial §t.

on

EBEN COREY, Chirman
Streets, Sidewalks and Bridges.

enjoyment more lasting

suddenly achieved

so

that makes all newspaper

INTERNATIONAL

RYAN A KELSEY.

FOR

OR TO

GENER- lL AGENTS,

Portland and

REDUCTION OF PRICES!

FOR-SALE.

mT,

PORTLAN D, MAINE.

Agents for

SARGENT,

The

change for a small farm. Apply from I to 3 o’clock,
to L. B. HORTON, 28 West st., Boston, M
P.

Bankers,

AM. •

finish.

~

first of April ami October,

New York.

the principal,

331 CONGRESS STREET.
Where we shall keep constantly on hand, a full assortment of these Machines in the various styles of

board reasonable.
febCtfNo 11 MYRTLE ST,

Cook at No. 74

both principal and interest being payable

We

IF

JONIE

Found.

run, and bear interest at the rate of 7 per cent, per
annum, payable

1737.fel4dl*w

Wanted*

mediate application.
are

you wish to secure the best Sewing Macldne In
existence for all kinds of work, do not fail to call
and examine THE HINGE R, at

Rooms:

the White
at this Office.

-n

rr

THE

SEWOGMACHIJVE.

Boarders Wanted.

GOOD RENT of 5

Conductor

nr

TUCKER,

Real Estate and Loan Agent

St. J. & D. C. R. R. Co.

febC-3w

Feet, 2\ inch Southern Pine Plank, 5 to
vFYJvFv/ 14 inches wide, averaging about 35 feet in
Will be sold low to close an invoice.

Wanted.
SITUATION as book-keeper, or in any other
business where writing is required, by a man
a family.
Can give an unlimited amount of

GOOD

A.

R. F.

between the Eastern Express Office and
Corner, a calf skin pocket book, con
The finder will
a large sum of money.
quite
taining
be well rewarded by leaving the same at the “Eastern
Express office, or at the Press office.
Feb 22-dlw
__H. S. JEWETT.

first class references.

without furniture.

or

Inquire of, or address,

should have

Its

Street.

Morrills*
LOST

with

Property

Exchange st.

for Sale.

ASSETS,Jan 1,’72. $1,065,111.72

length.

Rent Wanted.

remaining unsold is only

the amount

as

fe20dlw*

LO S T I

seldom in the market.

$1,018,000, parties

-O. S

line.

References if required.
Address J. C., this office.

7th. While Railroad Bonds may be plenty, those

payment of the interest, and the final pa>rment of

SOCTH ST.,
PORTLAND, US.
UP" I’l oin; t attention paid to all kindsot Jobbing

BY

dening.

janlGtf

PLASTERERS,

onr

Frank-

Real Estate Agents.

WANTED,

6th. The amount of the

unusually

8 CCOOO & TOASTIO WORKERS,

who understands the care of horses,
cows, fowl, &c, and is well acquainted with gar-

liabiliiies.

uncertainties of projected ent erprises, and the prompt

n

Cor. Cumberland and

WHEELOCK &

a man

Address P. O. Box

build it.

dress-maker and good neePost Office,

Situation Wanted.

The road is done, well equipped, arid earning

4th.

ditLEEIDAIf h 9EIFPITH8,

PLAIN AND ORNAMENTAL

woman.

paying large and regular dividends.

are

3d. They have built the shortest road to the cele-

facture of iron,

a

dle
Address MRS. W.,
EMPLOYMENT*by
Portland.
feb22*3t

of the

richest portions of the State, where all the old roads
are

or

road,

first-class manner, mainly with

one

STREET.

adjoining

room,
suitable for a gentlemen and wife, to let with board.
A few ladies and gentlemen can also be accommodated with good board and rooms.
feblOtf

IN

money.

The Bonds

Marble,

Office Kill CON GKit>8 NTBKKT,

81*.

relation

in

2d. They have built their road through

No 152 Middle Street.

Italian & American

A A pleasant frout chamber and

OPERATION.

large and increasing market

OF

Mattress. £8,

Patent

.1. ii.

their

Drated

Suits, Lounges, Spring Beds,

MrDouough

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.
Table Boarders Wanted.

AND

COMPLETED

and equipped it in

annum, and

Nos, 31 £ 33 Free Street,
Parlor

Vincennes

per mile.

The Stockholders have built

let.

STE HER

MANUFACTURES

$18,500

Leading Points

The

into Chicago

u

FEENlf,

v

Bonds akk as follows :

patronage they

UPHO

JuauYiue ana

SUCCESSFUL

A CARD—Id (hanking my former customers and
have bestowed upon
friend* lor the
me tor the last n teen years. I have the pleasure in
recommending to them Mr. W. L. KEIi.ERfor
a continuance of th* same, teeling confident that he
is able to please all who tnav give him a call iu his
line.
CHAS. s. SCHUMACHER.

_fe!3d2w_

Hotel

93

attended to.

^____________

LINE

THE

Painter,

h.

dlm-eodllm&wGw

FEW table boarders at 133 PEARL

Schumacher Bros, 5 Deering Block

j.

J, IK. CHAPIVAIV, Secretary.
CHARLES DENNIS. Vice-President,
J. D. HAWLETT, 3rd Vice-Pres’t.

FIRST MORTGAGE BONDS.

L.KEILEB,

sco

MILLER, No. 91 Federal Street.
Every description of Water Fixtnres arranged and set up in the best manner.

Jobbing promptly

cannot wither, custom cannot stale
infinite variety.**
For this reason a happy picture of a child
brings

Bals7.

The Meu We

namely,

THE CHRISTIAN UNION,

The

JAMES

JOHN W. MUNGER, Correspondent,
Office, 166 Fore St., Portland, He.

Issue only

i*48 C'ONCBEMS wTHKET.

JOHN C. PROCTER,

IMPROVED

unicago,

OF

PORTLAND, MAINE.

OfEoe

produced

Feb. 7, 1872.

& Go

Wholesale & Retail

Fre

$8,143,240 00
3,379,050 00
217,500 00
386,739 41
2,405.937 95
274,345 01

The certificates to be
at tbo time of payment, and cancelled. Upon certificates which
(in red scrip) for gold premiums; such payment of interest and redemption will be in gold.
A dividend of Forty Per Cent, is declared on the net earned premiums of the Company, for the
year ending 31st December, 1871, for which certificates will be issued on and after Tuesday the Seeond of
April next.

FRENCH WINES,
W.

$5,375,793 24

Six per cent interest on the outstanding certificates of profits will be paid to the holders thereof, or their
legal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next.
The outstanding certificates of the issue of 186S, will be redeemed and paid to the holders thereof, or their
legal representatives, on and after Tuesday the Sixth of February next, from which date all interest thereon

F. F. Hale’s, Corner of Free
de20 tf

and term-

or

CO., No. 80 Middle Street.
LAMSON, 139 Middle St., cor. Cro...

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

$14,806,812 37

By order of the Beard,
J. D. JONES, President.
W. H. H. MOORE, 2nd Vice-Pres’t.

station,

For Sale*

No 10

A. 8. DAVIS &

$7,446,452 69

Mortgages,

sundry

RESIDENCE, 6 BRADFORD STREET.

hO?7l'm

of Marine Premiums,

R. R.

Tyng street: for particulars inquire
of George T. Means, 45 Lincoln St.,
HOUSE

Photographers.

Stair Builder.
$5,412,777 51
2,033,675 18

No Policies have been issued upon Life Risks; nor upon Fire Risks disconnected with
Marine Risks.
Premiums marked Off from 1st January, 1871, to 31st December, 1871,
Losses paid during the same period
$2,735,980 63
Returns of Premiums and Expenses,
$1*73,211 84
The Company has the following Assets, viz:
United States and State of New York Stock, City, Bank and other Stocks,
Loans secured by Stocks, and otherwise,
Real Estate and Bonds and
notes and claims due the Company, estimated at
Interest, and
Premium Notes aud Bills Receivable
Cash in Bank.

cease.
were issued

FRESCO PAINTER

H.

New York.'

1871. to 31st December, 1871,

near

INSURE WITH THE

Silver and Plated Ware.
ARNER LOIVELL, 301 Congrem

the Charter of the Company, submit the following Statement of its affairs

Premiums received on Marine Risks, from 1st January,
Premiums on Policies not marked off 1st January, 1871,

will

GEORGE D. JOST,

N. B. Order Slate at
and Cross Streets.

William,

Portland,

__feb!3dtf

139 Ex-

Schools.

Total Amount of Assets,

Street.
E.

Payson,

COMPANY.

--

The Trustees, in Conformity to
the 31st day of December, 1871.

on

THE
miles from

inus of Portland and Forest Avenue Horse R. R; one
of the best locations in the place. The lot contains
1} acres; the buildings are a two story house 23 by 24
feet, wjth L 12 by 20 feet. A small Green House and
Office. The house and land will be sold with or
without the Nursery stocks,or the dwelling house and
suitable lot of land alone. Inquire by mail on the
premises, or of E P. BRIGGS, Esq., Morrill’s Comer.

SATURDAY MOBJtlXG, FEB. 24, 1872.

RKV. JO. N C. STOCK BRI DO
K, D. D.

“Age

For Sale*

24

What Is the reason that the Literary, Religious, anil Domestic Weekly, started two

of her

dealt with them.
Nothing pleases more at first sight or give* pleasure
longer than poetical pictures of children. “The little
child” whom Jesus seta in the midst of
every family
is a joy that grows not old and fades not.

Portland Nursery, and Buildings connected
with it. Located at Morrill’s Corner, Deering,

change Street.

1843.)

IN

WALL STREET, Coi ner of

51

BANK BUILDING,

Exchange

INSURANCE
(OBKANIZED

BUSINESS PAPER Bought and
Corporation Loans negotiated.

No.

PEARSON, No. 99 Temple St., near
Congress. All kinds of Silver and Plated
W are Repaired.

Richardson, Hill & Co.,
No.

CO.,

HI.

ja26*2m_

BANKERS,
Sears Building,

GEO. Ii. LOTHROP A

—————

Webbter.

A. W.

Paper Hangings, Window Shades, and
Weather Strips.

P.

Sts., Portland, Me.

febl

GAIN ROBINSON.
1872. jn3tcodlm

.New House

Plasterer, Stncco Worker, &c.

L. 8. TWOMBLY, Agent.

"^Policy Holders in the L<orillard Fire Insurance Co., will please
call lor their Return Premiums which are now ready.

Especial attention given to the purchase and shipment of Com, Flour. Grain and Provisions, for eastparties. Refer to 1st Nat’l Bank, Chicago; W. H.

ny information necessary.

Street.

J. H.

Portland, Maine, who has a
his possession, and will give

Plumbers.

Co., Cincinnati.

Amazon Ins.

JAMES VAN NORDEN, Prest.
GEO. W. MONTGOMERY, Sec.

Corner

call upon L.
KIDDER,
plan of the premises in

A; KNIGHT, No. 134 Exchange

L. S. TWOMBLY, Agent.

New York.

St.

Organ and Melodeon Manufacturers.
SMALL

$539,692.18.

ern

Small, Bangor.
Thos. E. Bennett,

Masons and Builders.
REDLON, 933 1-9 Congrraa

N. E.

lin Sts.

of H. H. Massey & Co.,

Successors

J. D. STAPLES, Prest.

WEBSTER,

General Commission

FIRST FLOOR,

Assets in Gold

$800,000.00.

ASSETS JAN. 1, 1872.

tllltagU.

no2'

Ins. Co., London.

ASSETS JAN. 1, 1872,

Merchants,

5S SOUTH CANAL STREET,

STREETS,

Firemens’ Fund Ins. Co. California

Provision

farm. It contains 240 acres, surrounded with
good
fences, consisting of Hedge, Rail and Board; and is
into Corn and Grass Fields, Pasture and
Wood Land.
There is also a fine garden, from which are raised
strawberries, gooseberries, elderberries, raspberries
blackberries,aud currants. The orchard contains 100
bearing apple trees, and 100 trees just commencing; 25 old peach trees and 200 young trees; nine different kinds of cherry and plum trees; also grapes in
abundance.
Ike house is 24x3G,
good cellar with cistern; ice,
milk, coal and smoke houses. Said form is offered
for sale on account of the ill health of the
owner, who
is desirous of
removing further south. Purchaser can
have privilege of taking
stock, crops, and farm implements at market prices.
For more particulars

& JOHNSON, 171 Middle and
116 Federal Streets.

And offers the best Security to those seeking Insurance in the following
first-class Companies:

Imperial

LAW!

No. 18 Pemberton Sqr., Boston, Mass.
Refers to Hon. E. It. Hoar; Hon. Nathan Clifford,
Judge of the Supreme Court, U. S.; Hon. George F.
Shepley, Judge of the Circuit Court, U. S.; Hon. D.
W. Gooch, and Hon. Ginery Twichell.
jn3-6m

Carpet-Bags.

was a very good little girl, who, by reagoodness, knew where to flud strawberries
in the winter. In the same way leas perfect
people,
blessed by the generous fairies of memory and imagination, may sit, as I do now, in the midst of falling
leaves and whistling winds, and call back the
green
grasses and summer sun. I see yonder in the glen,
the darliug of our house, the gold gleam in her brown
hair, a chain of daisies in her hand,and in her eyes the
roughish meditation of a kitten, wear}’ for an instant
only of its play, and thinking slyly of anotner spring.
Thrown back upon the velvet grass, she is not
resting
only pausing; from her bright glances to the tips of
her tiny fingers she is wide awake.
But now the merry play is over, and our
pet nestles
younder on the sofa-cushion, tired at last in earnest.
Slowly the lids tall, and the lingering smile dies out;
but the flush in cheek and lip remains, like the
glow
after sunset. The gathered
buttercups and daisies
are loosely held by the fair little
hand; no shadows,
even of dream
land, disturb the sweet brow’s perfect
peace. She is fast asleep.
In other words, two chromos
hang upon the wall,
bewitching child-heads, in which every mother sees
something of her own dear ones, never grown old, and
never lost to her, however time or death
may have
son

divided

the press.

years ago,

Once there

Loan III

For Sale*
A ™ARM. situated in Huntsville, Schuyler County, Illinois, within 8 miles of the Depot, and a
new railroad is
being built within three miles of said

DURAN

Has Removed to the Corner ot

MIDDLE STREET.

(Late Assistant Attorney General, U. S.)

Manufacturers of Trunks, Valises and

TWOMBLY,

to

We are prepared la lean money In anma
from 9100 to any amoonl desired, on Oral
clam mortgages in Portland, Cape ElizaWestbrook, or Bee ring. Parties desirous of building can also be accommodated with loans.
OEO. H. DAVIS (k CO.,
Beal Estate Sc HeHgage Brokers*
B€>p24tt

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

CLOFDMAX,

jan22tf__

*_

jalOeodtf

FeblO eod2w

Author o/ “Uncle Tom't Cabin" “My Wtft and I"
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WH Y ?

BY HARRIET UEECHER STOWE.

etc.

Huntsville, Illinois, January 30th,

rire& Marine Ins.Co

PORTRAIT PAINTER.

J.

St.

F.

Dentists.

SON, Agents.
eT. ML PALMER, Gen’l .Argent.

Philadelphia.
J. B. Hamel, Jr.

jan23-ly

__

Dye-House.

JTOSIAH UEALD, No. 105 Middle Street.
Dll. 11'. R. JOHNSON, No 13 1-3 Free St.
PACKARD A HARDY, Fluent B lock

J. W. HI UNGER &

MERCHANTS !

L. Gregg,

Pres’t.

ENGLAND

TOTAL ASSETS

AND

H.

$314,490.90

NEW

BROKERS,

COMMISSION

BOWKER,

MEANS, Pearl Street, op-

NEWPORT
NEWPORT,
( ash Capital & Surplus

FRED W. ARNOLD, Sec’y.

Warren & Gregg.

108 Walnut St..

WHITNEY
posite Park.

AVERAGE TOTAL EXPENSES TO TOTAL RECEIPTS 9 1.3 PER CENT.

H. L. GREGG & Co.,
Successors to

I.

THOMAS G. TURNER, Pres’t.

AVENUE,
Jan31

PHILADELPHIA.

i

Carpenters and Builders.

$645,129.29

ALBERT

CO., Bleachers, No. 131

SAIVYEK A

iXIiddle Street.

A

BOSTON.

< !ash Capital & Surplus

Mutual Life Insurance

COMMISSION MERCHANT,
DELAWARE

COMPANY.

and

£. E. PATRIDGE, Sec’y pro tem.

Cash Capital & Surplus

Street.___
Bonne' and Hat Bleachery.
8

STorth American Fire Ins.

IRA A. FOSTER, Sec’y.

BROKER,

NOUTIK

I.

Cargoes. Freights

on

j

Book Binders.
WM. A. QUINCY, Room 11, Printer’s
Exchange, No. Ill Exchange 8t.
BMaLL A SHACKFORD, No. 35 Plum

GUSTAVE TOUCIIARD, Pres’t.

HENRY HARRIS, Pres’t.

Gregg.)

-AND-

c. COBR, No. 13 Pearl 8t.

Booksellers and Stationers.
HOYT, FOGG A BREED,No.93 Middle

$1,115,573,67

.....

53P“The attention of the public i* respectfully called to the abore named Companies.
jr. w. hunger.

CHAS. A. WARREN,

444

ISSETS

$773,830.80

PROVIDENCE, B.

SHIP

Union Insurance Co.

NARRAGANSETT

C. D. HAVEN, Sec’y.

OFFICE

Warren &

Bakers.

Street*

essels per voyage. RateB named and Certificates
/
issued. Risks on Hulls effected at current rates.

M.

ME.
W.

Cash Capital & Surplus

HE.

(Formerly

PORTLAND,

Can place in perfectly reliable Companies any amount of Fire,
marine and Life Insurance desired a mrrent rates.

PROVIDENCE, K.

D.,

Repairing.

sale and to let.

daily

E.^Bucknell,

B ULJLETIN.

$20,000

8.

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM, IN ADVAN

FACES ON THE WALL.

Geo. R. J5i>yis & Co.'s

pub-

the

at

DYER, No. 158 Middle 8t., over H.
II. liny’s.
All kinds of Machines fo

Rates

Martha

the country

Agency for Sewing Machines.
Vt

length

Eclectic

throughout

PRESS.
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REAL ESTATE.

lishers’ lowest rates.
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W. K. RIPLEY. M.

81. Adinserted in papers in Maine

CO., U11-3 Middle
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Sir John

Coleridge is one of the most
charming speakers in England.
Indeed,
there are not six speakers in England who
can approach him in the fine art of being
charming in a public address. He has none
of the English hesitation and ah-ah-ing

which set you almost distracted as you sit in
the galleries of either house of parliament
listening to the debates. He is uncommonly
smooth, oily and connected. His voice is not
unlike that of Wendell Phillips, of whom you
cannot but be reminded as youlisten to the mellifluous stream of the attorney-general’s eloHis gestures are not absolutely
quence.
graceful. Some of them are absolutely awkward. But there are not three men in Great
Britain who can make a graceful gesture,
while there are not three men in Italy who
cannot.
The attorney general has also a first rate
bodily presence and plenty of what the
dramatic critics call aplomb. He is thoroughly self-possessed. His tall, erect, wellproportioned figure is kept as steady as a ship
in a tranquil sea. His face is unobstructed
by whiskers, and his head is equally destitute of hair; so that his wig rather becomes him, which is more than be said of
These wigs,
many of his fellow barristers.
as

a

general rule,

are

simply disgusting.

They are short haired, frizzly and frowsy, unclean and unkempt.
The bland elocution and countenance of
Sir John seems out of keeping with the acrid
things he feels obliged to say. No man can
make a more purely elegant and fastidiously
gentlemanly speech than he. I heard his speech
in the house, when he sot under the gangway, and introduced his bill for the abolition
of university tests. It was one of the mest
delightful pieces of oratorical music that I ever
heard.

Now the same

pleasant voice sends the arofinvective into that far from diminutive target the claimant.
The nasty, stuffy
little court room, at Westminister was packed tight with perspiring ladies ami gentlemen,
dukes and judges, old men and maidens in a
refreshing state of un ventilation.
Sir John rises with an effective air of selfconfidence. He glances serenely around upon his compact and expectant audience.
With exquisite precision of words and deliberation of elocution he proceeds to say, after a
few preliminary remarks, tha* his object will
be to show that the noble mother of his infant client is not to be cast down from her
dignity, and to see her child bereft of his inand audacious
heritance by the cunning
schemes of a (slight Dausel consnirator. a—
rows

(another pause), a forger (another pause), an
imposter (a longer pause), and a villain!
These epithets were uttered with leisurely
frigidity, and made a decided sensation, which
quickly burst into applause, mostly contined

to the box full of witnesses for the defense.
The lord chief justice leaned forward and
said such demonstrations could not be allowed. The attorney general, with the utmost
sangfroid, resumed in a tone of apology, saying his words were the strongest he could
think of, but they should be followed by
stronger ones, if such could be found in the
language. He would proceed to lay before
them hundreds of indisputable facts, each convicting the plaintiff of a fraud, a lie, a crime
(great deliberation) on a scale of depth and
wickedness hitherto unexampled, as far as he
knew, in the annals of their law courts.
As to the character of the claimant, of
course the jury had formed a very decided
and a very low opinion. But that by itself is
not conclusive. Of course, a man may be a
low, unmitigated blackguard, and yet retain
his personal identity. But where the point
of identity is to be made out chiefly by the
evidence of the plaintiff hlmaelf, then if you
cannot believe him upon any other subject,
how can you believe him upon himself?
He gives a brief narrative of the career of
the claimant, and says ifhe sounds ironical, it
must be remembered that such facts are in
themselves irony complete. The plaintiff's
history as given by himself, especially his history of the shipwreck, is held up to ridicule
in the most supercilious manner, Some of the
plaintiff’s letters are read, spelling and all. and
the “B. of B. K.” in one of them is translated
“
Baronet ofthe British Kingdom,” amid roars

of laughter.

Sir John proceeds Mwompare the slight, under-sized, delicate, chivalrous, honorable, cultivated Sir Koger with this enormous mass of
flesh, this rascal who was tried for horse-stealing, this common Australian thief for eight or
nine years, this Itw ruffian—his French gone,
mother’s name gone, education gone, feeling
The letters of the real Sir
gone, all gone.

Koger were those of a low blackguard—blackguard in expression, blackguard in tone.
Haydn Asociotion.
notified that they are al
Annual Meeting,

hereby
MEMBERS
lowed 30 day. from date of
(Feb
to renew membership;
are

after which tlmo

12th.)
aU application. mn.t take the regular courre.
FRED II. CLOk ES, Sec y.
Per Order. (t21d2w>

Three More States for Grant.

THE PE ESS.
SATURDAY MORNING, FEB. 24, 1872.
Nominations.

Presidential

Four nominations for the Presidency have
already been made. Four antagonists already

at

dispute his
claim to re-election. George Francis Train,
Mrs. Woodhull,—yes, and Daniel Pratt, who
confront General Grant,

and

and take no

presents,

office,

a

man

who is

swearing he recomexisting evils. But for

of the terrific

mends as a cure for
we

weakens the moral sense

It is not uncommon for men to
excuse their want of truthfulness by the triumphant declaration—“I wasn’t on oath!”
So General Davies, whose bold, full eye,
heavy mustache, highly electrified hair,
broad shoulders and manly port—as per portrait the receipt whereof is hereby gratefully
exhibited.

not our candidate.

acknowledged—is

But there is another Davies in the field—
not nominated

by himself, but by the NationColumbus,
Ohio, on Thursday. The following report of
the proceedings of this important gathering
al Labor Convention which met at

deserves attention:
The Convention, after a long discussion,
admitted James Kilgore as representative of

the International section 26 of Pennsylvania.
A platform was reported, and the financial
plank debated at some length.
At the afternoon session a platform was
adopted. The first resolution declares that
it is a duty to establish a just standard of
distribution of capitol and labor by providing
a purely national circulating
medium, based
on the faith and resources of the nation, issued directly to the people, without the intervention of any banking corporation, which
money shall be legal tender in payment of all
debts, public and private, interchangeable at
the option of the holder for Government
bonds, bearing a small rate of interest, not
exceeding 3 6&-100 per cent,, subject to future

legislation by Congress.

The second resolution favors the payment
of the National debt according to the original
contract. The third declares the exemption
of Government bonds from taxation a violation of all just principles of the revenue laws.
The fourth opposes the sale of public lands to
individuals or corporations, and the holding
of them for the benefit of landless settlers.
The fifth favors the admission free of duty of
articles in common use not produced here,
and a revenue upon articles of luxury, and
also such a duty upon such articles of manufacture, as we have the raw materials in
abundance that will assist in the further developing the resources of the country. The
sixth advocates the prohibition of the importation of Chinese by legislation. The seventh
favors the eight hour law. The eighth demands the abolition of contract labor in

prisons.

The ninth favors assessing and collecting of
taxes during the progress of a war instead of leaving the debt to posterity.
The tenth calls for Congressional legislation
to prevent exorbitant charges by railroads
and telegraphs;
The eleventh favors the one term principle.
The twelfth favors general amnesty and
equality of rights and privileges to all.
The committee on the platform reported
additionalTesolutions, the first of which demands the subjection of the military to the
civil powers and the confinement of its operations to national purposes alone; the second
asks for a revision of the patent laws to give
labor more fully the benefit of its own ideas
on inventions ; the third, that the fitness and
war

*

iiui

kite

ui

piuucai

mass

pciouuai
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should be the only recommendation to any
public office. Adopted.
David Davis of Illinois was nominated for
President on the third ballot, the vote standing—David Davis, 201; Joel Parker of New
Jersey, 7; Horace H. Day of New York, 3.
Davis's nomination was made unanimous.
Joel Parker was nominated for Vice President on the first formal ballot, the vote
standing as follows: Parker, 112; E. M.
Chamberlin of Massachusetts, 57; Thomas H.
Ewing of Ohio, 22. Parker’s nomination
made unanimous.
After appointing
Committees to wait on the nominees an executive committee of one member from each
State was appointed and the Convention adjourned subject to the call of the National

meeting. Speeches
Stauard, J.

Hou. E. O.
and others.

two

by recognizing
kinds of truth, and apparently making the
offence of simple lying a venial one. Among
unintelligent people this confusion is often

Delegates

N ot

tial matters

a

we

as

Washington correspondent of the
Ellsworth American seems to think it probable that Col. R. J. Hinton, of Washington,
the correspondent of a large number of newspapers and a radical of radicals, will be appointed a member of the Labor Commission,
The

tr

J

ucopvinw; f^aiuvo.

stolen the red lusty hue of life and left instead
a deathly
pallor, heightened by the long black
hair and heavy drooping side whiskers and
moustache of the same intense color. The
top
of the head is quite bald, the forehead narrow
aud high; the eyes, cold, gray and with a stealthy habit of darting glances from under the
partially closed aud sleeply looking lids, the

Our

,Ki

,i...

..l-c.*,...,

-r.—— ...

flip

have small chance against railroad
The Ogas much
the Maine Central did. The most

people

corporations in the 51st Legislature.
densburg managers are developing
as

BLACK

reasonable and necessary amendments to their
act are promptly rejected, as the fol-

enabliug

lowing extract from the Kennebec Journal’s report of the House proceedings on Thursday will
show:

j

THE OGDENSBURG RAILROAD.

j
j

j
;

;

!

J

of

Dover,

"T

same

The. North Star says the Caribou postofflee
paid the government last year, over and above
the salary of the Postmaster, $223.58.
The North Star says at Fort Kent, a French
woman, the other day, killed a loup-cerviei
with an ax. The savage wild creature was in
the act of killing a pig when the woman made
the successful attack.

THE PORTLAND & BATH ROAD,

The motion of Mr.

Reed, of Waldoboro, to
substitute the minority for the majority
report,
thus giving leave to report a bill, led to a de-

Gen. Grant spent the 22d of February in
Philadelphia, whither he went to attend a
party given by Coi. Fumey. This doesn’t
look much like an estrangement.

bate on the Portlaad & Bath charter, Mr. Perkins, of Farmington, moved to refer to the
next Legislature. Mr. Sprague made a speech
in favor of the charter, taking the ground that
it is the only means of saving from great loss
the towns and cities that have invested so large-

Gf.n. Sickles is

reported to be an aspirConkling’s place in the Senate.

Prominent New Hampshire Republicans
in Washington, claim the State at the
March election by a majority of at least one
thousand. They regard the prospect as much
more favorable than last year at this this time,
and steadily Improving. Twenty thousand pub-

Messrs. Prince
and Robinson spoke in favor of the motion to
a
Messrs.
report charter, and
Perry, of Oxford,
and Stevens against.
Mr. Millay took the floor and argued in favor
of the motion to concur with the action of the
Senate, and was speaking when the House ad-

ly in the Knox & Lincoln road.

now

lic documents in aid of the Republican cause
have been sent into the State within the last
few weeks. Senator Nye intends, if possible,
to participate in the campaign.

journed.

The Episcopal Mission at St. Peter’s Church
in Rockland is progressing favorably, with a

good attendance day and evening and with very
hearty sendees. The Rev. B. W. Atwell
preached the opening sermon on Monday. On

the Boston
The Portland correspondent
Advertiser says that the members of the Legislature “shed responsibility like water from the
hack of a glossy, well-fed, barn-yard duck, at

Wednesday evening the Rev. Charles W. Hayes,
Portland, delivered a discourse which gave
much satisfaction. He preached agaiu Thursday Rev. Harry Yewens, a clergyman in English orders, now officiating at Lewiston, also
preached.
Rev. Edmund Worth, pastor of the Baptist
Church in Keunebuukport, sailed from New
York on tbe 15tli inst., by tlie wav of the Isthmus of Panama, for Sau Francisco, where bis
only son resides. He expects to return, overland, in about three mouths, witli the hope that
his impaired health will bo improved. Rev. Mr.
of

and all the

The Brunswick Telcyraph wants to draw the
Press into its controversy about the doctrines \
of Confucius. No, thank yon. But say Zoroaster, and we are your man.

|

emption laws.
Poor Dick Yates—ex-Govemor and ex-Sena- I Worth has been pastor of the above named
chureli nearly sixteen years.
tor—is very sick.

r-vw

the case vjtfA much
care,
skill.
has

tne

State.
And

and

The American says a school house at Long
E. Harbor,was burned last week"
supposed to have been set on fire by an incen-

Pond,near N.

diary.

The American says Mr. Samuel Dow of Han-

cock, was up before the Police Court on Tuesday, on a charge of cruelty and unmercifully
beating his little girl of three years of age.

village,

lot 19 l-9e per yd.

Inal

Far

93c Per Dazen.

Sixty-Seven

dressing after dyeing,

Swiss

[Latest by Euro]>ean

in
no

Checks Worth

w2-4

FmIOc, lSlf, tie, 90c.

and

!)5r per yard*

our

goods

at

equally

low

prices

Rangoon.

Ski fin Cuxhaven 5th
Montevideo.

RAILROAD SECURITIES,
BANK

STOCKS.
le&mtf

Citizens’ Caucus.
The voters of Deering, without distinction of parare
ty
requested to meet in caucus at the Town
Houma, on Saturday the 24th inst, at 3 o’clock P. M.t

5 Free Street Block.

Peb 20-snlw

GLOVES,

Far 50 Cent*

a

KID

GLOVES,

SPECIAL

For
KID

Stripes

P. S. All

our

A

l.ol from 14

new

All

EDGINGS,

1-4rents ap to pi.45.

other Goods at prices very much reduced.

H. TALBOT & CO.,
fel3

PORTLAND,

SONsT

MAINE.

80 years.

all

Daily

Balances.

Accounts rendered and in-

DEALERS in Government and other Investment
Securities and in Gold and Silver Coin.
STERLING BILLS drawn on Englnnd, Scotland
and Ireland. Sight bafts on
Paris, Berlin and othei
European cities, Montreal, St. John and Halifax
Gold and Currency Drafts on Boston and New York.
APPROVED Commercial Bills purchased.
FACILITIES aflorded for the transaction of the
Special as wefl as the General Business of corrtsi>ondents.
Agents for the sale of the

Bonds of the Portland &
sn
jn3

Ogdensbnrg'

R B

MULNIX,

HAS REMOVED TO

NUMBER
Where

can

39

CENTRE

found

be

a

general

assortment of

AND

KITCHEN FURNISHING GOODS.
Particular attention paid to Jobbing.
A. MULNIX,
39 Centre Street.

feb20 lwsn

DAVEIS,

HAS RETURNED TO PORTLAND,
Aud will attend, as heretofore, upon all. who desire
his professional services.
He will be at his office every day from 12 to 1 o’clock
eod
Pffebl7sn*2w

On

CO.

Marriage.

Relief for Young Men from the effects
of errors and abases in early me. Manhood restored.
Impediments to marriage removed. Netv method of

treatment. New and remarkable remedies. Book*
and Circulars free, in sealed envelopes.
Address
HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No. 2 South Ninth St.,
novlsn&Jm
Philadelphia, Pa.

GUNS,
BREECH

GUNS.

HCZZLE LOADING

AND

Double and Single Barreled Guns.

Ammunition, Sporting Goods,

etc.

B3T* Also a good assortment of Machinists* Tools,
wholesale and retail.
O. Ia. BAILEY, 48 Exchange St.
no24eodtfSN
83?** Sign of the “Golden Rifle.**

Per Order of Town Comm.
febl9d&w wStd

1872.

For Sale
The Residence of the late Phisehas Barnes, Esq, No.
63 High Street, consisting of a Two-Story House containing 13 finished rooms besides Halls and closets,
with an abundance of Well, Cistern and Sebago water ; lot 50x100 feet. For particulars enquire of
JOHN C. PROCTER,
93 Exchange Street.
eodlwsn
10.
Portland, February

Caucus.
Republicans of Standlsh are requested to meet
Town House, on Saturday, the 21th day of Febtost, at 2 o’clock P. M, to nominate candidate*

for municipal officers the ensuing vear
fe21d&wtd
Per 6rder Town Com.

,

BRYTLITE GLOBES I

CHOICE

APPLES.

ALSO,
CAR

ONE

BRYTLITE GLOBES 1

I

at
Feb

J.

BOUND

IIOGS!

S. CROCKETT’S

85 Commercial Street.
12-sn2w

Percik.

STAVE THE CHILDREN.

Edward

If ULTITUDES of them sufi'er, linger, and die, becauie of Pin-Worms. The only known remedy
forthAse most troublesome and dangerous of all
worms in children or adults Is DR. GOULD’S PINWORM. SYRUP. Purely vegetable; sure death to
all won-is: a valuable cathartic, and beneficial to
health, Warranted. Price reduced to 50 cts. per
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston.
bottle.

the

GKO. L. LOTIIRtP & CO..

jan3ld&w

w5-4in

SN

Batchelor's Hair Dye.
This superb Hair Dye is the best in the world—perdisfectly harmless, reliable and instantaneous; noodor.
disagreeable
l appointment; no ridiculous tints orHair
A.
Batchelur’s
Win.
Dye
j The genuine
producor Natural
es IMMEDIATELY a splendid Black

globe and burner combined, giving a Bolt brrt
strong light, superior to anything of the kind now to
j use, besides effecting a taring of twenty per cent, m i Brown, leaves the hair clean; sof.t beautiful; does not
!■ gat.
l contain a particle of lead or any injurious compound.
S°M by il!
It is having an immeuse sale in other
cities, and i
16 BOND-STREET, N. V
gives great satisfaction where ever introduced.
IV
t
D&W
SN
Jyll
Will fit any fixtures, and can bo
adjusted in two
minutes. Price within the reach of all. Call and I
CHEAP! CHEAP! CHEAP!
It is

a

Drnggi8r1ctorv,

tively known at the State Department that ”uo
objection was made to any portion of the American case when it lirst reached tlie
Foreign Office at London, about the middle of last December. The question was how to answer
it, and 1
Sir Koundell Palmer, aided by Lord
Tenterden,
worked on the reply some six weeks before Mr.

examine.
CEO. Id. I tOTHROP Sc CO,.
feb3sntf

152

CARD

Exchange Street.

I

Owing to nuiueroi’tfi Imitations of a valuable
article, when thrown upon the market, we caution
public against such. Be sure that etich Burner
has the Gas Moderator-Attached, and is nt arked “Patented.”

j

PHOTOGRAPHS

will make for thirty days. Card Photographs lor
ONE DOLLAR PER DOZEN 1

the

Feb. 9, 2872.

Which

A. M. McKKNNKV*
161 Middle Street.
SN lm

we are

Now is

a

offering much less than regular prices.
favorable time to pick up bargains.

IIIUOJJBW,

-HU. i'l.U >

l/WCU,

Almanac.Februn j 94.
rises.6.44 I Moon rises.5.55 PM
Sun sets.5.43 | High water.11.30 AM
Miniature

Sun

MARINE

A. B. BUTLER.

1.54 NTiddle
17-dtf

Feb

HOOPER,EATON & Co’s

inst, Mary Goodell, Sweetser,

Old Stand of Buainestt,

00

Exchange St.

130

K. LORD,

Upholsterer

and

Manufacturer,

-OF-

PARLOR

SUITS,

I. Plii.h, Terry, Repo and Hair Cl.lh.
A

full assortment of

LOUNGES, SPUING BEDS, IIAIK,
HUSK AND EXCELSIOR
MATTRESSES
Constantly on hand, and
—at

(

be .old to the trade

will

Tar.—

LOWEST PRICES!
Haring

facilities to

unusual

MANUFACTURE AND MAKING
THE

FURNITURE BUSINESS
A. SPECIALITY,
I

offer

can

Goods AS LOW

aa any other manufacturer In the State.
The attention of dealers la called to my price Hat,
sent to them by mall.

Neatly

the Chaste Excelsior
Turbine in Particular.

or

ARRIVED.
St Andrew, (Br) Wylie, Glasgow—passengers and mdse to H & A Allan.
Steamer Carlotta, Colby, Halifax, NS,—passengers
and mdse to Johu Porteous.
Barque Alice Carlton, (Dutch) Connor, Turks
Islands via Newport—8048 bush salt to Dana & Co.
Sch St Croix, (of Boston) Eaton, Cardenas—390
hhds 53 tes molasses, to Jas M Churchill.
Friday Feb., 93.

and

Promptly

Done !„

r».

130

Exchange Street,

E.

LORD, JR.
5

fe»»24-lw

STATEMENT
OF

THE

Mutual Life Ins.
FEW YORK.

OV

Co.,

J. S. WINSTON, Prea. R. A. McCURDY, Viee-Pr.n.
For the year ending December 31»t, 1871.

Cash Assets Jan. 1,’72,
Net

superior.
no

$51,577,997

OO

Assets, Jan. 1st, 1871.$42,382,417 id

Receipts during

idle talk or guess work, but facts and
principles over which there is no control, so far as
relate
to
nature’s
laws.
they
After all my observation, the closest and most
minute research and an unprejudiced investigation,
I have found but one among the many, that really
merit* the title of first-class, and that one I do not
hesitate to say is the Chase Wheel, which Indeed
stands out in bold relief, challenging the closest In-

Steamship

the year:

Premiums.$12,650,990 19

For
u

Interest and

Rents,

2,908,654 58

15,565,644 77

957,§18,082

IMilK KMKMKN'I 8.

33

T. Policy-Holders:
For Claim* by
M

constrained to make these statements, not
or emolument of any kind, or even so much
being asked, but in justice to myself, the manufacturers and their patrons, particularly as the growing i>opularity of the wheel and for the reason of the
apparently combined and persistent condemnation
by a large number of builders of so-called first-class
wheels, and their j>articular friends, neither of whom
really knows what they state to be a fact; and I
verily believe this condemnation is called forth from
the fact that the Chase Wheel is really, as it is
claimed to be, in many important respects superior
to others and as a first class wheel standing boldly
in front and fearlessly beckoning to those in the rear

Death.$2,765,750

44

Policies.1,327,555

41

Dividends .3,365,495 12
matured
Annuities,
Endowment* & sur-

vestigation.
I ain
for pay,

rendered

$7,458,800 97

as

ARRIVED.

Brunswick, Pike, St John, NB, via
load for Le-

preaux, NB.
Sch John Tyler,
Boston, to load for Calais.
Sch Winslow Morse, Oliver, Boston.
Sch J K Howard, (Br) Rourke, Boston.
Sch Utica, Thorn-like. Rockland—liiuo to C A B

to

Exfienses

CLEARED.
—

Porteous.
Sch Snow Bird, (Br) Cripps, St John, NB—John
Porteous.
Sch J K Howard, (Br) Rourke, St John, NB—John
Porteous.
Sch Olive Elizabeth, Soule. Boston—Chas Sawyer.

Salaries, Office and Law
Expenses, Commissions, State and
Local Taxes, Advertising, Printing,
Postage ano| Exchange,
Stationery,
Medical £ ills,Revenue Stamps, Ac,
$1,224,690

19

$8,683,491

16

for

f.

*

*49,2W.7TI

17
INVESTMENTS.
1. Bon is and Mortgages on property
worth more than (loublethe sum loaned$39,480,285 39
2. United States Stocks.
4.203,108 75
3. New-York State and City Stocks...
1,000,000 00
4. New-Y”ork State Town Bonds.
70,000 oo
5. Real Estate.
1,089,863 89
G. Cash in Banks and Trust Companies
at interest.
3,306,0.39 50
7. Palanccs due from Agents.
115,273 G4

come on.

Now I have always found the Chase Wheel to come
square up to its rates and even beyond the standard
tables put forth by the manufacturers, which fact 1
have found in every iustance I have had in hand,~which I know is saying a great deal, taking a bold
stand and almost trea<Ung on forbidden ground,—yet
I am ready and feel sure I can fully back my assertion by an ocular demonstration.
to all and injustice
Now, as 1 would render
to none, let me say to all, bring your wheels to the
te*t anu if they caunot stand scientific or close practical investigation, then they must take back seats
and let the ablest come to the front, each in turn
the watery ordeal, weighed in a balpassing
ance and if found wanting, you can find no fault
except with the laws of nature, which it is worse
than useless to try to evade or falsify, as nature cannot be cheated; she will have her way come what
may, and we must all alike abide her decision.
1 consider the Chase Wheel has some very marked
advantages over all others, but as I have not time
or space to particularize to any extent I will hero
give but briefly a few of tfce most prominent.
First, its being complete in itself, requiring no
flume to be set in.
Second, its being capable of giving a greater
size—this reduction
amount of power from a
in size not only lessening the cost of wheel but also
for connections and setting.
Third, its |>ecullur mechanical arrangement renders
it utterly impossible to be injured by driftwood or
that may chance to pass into it.
airy substance
Fourth, its having the power to start readily with
its own full load, which is a very marked point.
In .this statement of my conclusions from and after
the most thorough investigation of the comparative
merits of the more prominent wheels in use, 1 would
not be understood as condemning all, or any other,
as comparatively worthless, for I should thus mete
out to others the same injustice I have sought to remove iu this case.

Isaac
Brig Ben Nevis, (Br) Forest, Matanzas
Emery.
Sch P Grant, (Br) Bradshaw, Halifax, NS—John

FROM MERCHANTS EXCHANGE
Ar at Matanzas 15th,barque H D Stover,

JR.,

OLD FURNITURE

This is

Thursday, Feb. 99.

to

Street.

n

Turbine Water Wheels.

equal

NEWa

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Steamer New

*

Respectfully,

justice

through

Portland;

sch Margie, McFadden, do; brig Abby C Titcomb,
Hall, New York.
Sid 14th, sch Lothair, for Portland.
Cld 14th, sch Hattie Ross, I'lrick, for North of Cape

Hatteras.
Ar at Havana 13th, brig Giles Loring, Piukham,
Boston; 15th, Etta M Tucker, Tucker, St John, NB;
sch Mary E Long, Portland.
Ar at Buenos Ayres Dec 31, brig Carrie Winslow,
Welsh, Portland; 10th, barque Archer, Tibbetts, do.

Premiums in

MEMORANDA.
Br brig Amelia Ann, Izatt, from Halifax for Boston, before reported missing, has been heard from by
way of St Thomas, where she put in 8th inst, leaky,
having encountered hading weather.
Sch Annie G Bowker, Capt Geo Howe, sailed from
Bath Nov 29 for Boston, with a car^o of salt, and is
supposed to have foundered in the gale which came
up soon after her departure, and all hands lost.
Sch Seguin, Davis, at New York from Exuma, reports Htnniir X and NW pales the entire nassajre: 29th
ult, off Fire Island, took a severe gale from NW, lasting three days; lost foresail, mainsail, jibboom, and
to head for Del*
started forecastle deck. Was
aware Breakwater, where new sails were obtained.
Annie
Eldridge, (of Boston) Clifford, from
Brig
Inagua with salt for Boston, ashore at Fire Island,
and
is
has bilged
breaking to pieces.
Sch Burrnak, (of Brewer, Me) Winslow, from Profor
New
vidence
York, which was driven ashore at
Black Rock Harbor, Ct, 15th, remains in same j>oslhas reported her arrival at New
The
Herald
tion.
York.
L
M
Merritt, from Havana, beford reported
Brig
sunk on the Jersey Hats, has been raised and taken
to Brooklyn to discharge.
Falmouth, E, Feb 8—Barque Homeward Bound,
Merriman. from Cardiff* for St Jago, has put in with
loss of both topmasts, jibboom, and sails, ami boats
smashed. Lost two men overboard.

Gross

Assets, Dec. 31st, 1871,

951,527,0147

OO

LIABILITIES.

Reserve for all Policies In
_

force.$36,248,937

Reserve for Additions-Annuities....
Reserve

for

U nearned

Margins.
by Death not yet

449,088 79

due.
Post-mortem Dividends,
due on demand.
Pre miums paid In advance

Surplus accrued

on

84

10,259,355 45
170,543 96

Claims

456.478 97

50,000 00
33.654 39

Ton-

tine Dividend Policies

8,197

22

47,682,256

62

over all Liabilities.
Surplus
Dividend of Jan. 1st, 1872..

$3,895,940 3*
2,843,727 92

Undivided Surplus..

$1,052,012 46

Dividend of 1872 is considerably larger than
previous distribution by this Company upon a
tingle year's business.

The
any

The Claims bv Death dnrtna

tho

r»*p

i«ri

vara

..

Tract ion low than seventy-eight per cent of the sum
predicted by the Company’* Table of Mortality.
The receipts fbr interest alone |baa
always been
much more than its death losses.
iy*Be particular to insure with this old and reliable Company. You will then have a Policy of real
and substantial value. Apply to

,r

State of Maine.

W.

Electors of the City qf Portland
to warrants from the Mayor and Aldermen of the City of Portland, the* duly qualified electors of said city will meet in their respective
Waard Rooms, on
To the

PURSUANT

C1USTOM

8*5

134,480 57
543,772 37

Country.

connection with any other wheel now in use, and if
there is a better one I want to kuow it, an l when I
am so convinced 1 will as readily
acknowledge it to
be so.
All of which is respectfully submitted to the
publlcJOHN A. HUBBA1U).
Portland, Maine.
S M & T&w

I
DOMESTIC PORTS.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 21st, ship Kearsarge, Field.
iHnnday, the Fourth Day of Uliireh next,
New York.
At tea o’clock in the forenoon,
NEW ORLEANS—Cld 16th, ship Whampoa, Carthen and there to give in their votes for Mayor of the
ter, Liverpool; sch Jas G Craig, Connor, Ulilla.
Cld 17th, ships Gen Berry. Levensalier, New York;
city. Also for one Alderman, three Common Counciliueu, a Warden and Clerk, and for two City Conbarque R P Buck, Curtis, Liverpool.
Sid fin SW Pass 17th, ship Genevieve Strickland;
stables, residents of said wards, for the ensuing year ;
nlso on the adoption of the order passed by the City
barque Everett Gray.
Council, providing for the revision of the ward lines,
SAVANNAH—Ar 20th, schs Gamma, Huntley,New
those in favor of the adoption to vote by written or
Haven; Eagle, Seavey, Baltimore.
Ar 21st. schs H G Fay, Prescott, Baltimore; M C
printed ballots the word “Yes,” and those opposed bv
the word “No.”
Hart, Delay, Philadelphia.
The polls on such day of election to remain
CHARLESTON—Cld 17th, sch Kate Foster, Roseopen
until
four o'clock in the afternoon, when they shall
and
sailed.
brook, Baltimore,
be closed.
Ar 21st, brig W H Parks, Williams, New York.
The aldermen of said city will be in open session
NORFOLK—Cld 17th, barque Armenia, Hardy, for
at the Ward Room in
Marsala.
City Building, entrance on
MONROE-Ar
sch
FORTRESS
1st,
Fanny Keating Myrtle street, from nine o’clock in the forenoon to one
King, from Milk River, Ja, for New Y'ork, (short of o’clock in the afternoon on each of the three secular
days next preceding such day of election, and from
provisions.)
three o’clock to five o’clock on the aftemoou on the
GEORGETOWN DC—Ar 19th, sch Freddie Walter,
last of said three secular days, for the
Smith, Portland.
purpose of receiving evidence of the qualification or voters whose
BALTIMORE—Ar 20th, sch Maggie E Gray, Conk
names have not been entered on the lists of
<in, Portland; Annie M Nash, Sparrow', New York.
qualified
voters, in ami for the several wards, and tor correctCld 20th, sch Maria C Frye, Banker, Chsr’.eston,
ing said lists.
and sailed.
Per Order.
H. I. ROBINSON,
Ar 21st, sch E H Furber, Cobb, Portland.
feiildtd
Sid 21st, sch Saarbruck, Clark, Charleston.
City Clerk.
Sid 20th. brig Enuis, Foster, Cardenas.
Pill LADELFHIA—Ar 21st. brigs J Polledo, Dyer,
ImmediPapermakers Wanted
Matanzas; L L Wadsworth, Shackiord, do; Geo E
Dale. Smith, Cardenas.
ately.
Cld 20th, brig C C Colaon, Payson, Matanzas.
IIWO good Fourdrineer Machine Tenders; Two
Cld 2lst, brig Almou Rowell, Atherton, Cardenas.
A good Engineers. Must understand their loudENW YORK—Ar 20th, ship Endavor, Warland,
ness thoroughly.
H Seavy, Coombs, Salt Cav,
Shanghae: brigs Henry
GEO. CURTIS,
Apply to
TI; Gazelle, Cole, do; nattie E Smith, Brown, Ponce
fe24eodl\v
Fores* Paper Co., Yarmouth, Maine.
Harrv Bluff. Bensen, PointaPetre; Nellie Bowers,
Matanzas;
Lubec
for
Quoddy, Fanuing,
Stackpoje,
Wanted.
Philadelphia; Lyndon, Hilliard, Eastport; Alcora,
Dennison. Portland; Nulato, Clark, Mach las; Boaz,
A N holiest, reliable woman as wet nur8e fora child
for Baltimore; Irene E Meservey,Wall.
jnL six months old; the person to nurse the child at
j Kane, Belfast
Boston; Andrew Peters, Smith, Providence.
her own home; liberal pay given.
Ar 21st, schs M A McCann, Cavanaugh, Jamaica;
fe24*6t tf
Apply at once at fW Green st.
Seguin, Davis, Exuma 25 days via Delaware Breakwater; E C Gates, Freeman. Jacksonville; J W Fish
Wanted.
Gardiner, Elizabethport for Providence; Clara Belle,
Coat-makers; none but exiierlenced
Amosberry, Vinalliaven; Henry Cole, Mills, Provi/
need
Union
Red
workmen
dence;
apply at
Flag, Gifford, Rockport;
Jacket,
Aud S. FERNALD’S,
) Ayerill, Rockland.
Merchant
Tailor, 91 Middle street, up stairs.
Ar 22d, ship Midnight, Brock, Shanghae.
fo24dlw
Cld 21st, ship Franklin, Drew, Angier, for orders;

1,122,442

of txanmlssl.mexcess of cost

The ratio of expenses is less them in any former
year during the history of the Co., (being only about
7 per cent.) and are lower than
any other Co., in this

Bides esteem it a privilege to answer each ami every
inquiry from any party respecting the merits or demerits of the Chase Wheel compared with any other.
Furthermore. I will say that I am prepared to
supply and operate the Chase Wheel beside or in

obliged

course

$512,730 03

Market value of Stocks in

given

Sid Dec 15, barques Ella, Oliver, Boston; Philena,
Chase, do.
Ar at Philadelphia 22d, sch Georgie Deering, from
Portland.

$49,264,571 17

_

ADDt

Interest accrued
Deferred Semi-Annual and Quarterly
Premiums.

D.

LITTLE,

Cienrral Agent for
MAINE

AND NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Odioe 49 1-2 EXCHANGE STREET.

j

JUST RECEIVED.

1

Ul

this city, Feb. ,23, Charlie F., youngest son of
John and Fatiuie Cox, aged 4 mouths 22 days.
In Gardiner, Feb. 14, Lizzie S. French, aged 20 yrs.
In Farmington, Feb. 10, Mrs. Ruth R. Norton, aged

Morse & Co.
STREET !

STOVES, RANGES,

DR.

1W Exchange Ml.

*•',

76 years.

invit-

Lindsey,

ANDREW

Dry and Fancy Goods

The Shakespearean exclamation: “Come on, Moduli and d—d be he who first cries hold! enough.”
As it was said in 1776, ‘‘These are times that trv
meu » souis,
iiaewise meee are times mat try Turbine Water wheels.
I am a machinist and millwright of a thoroughly
practical stamp, having had an experience of mote
than twenty-five years; most of which time I have
spent in constructing, setting and operating various
kinds of water wheels, and for several years past I
have devoted much of my time especially to observing. studying and investigating the principles by
which the various Turbines are operated by the hydraulic action of water.
All wheel builders we have met claim theirs to be
first class, while many have failed to come to the
standard of weight and measure by which all must
be judged. Two wheels cannot be superior to each
other—the one must be inferior or equal, the other
superior or equal, while a third may be inferior,

In

Eastprot.
Brig Melrose, Griggs, Cardenas.
Sch N Noyes, (Br) Holmes, Boston,

REMOVAL !

P. S.

at

VIIJ,

ed

ou

Our Store is crowded with dtsirahie

UPHOLSTERING

Various Kinds

this city, Feb. 22, Miss Henrietta, daughter Mrs.
Mary and the late Ira Stilson, aged 23 years 7 months
[Funeral this Saturday afternoon, at 3 o’clock, at
arc

up to 9 0,

—OF—

In

Relatives and friends

Spreads,

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

DIED.

aged

Canada.

o’clock, afternoon; to nominate candidates to be supported for
Municipal Officers in the Town, for the ensuing year.

seen

Deering, Feb. 22, by Rev. W. H. Fenn, Andrew
Geyer, of New York City, and Miss Marillu Shirley,
of Deering.
In Bridgeport, Ct., Feb. 13,
by Rev. P. L. Stanford,
Lewis Alexander, of Portland, Me., and Miss Sarah
E. Hulbert, of Bridgeport.

No. 23 Myrtle street.
ed to attend.

credited monthly.
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT issued bearing interest as by agreeme
and available at maturity in
Portland, Boston or New York.
COLLECTIONS of Notes, Drafts, Coupons, and
Dividends made in all parts of the United States and

LACES,

be

H. POOR & BRO.

our

cheapest line in the city.

steamers.]

In

THIS HOUSE is established, for the transaction ol
a General Bitnklnfr BiminMg
DEPOSITS received subject to check at sight. Interest at the rate of Four per cent, per annum allow-

and Plaids.

can

JOS.

to

$1,00 $1.50, $0,50, $3.00,

Marseilles for Havana.
Jan 30, lat 2615, Ion 16 23, ship Bertha, Humphrey,
from Shields for New York.
Feb 7, NW of Holyhead 15 miles, barque Caroline
from Liverpool for Baltimore.
j Lamont,
Feb 10, no lat, &c. ship Alex Marshall, from LiverI pool for New York.

erest

at two

and beautiful light

$8.75;

penurious pnrehasers.

■*»»

The Republicans of Windham are requested to
meet at the Town House, on Thursday, the 29th
day

This new
store of

and at $8.00 we offer a
superior article for Open Grates. These
prices are for the Coals delivered, and are
certainly low enough to satisfy the most

Coal at

tttrlped

them at

And offer

SPOKEN.
Nov 22. lat 8 40 S, Ion 194 30 E, barque Clara, from
Batavia Nov 15 for Boston.
Jan 28, lat 33 N, Ion 38 W, ship Austria, from San
Francisco for Qnecus town.
Jan 30, off' Tarifa Island, barque Arizona, from

TOSS ehoice Furnace

Mo 6 Clapp’s Block.

BANKERS,

Rcnsshlican Cniirna.

Thornton, the British Mixes ter visited the State
Department Thursday aaiL gave Mr. Fish the
much talked of dispatch from Lord
Granville.
It is a brief diplomatic
paper, declaring that

hundred^

lw

Bn

J. B. BROWN &

Caucus.

why
fluence men's opinions. It is
only acting upon
the old principle of “one
goodHum deserves another.
Aud upon this trait, alone we incline
to think M.r.
Leavitt depends largely for his

four

sn

Jon ml

The Citizens of Westbrook aro requested to meet
at Warren Hall, In said town, on
Wednesday, the
28th inst., at 3 o’clock P. M., to make choice of candidates for Municipal OflieerB the ensuing year.
Por Order of Town Committee.
Westbrook, February 21, 1872.

The
at the
ruary

pair,

In Light Bines and other desirable shades

invite your inspection.

Windham, Feb. 16th,

story French roof house just finished
st.; house piped forSebago, and al
tbe modern improvements. Enquire on the premise
or No 25 Emery st.
J. A. TENNEY

MARRIHED.

Fleeced Lined and Merino Hose at

February, tost,

a

a%lc*d

Stock of Bed

Orleans.
Sid fm Havre 8th inst, Union, Cotter, Savannah;
R McNeil, Spronl, Cardiff and United States.
Cld 8th, Othello, Greenleaf, Savannah; C B Hazeltine, Gilkey, and Hope, Hancock, Cardiff* and United
States.

new two
rflHE
.Lon Cushman

sep5dt f

JUST RECEIVED,

cost.

of

Order of Town Comm.
w7td

CHOICE NECK-TIES

and Pique

&

pair.

Jan 27-sntf

line of

NELSON

a

$1.50

HAMBURG

splendid assortment of

fe24-s,T,T

$1.00

Real Trefousse and Alexanders.

GOODS
AND LACES.
hill

Gorham, Feb. 10, 1872.

GLOVES,
For

NOTICES.

a

Republican Caucus.
Republicans of Gorham are requested to meet
at the Town House on Wednesday, the 28th day of
February, inst, at 3 o’clock afternoon, to nominate
candidates to be supported for Municipal Officers in
the town, for the ensuing year.

For Male

Notice.

we

pair.

(TWO BUTTONS)

The members of Portland Lodge, No. 1, F. & A
Masons, are requested to meet at Mssonic Hall, on
Sunday morning, Feb. 25th, at ten o’clock, for th<
purpose of attending the funeral services of ov.r late
brother, Capt. Thos. Pennell.
The members of Ancient Landmark and Atlantic
Lodges and other resident brethren are inviked to attend.
By order of the W. Master.
fe24-dlt
CONVEKS O.LEACBr, Sec’y.

a

a

GLOVES

KID

We have

Ent out 9th, Nestorian, (s) Aird. for Portland.
Ar at Falmouth 8th, Homeward Bound, Merrimau,
from Cardiff tor St Jago, (see Mem.)
Ar at Cardiff 8th, Nlgretta, McCaulder, Aupledore.
Sid 6th, Isaec Hall, Colcord, Havana ; 9th, Annie
Torrey, Libby, and St Mary, Hallo well. New Orleans;
S W Swasey, Park, St Jago.
Ar at Newi*>rt Gth, Alfarattu, "Wallace. Dunkirk.
Sid fm Hull Gth, Sarah E Frazer, Xnight, Havana.
Ar at Queenstown 8t.h, Austria, Delano, San Francisco: 9tl», C A Littlefield, Carver, Fray Bentos, and
sailed 10th for Liverpool.
Sid 9th, H C Sibley, Colson, New York.
Ar abBombay 4th inst, Cora, Coombs, and Bombay
Jordan, Newcastle, E.
Ar at Messina 27th ult, Walter, Stinson, Trapani.
Sid 8th. Harvest Moon, Perry, New York.
Sid fm Lcghton 5th, Monlter, Eaton, New York.
Ar at Havre 4th Inst, Montebello, Kelley, from New

The

For 75 cents

and

Camp, Lincoln, Philadelphia.

nominate candidates for Town Officers, to be supported at the election on the 4th of March next.
Feb 22-<ftd
to

pair.

Cord, Checked

Hair

Cambrics.

Ar at Liveri>ool 8th inst, Jane J Southard, Bishop,
and Scotia, Dawson, New Orleans.
Sid 6th, Alexander, Tarbox, Tvbee;
Northampton,
McLoon, New Orleans; 7th, Go'lden Rule, Hall, Savannah; H L Routh, Morton, New York; Arcturus,
Nason, New Orleans; Nautilus, Si>encer, Charleston;
9th, Wettcrhorn, Lamlerkin, New Orleans.
Cld 7th, Uncle Joe, Sewall, Baltimore; 8th, Anna

a

KID

(MADE UP.)
While

pby,

27 Dozen More of those Hem’d Hdkfs.,
For 60r dozen or He apiece.
Augl all the rest of

White Skirts at $1.00

Ar at Hamburg 7th inst, Henry S Sanford, DunCallao.
Ar at Brouwerslmven Gth inst, Neverslnk, Gibson,

BONDS,

PRINTS.
ALSO,

Smyrna.

ALSO,

Fine variety of

NEW

York.

GOVERNMENT BONDS,

TOWN

Ginghams 12*c.
A

Ar at Bombay 8th ult, Kate Daveuport, Duncan,
Shields.
Cld at Algoa Bay, CGH, Dec 7, Anna L Taylor,
Percival, Boston.
Sid ftn Trieste 3d ult, David Chapin, Bunker, for

STATE ANX) CITY BONDS

captain, a
by sudden

New

Emma, Patten, Shields.
Passed Anjh-r 2d ult, Wallace, Adams, from Singapore for Londonderry.
Sid fm Pad an g Dec 20, Coringa, Watson, for New

BANKER AND BROKER

and Insertions,

Edgings

A line

Francisco; lift],

H. M. PAYSOIV,

—IN—

Hamburg

wide at JOc per yard; old price fiOe.

3-1

Singapore
Mary

60c

lot of Real

a

Mohair Dress Goods,

Sid 8th, Olive S Southard, Theobold, Bostou.
Sid fm Shanghuc Dec 25, Omaha, Thompson, for
New York.
Ar at Hong Kong Dec 29, Ellen Munroe, Noreross,
Swatow.
Ar at
8th ult, Free Trade, Baker, San

use

CHRISTADOItO’S HAIR PRESERVATIVE.

400 PIECES

pany with a companion, rode towards Biddeford. On the 15th Mr. Shur entered a complaint against one Joseph Place, and the case
was brought up before the Biddeford
Municipal
Court. It transpired during the examination
that Win. LaFleur was also eonoerned in the
transaction. The case was continued.
The stable of G. I.. Foss, in Biddeford, was
burned on Tuesday night The horses and all
the stock on the first floor were removed. Seven
carriages were stored in the upper part,
which were burned. Mr. Foss had an insnrance
of 52500 on the stock.
The Biddeford Union says Mr. David Caven,
who resides on Maple street, near Elm, went to
lied
apparently in his usual good health Thursday night, ana Friday morning was found dead
in his bed. He had been married but a few
weeks.

To which

moustache and regular, pleasant features. He
has a dashing, generous,
princely style, and a
thorough good nature that fits him as perfectly
as a last new suit
breugjit fresh from the tailor s.
A brilliant, witty,
genial gentleman, with
so much
jollity and good humor in liis make-np
that it is easy to see how and
he shonid in-

!

a

Also

the

Hwsrd

CHEAP.

VERY

Rockland.

Is not more dangerous than the lead compounds
the market, and that the Excelsior Dye contains

Far 30 cents per yard.

This modest de-

BLACK MALTA

imperial

Gladstone discovered that it could not be con-

respects the very best.

mixed and tftrijted 3-4

lot

a

yd.,

Dress Goods at 25 cts.

for Winter-

tress.
Ar at St Domingo 7th inst, sch Eliza Frances, Bulger, Boston 13 days.
At Demarara 1st lust, sch May Morn, Hatch, ior
New Y’ork 6 days.
At St Pierre 4th inst, sch Jas O’Donahue, Smith,
for New Y'ork 5 days.
Passed through Turks Islands Passage 31st ult, sell
Ada F Whitney, Marsters, from New York for Port
Lemon, Costa Rica.
Ar at St John, NB, 21st, brig Caroline Gray, Snow.

Chrlstadoro’s Excelsior Hair l>ye

jan5-eodlm

Lot White

mand was readily complied
with; and the gentleman of the highway, so the highway, so the
story runs, jumped into a carriage, and'in com-

Also

Leavitt, Esq., of Eastport, a stout, compactbuilt mail, with broad shoulders and abundant flesh; black curly
and
hair, b!*ck

that the United States cannot
present any claims deemed proper to the Geneva arbitrators, although it may lie
very clear
that some of them will be ruled out. It is posi-

FACING THE BAYONET!
soldiers fkce the bayonet they take the chance
of life or death; but when private citizens, deceived by
the preteuces of unscrupulous dealers, apply poisons
to their heads to change the color of their hair,
they have no idea of the torribie risks they run. The
first analytical chemists have endorsed one hair dye
as “free from everything deleterious to health," viz:

As

Al$o,

25c pr.

Price flue per yd.

Old

Ar at Havre 20th inst, ship Owego, Anderson, New
Orleans.
Sid fm Messina 1st inst, brig Sallsta, Partridge, for
New Y'ork; 26th ult, barques Alaska. Potter. New
York; Lawrence, Howes, Boston.
Sid fm Gibralter 30th ult, barque Arizoda, Conant,
(from Marseilles) for Havana: brigs Atlas, Hodgdon,
and Rabboni, Coombs, (from Palermo) for New Y'ork;
Harry, Brown, (from Messina) for do; 31st, barque
Orchillu, Havener, (from Messina) for do.
Ar at St Thomas 4th inst, barque Clara, Nichols,
Batavia, (and sailed 5th for Boston); brigs H H McGivery, Stubbs, Surinam, (and sailed 7tli for Cuba);
8tli, Amelia Ann, Izatt, Halifax for Boston, in dis-

When

lead.

Rena, Bishop, New Y’ork

Skirtings

FOBEIGN FORTH.

Sole Proprietors, Boston.

the

English Crown Siipod

Philadelphia.

For sale by first-class Grocers and Druggists gendc3sNeod
erally.

Wwlh 49c far 95c per yard.

A line

Cousins, Alexandria.
BOSTON—Ar 21st, brig A J Ross, Wyman, Cienfuegos.
Cld 21st, ship Governor Langdon, Kenuev, Madras
and Calcutta; brig Edith Hall, Oliver, St John, NB;
sch M E YauCleaf, Thorndike. Camden.
Sid, brigs Edith Hall, and H Houston.
Ar 22d, brigs Nellie Mitchell, Cody, fm St Domingo;
Jessie Rbynas, Hall, Curacoa; schs E K Emerson,
.Seavey, Baltimore; John Boynton, Swan, Hoboken;
J H Hancock, Crowell, Charleston.
Ar 23d, sclis Geo Brooks, Humphrey, ini Portland;
Enterprise, Perkins, Wells.
Cld 23d, sch Cameo, McCarty, Belfast.
SALEM—Ar 21st, sch Lucy Ames, Torrey, from
Hoboken.
Ar 22d. sch Sandy Point, Grant, Hoboken.

S3T" It is necessary in some cases for persons de‘Burnett’s Superior Flavoring Extracts,* to insist upon obtaining them in order t
avoid many of the factitious brands offered, beeaus
of their larger profits.
JOSEPH BURNETT & CO.,

Remember

Ten Pieces Best Plain French Cambrics,

o

Open This Day

Ar 21st, schs H Prescott, Meniman, Portland for
New York.
Ar 22d, schs Silas McLoon, Spear, fin Rockland for
New Y'ork; Martha T Pike, Howaad, Newburvport
for
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 20th. sch Charlie & Willie,

siring

Al alnaaat Half-Price.

broken into

in Figures,

of the

right to declare

Ar 21st, sch

port.

maintained.

Per

SirEs Hulls, Victoria Lawns,

coaeentration and

Great Britain will withdraw from the
Tribunal
of Arbitration at Geneva should the
United
States persist in pressing its demand for
consequential damages. It is understood! that the
reply of Secretary Fish will be promptly made;
that it Is equally brief, and that it will declihe
to comply with this unreasonable demand.
Unreasonable, because Great Britain has no

delphia.

poisonous oils and acids which enter into the
composition qf many of the factitious fruit flavors
noic in the market.
They are not only true to their
names, but are prepared from fruits of the best quality, and so highly concentrated that a small quantity
only need be used.
They have stood the test of eighteen years time and
competition, and are pronounced unrivalled by the
most eminent connoisseurs, proprietors of the leatliny
hotels, and prominent dealers in the United States
and Canada.
They arc neatly put up in five size
—unpaneled bottles, holding more than paneled
sizes appearing much larger. They are the best
and cheapest Fruit Extract the market affords
Their Standard quantity and quality will be strictly

all

COUNTY.

We have just received

exigency of

Qunsiriorr.—Sir

There is no subject which should more engross atthan the purity of the preparations which
are used in flavoring the various comj>ouiid8 prepared
for the human stomach.
These Extracts are warranted perfectly free from

Let the wise and prudent stick to that. It Imparts
shades of color that are perfectly life-like, and is in

Dozen Towels

The Best Chance Yet*

PROVIDENCE—Ar 20th, sch J W Ramsey, Brown
Hoboken.
Ar 21st, sell Ontario, Barber, Port Johnson.
Sid 22J-,
ehs Terrapin, Wooster, and Mansfield.
Achorn. New Y'ork.
VINEYARD HAVEN—Ar 20th, schs Percy, Colwell, Eaatjiort for New Y'ork; David Nichols, Wyman, New River, NB, tor do; Spartel, Smith. Pembroke for do; Mary J Ward, Ward, Calais for Phila-

The superiority of these Extracts consists in their
PERFECT PURITY AND GREAT STRENGTH !

Fifty Dozen More Turkey Red Doylies,

Li.

Ul

aa

Winte>port,

was

WHITE

ly

Alabama

UAUJC

price

ij’na"

II.

Tnn

Same

The child’s grandfather preferred the charge.
The evidence was so conclusive that Dow was
ordered to give bond in $700 for his appearance
at the April term of the Court, which
failing to
obtain he was committed to jail. The evidence
went to show a total want of even natural
feeling for a little deformed child whose situation was enough to excite the pity of the most
hardened person.

manned ms watcn and chain.

newspaper
correspondents imperturbable,self-possessed and
smiling as a perfect Jiuue morning. This is S.

lobbyist,

Twenty-ilvePieces Best Scotch Ginghams

YORK COUNTY

treads unconcernedly adown the
aisles the traditional
lobbyist of all

a

Poplins,

All Our Second Quality Lyons Poplins,
For 91 13 per yard.

Peter Sulir reports that on the 7th inst. as he
was
riding towards his home he was accosted
while near the Alfred Crossing, by a member of
the Sixteen-String-Jack profession, who de-

11ow

success as

Quality Lyons

Par 91.40 per yard.

Capt. Joseph Sawyer of Millbridgc, while
driving from Cherryfleld to Franklin, one day
last week, was run into by the Bangor an'd
Calais stage. His sleigh was badly smashed,
his harness broken, and his horse slightly hurt.
Capt. Sawyer, it is said, has sued the stage company for damages to the amount of S500.

-v»•

[promising young lawyers

Best

Our

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

occupied successively and well
tHo posit’ous of politician and journalist, and is
now considered
among the ablest, most' accom-

plished

All

HANCOCK COUNTY.

was a native of
Massachusetts, and had resided
in Belfast over 70 years. He remembered the
visit of General Washington to Massachusetts,
and was one of the schoolboys that at Ipswich
fcrmed double lines, between which Washington rode. For many years previous to his death
Mr. Peck has been a helpless invalid.

H., managing director

new ruing to

SILKS,

91 90, 91 33, 91 OO, 91 73, 91 87, 91 OO,
99 13, and 99 33 per yard.

The Journal says on Sunday last, Samuel
Peck, aged 92, died in Belfast at the residence
of his daughter, Mrs. John Dyer. Mr. Peck

j

—'

LYONS

LOW PRICES:

September.

of the Boston & Maine Railroad. He is for the
greater part of his time quietly eneonsced in his
room, busily engaged with his second man in
watching the proceedings of the other railroad
and directing skillfully the forces at his com
mand. Personally, he is a tall,
stout, squarelybuilt man, with hroad shoulders,
deep chest,
and a make-up that indicates
great strength
and force. His features are
strong and fine,
hi® face darkly florid, hair black and
coarse,
ant] eyes black, determined and very noticeable,
His prominent characteristics are
great energy,
force, decision and sagacity. Looks at a question quickly and clearly, makes
up his mind j
and then goes ahead. Aside from business he
i® sa-hl to be a jovial man, and at such times a
;
most engaging and entertaining
companion.
The next most noticeable man amongst them i
is Seth L. Mil ikon, Esq., of Belfast, who
may
be seen at all times sitting quietly in some
portion of the House, carefully and

J

ASSORTED

CASE

Bought at a great sacrifice from the actual cost of importation and will be sold at the following

about five miles from
a few nights since
quantity of gouds stolen. A lad
about 14 years old has been arrested on
suspicion of
beip.g the burglar.
The Be) fast Journal says R L. Keene, esq.,
a promir.ent
citizen of this town, well known
a. "■ gal practitioner, died suddenly of congestion of tnt lungs. He had been sick but one
*■00
Mr. Keene was the Democratic Candida te for County Attorney at the election Iasi

lobbyists!

*1__

N.

ALSO, ONE

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

rare

alinvu luanfiivruwl

ford, Esq.,

IN THE HOUSE.

strength

The Lewiston Journal says Boston parties
are in town purchasing horses.
Horses are
plenty and cheap, ranging I at $100 to $200 foi
sound work horses of average size. Large and
well made young horses bring $250 to $300.

store in

A man who takes liigh rank
among the lobbyists and is yet more seldom seen about the
State House aud in public places than either of

§2000.
The

Five Pieces Imitation Japs. 37 l-2e pr yd.

a

occasions is lie seen abomt
the State House.
In liis room aud alone lie
takes a survey of the field, studies the
character and risks of the game, and then
carefully
aud through the most
guarded approaches
adroitly attacks his opponent. A man to take
a back aud unnoticed seat in
any* assembly, aud
in going abroad would always shun a crowd.

es-

Stripes for 02 l-2c pr. yd.

The Journal says the shipments of boots and
shoes from Lewiston and Auburn for the past
week have been 1,315 cases to 1,227 cases for the
previous week. The receipts of leather have
been 86,050 pounds to 89,800 for the week previous.

the

hard on the 22d, ( at rest, and from which you will never be
ablo
to catch a direct glance. The fr.ce is thin
and
EDUCATIONAL MATTERS.
with
sallow,
just a dash of color on either cheek,
The bill establishing State uniformity of text
aud over it is spread the look of a man
who has
beeks was passed to be engrossed. The bill
faith in strategy alone, and would
fight all
abolishing the office of County Supervisor of questions upon that basis entirely instead of his
Schools was passed to be eugsossed by a vote of
firm convictions of right. It is S. S.
Marble,
15 to 10, all the Cumberland Senators voting in
Esq., of Waldoboro’, the
of all

tie vote.

Style

New

ADVERTISEMENTS

NEW

do for Calias.

tention

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

WALDO

j

The bills chartering the Norway branch and
the Bangor & Calais Shore Line were passed to
be enacted. The Piscataquis Central bill was
passed to be engrossed, the motion to refer to
the next Legislature having been defeated by a

those

TEN PIECES

public against

.Tliiuge, Jellied, Nuiiee«,

Blnm-

the

Mr. J. B. Lewis of Ripley killed a fcatamount
was feasting on the fowls in
the shed. Says
correspondent of the Dexter O'azette.
The Reporter says the Work of
preparing
rooms for the
county officers at Skowhegan i
going forward very rapidly.

the face and form of a thin,
wiry,
individual of medium height,
square
hair
and beard, now
i shoulders, sandy
slightly
sprinkled with gray, and cold, steely eyes that
dart here, there aud everywhere, but are never

RAILROADS.

more

a

seen

only upon

pieces

Best Plaid Japanese Silks for 60c pr. yd.

that

and would seldom be mistaken. Is acknowledged able and eloquent and in address is so
deferential and agreeable that one would feign
make him their friend did they not suspect

And

RETAIL ONLY

r

-h

monsters.

STATE

FLAVORING

Syrupn, Ice Cream**, Cuatnrdit, Pie*,

SOMERSET COUNTY.

legislators worked very
was a legal holiday.

STATE TREASURER’S SALARY.
The Senate concurred with the House in

Ten

pilot, and an express messenger,
peath this winter.
*
About 500 ladies and gentlemen assembled at
the new mansion of Colonel Eben
Webster, at
Orouo Tuesday evening for a
house-warming.
It is one of the finest residences in the Stato
and furnished in keeping.

large, wide aud prominent, and the mouth
quite hidden by the adornment of the upper lip.
He is very rarely seen conversing with any
member of the Legislature, hut goes softly and
noiselessly about the House and Senate, stopping at the doors and by the desks as if taking
an inventory and
studying Ins best method of
attack. Has all the appearance of a
shrewd,
sharp, skillful man who, in looking a situation
over would make
rapid and clear conclusions

whose vote

CO.,

)

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

though it

Morris,

an indication that the Government will be well sustained.

The Sanford Steamers have lost

nervous

the affirmative except Mr.
is not recorded.

&

sleigh.

nose

king

ELDEN

OFFER THIS MORNING—AT

Kingston & Co., and pretending to do bnsinesi
in Augusta, which has been advertising ir, some
of the newspapers to Bell sewing machines al
fabulously low prices.
A new Division of the Sons of
Temperance
was organized in Week’s Mills on the 10th inst.
It is called Dirigo, Division No. 7.
G. Grown
is W. P. and V. Turner, R &
D. G. W. P.
Alfred Dennis.
The house of Mr. Charles H. Davis in Sidney
was entered on
Tuesday evening bv a couple of
ruffians, who stole about $50 in gold and silver.
There was no one at home but Mrs. Davis and a
child. Two men were
subsequently arrested
who are supposed to be the robbers.
.Tames Flynn, one of the waiters at the Augusta House has come to grief for taking Col.
Chase’s team without leave and smashing the

clerical-looking, softly-mannered man, glib,
smooth and oily, whom you would straightway
suspect of not being troubled with conscientious
scruples, aud a firm adherent of the doctrine,
“All’s fair in war.” Of about medium height,
a not particularly robust form, aud from whose
veins some ennervating hand seems to have

times

to the party.

The House Committee on Public Lauds will
report a bill reserving the public lands for homestead settlement alone, and abolishing the pre-

"O

vuvov

T.

EXTRACTS!

SoupH, Gravid, etc.

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

First and foremost among this roundly abused
class comes Col. T. H. .Hubbard, of Berwick, a

IN THU SENATE.

E.

re-elected, which is

-nuc

Thursday’s Legislation at Augusta.

FOR

Soda

lyn, and immigration. Mr. Troop was re-elected
Speaker. All the officers of the Assembly were

The Journal cautions the

some hidden motive luVking under the constant
President.
|
No Republican convention in any part of smile.
Beeping cautiously in at the doors and then
the country has yet failed to endorse the adback into the lobbies is someministration and favor its continuance in darting suddenly

Coombs, Cornish, Erskine of Palermo, 1'easeuden, Glidden, Gray, Goding, Harding, Haskell,
Holden, Holbrook of Knox, Humphrey, Jordan, Kenmston,McKusick. Mitchell, Partridge,
Pike, Preble, Prescott, Smith of Saco, Stevens,
Titcomb, Wentworth, Winslow—29.
So the bill was passed to be engrossed.

__

peace with itself, its neighbors
world besides.”

“To sell their souls to whoever will buy,”
aud not the hundred and one quacks who
scheme, suggest, advise aud trap without the

the Administration and instructing
the delegates to the Philadelphia. Convention
to vote for Grant.
The Convention nominated W. W. Curry
for Secretary of State: A. Wildmau, Auditor
John B. Glover, Treasurer; Col. James Black,
Reporter of the Supreme Court; Charles
Schell, Clerk of the Supreme Court; B. W.
Smith, Superintendent of Public Instruction
Joseph C. Benny, Attorney General; Gov.
Conrad Baker, Hon. H. S. Lane, Gen. G, K.
Steele, Delegates at Large to the National
Republican Convention; Gen. Nathan Kimball, Hon. J, S. Bucker, Captain John
Schwartz, and Hon. W. A. Woods, Presidential Election at Large. The resolutions assert the authority of the United States against
all theories of State rights, approve all acts ot
Congress and the Adminstratiou in support of
the rights of all citizens, repeat that the obligation to the soldiers and sailors is never to
be forgotten, and attribute all the calamities
of the rebellion to the Democracy; approve
of the foreign and financial policy of the administration and the action of Congress and
the administration in their efforts to reduce
the expenditures of the tariff' and taxation
and maintain the public credit, favor the development of the State industries and the
protection of coal and iron, oppose railroad
grants of public lands, urge the protection ot
emigrants, approve of the efforts to expose,
remove and punish corrupt officials, declares
the Republican party the true friend of laborers, and finally approves the administration of President Grant, and instructs its
delegates to the National Convention to vote
for Grant and Colfax for President and Vice

Brooklm, Tibbetts of Greenbush,
Treat, Trefethen, Tufts, Turner, Walker of
Stow, Webb, Wells, White of Dixmont, White
of Rockland, Whitcomb, Whitmore, Wiggin,
Wilson of Hallowell, Wilson of Thojim.ston0
Wood, Woodbury, Wyman—102.
Nay»—Messrs. Bliss, Burrill, Carieton, Cartl,

The result of the Republican Convention
in Missouri is held to indicate that there is no
serious defection in the Republican ranks in
that State, even the Germans remaining time

ant for

supposed

dorsing

betts of

case

specialty.

John B. Hender

Webster,
Pierce,
Woolwich,
Porter, Prince, Randall, Reed of No. 11, Richardson, Robinson, Rogers, Rundlett, Sawtelle,
Seely, Silsby, Smith of Wayne, Snow, Sprague,
Springer, Stauley; Stuart, Tabbut, Tiling, Tib-

Mr. Hoar’s bill passes.
Col. Hinton
has made the investigation of the labor question and the condition of the working classes
a

the elect. At least, such is the appearance of
the lobbyists of this legislature, aud in saying
this we mean the professionals, those who are

'the

that ?

ini

“cleanliness being next to Godliness,” and thus
made outward aspirations for a chance with

by the
Boyc i

power.

STANDARD FLAVORING

between the Dominion and the provincial governments regarding public buildings, the introduction of the cholera by the steamship Frank-

The friends of nearly all the dej>osed sovereigns in Europe are gathering at London. They
call themselves “legitimists,” and they propose
to restore the Bourbons and all the other old

BURNETT’S

ONE PRICE AND NO VARI ATION

opened Thursday by

j

laws, prohibition of

platform

almost invariably an air of neatness and nicety,
as if they were believers in the doctrine of

P.

proval

Chinese labor and other follies of the same
kind.
Can the nominee of the Columbus
a

point
ability, from
others of less notoriety. Indeed, we doubt if,
in this
hurrying, scheming, money-getting life
of the present, there are many who in assailing
them would not, upon close inspection, find it a
second edition of the "pot calling the kettle
black.” Particularly there lingers about them
of will aud

formed, with thick iron gray hair brushed
Mr. Fessenden 'moved to amend by striking
the words “within one year after the ap- ! smoothly hack from a low full forehead. The
of this act,” and inserting “sixty days.”
face is line; strong and smoothly shaven; the
Same member moved to amend so that the I features large and prominent, indicating great
proposition shall be voted upon by the people shrewdness and will; the eyes black, penetrabut “once” instead of “twice.” Lost.
live, but steady and calm. A scholarly, culMr. Holden moved to amend Section 17 as tured
gentleman, with a large amount of natfollows:—Add at the end of the section, “Proural ability and thoroughly disciplined mind.
vided that no issue of scrip shall be made by
the City Treasurer as directed in this section
One whom you would either
cordially hate or
when the market value ol said scrip is more
intensely like, and yet in all cases would prefer
than five per .cent, below par.” Lost.
Ids (friendship to his enmity. Not a man to
Mr. Fessenden spoke in opposition to the bill.
Messrs. Milliken, Perry and Knight spoke in i quarrel with occasions or cuter into
petty confavor of the bill".
fliets, but one who would be likely to follow
Mr. Holden moved, and the House ordered
the advieo of old Polonius—
the yeas and nays on the passage of the bill to j
“Beware of entrance to a
be engrossed. The yeas and nays being taken, ■
quarrel; bat being
! in bear it that th’ opposer may beware of thee.
the result was in the affirmative, as follows:
Yeas—Messrs. Allen, Anderson, Atwell, Bar- I A good organizer, skillful,
practiced, deterker, Bailey, Baker, Bragdon, Briggs of Hud- mined, cool and decisive, he
depends more ujvwr
son, Brown, Burleigh, Bennett, Butler, Butterhis power to control and comped other
field, Campbell, Churchill, Clark, Cook, Counce,
uaem'-.s
Crandon, Deering, Erskiue of Alua, Estes, opinions than any resort to subterfuge.
Evans, Farrar, Field, Fifield, Flituer, Fogg,
Mr. Yeaton, County Attorney for
York is
Folsom, Gerry, Grilfin, Hahn, Haines, Hamil- also seen here at
times, taking a survey of
ton, Hanson, Harmon of Buxton, Harmon of
Lubec, Hayes, Holbrook of Freeport, Hol- Legislature and aiding by argument‘and inbrook of Madison, Howard, Humphreys, Hunt,
fluence the well laid plan -jf the
Boston &
Jepson, Keegan, Knight, Lambert, Lord of Maine Bailroad. A
silent, reserved, gentleBluehill, Lord of Detroit, McAllister, Millay,
Milliken, Moore, Nash, J‘aimer, Paul, Perkins manly looking person, vho moves about with
Pnlfliirl Ppplfins nf Farmintrf/m Ppplrint rtf
the air of a man
wholly occupied in business*
Auburn, Perry of Oxford, Perry of Bridgton,
He also directs an.d works
through middle-men*
Potter of
Potter of

Of
very men who passed this resolution.
course these empirical remedies are supple-

such

in

save

out

the government—an evil result that must in
the nature of things affect most seriously the

on

different

1

further recommendation that the government
bonds be taxed, thus impairing the credit of

Convention stand

derful individuals who flit through the corridors aud haunt the halls of legislature pouring
into listening ears the same old story of ternptation and promise that made the mother of us
all forfeit forever the pleasures of paradise.
However—
“.Sins for want of legislation are not quite
like sins by law,” aud generally speaking these
much talked about persons are not noticeably

Lost
|
gentleman offered several other
amendments, which were rejected.
j
Messrs. Holden and Winslow opposed the
intensely
bill
and
Messrs.
of
Oxof
the
the debates. A slight, slim man of
Perry,
passage
j watching
ford, and Hamilton favored it
medium height, erect, compact and
finely
Mr. Bliss opposed the bill.

have a recommendation that

hour

corrupt. They

The report of this Convention says :
The Convention adopted a resolution in

The

word about

by eight

Large—Hon.

made

Joyce,

purpose.”

laboring men, who have lost so many millions
by reason of the depreciation of the currency,
be “relieved” by the adoption of promises to
pay as a permanent currency. We have a

mented

at

were

H.

to be

unscrupulous, unprincipled and
are certainly often enough hoard
from to excite-the curiosity of any reasonable
person, and so gentle reader if you will lend
your patience and give your attention you shall
be personally introduced to some of these wonevents

united, vigorou

Bill an act to authorize the city of Portland
to grant further aid in tlie construction of the
Portland & Ogdensburg Railroad came np by
special assignment, the question being upon
passing the same to be engrossed.
Mr. Fessenden moved to ameud by striking
out in the second line of section 2 the words
“by the directors of said Company,” and inserting the words “by the stockholders of said
Company at a legal meeting duly called for that

cooperation—the
first and only practical method of effecting a
more just distribution which has yet been
suggested. Not a word about the Commismission for the investigation of the labor
question, which earnest and honest friends of
reform, like Mr. Hoar, are successfully advocating in Congress. Instead of these essenwealth.

monopolies or robs corporations, and is, at"
cording to a generous public, bound in all

Legislature of Nova Scotia
a speech from Governor
Doyle. The speech refers to the recovery of
the Prince of Wales, the prosperity of the
provinces, the conclusion of the long dispute
The Provincial

barques Brilliant, Johnson. Matunzas; C O Whitmore, Humphrey, San Francisco; Panola, Nickerson
Key West; Ada Carter, Nichols, Savannah; brig San
Carlos. Parker, Cardenas; schs Matthew Kinney.
Barter, Charleston; 1'has Sawyer, McFurlaud, Wilmington; Cynosure, Pinkham. Boston; Ella, Montgomery, Matanzas; Jed Frye, Langley, Jacksonville;
H L Snow. Cushman, Newburyport.
Passed through Hell Gate 21st, schs K W Brown,
Hall, New York tor Portland; II L Snow, Cushman,
do for Newburyport: Chilion, Winslow, Weehawken
for Portland; E O Knight, Collamore, New York for
do; Win Deming, Mitchell, do for Boston; Alice U
Grace, Gilchrist, do for do; Helen G King, Marshall,

SPECIAL NOTICES.

NOTICES.

SPECIAL

to save

es

son, S. S. Burdett and J. F. Benjamin.
In the Kansas Convention the same kiiu
of feeling found even stronger expression.—

was

Executive Committee.
It is too bad that so just and necessary a
movement as that for labor reform, should
have so obviously fallen into the hands of
demagogues and political intriguers. The
resolutions tell the whole story. Not a word
about education—the lever which the laboring man must use in overturning the existing
monstrous iigustice in the distribution of

most persuaded,” makes and unmakes the laws
of the laud; creates panics and corners, enrich-

party; declare confidence in the presen
Chief Magistrate, and pledges the party t<
support the nominee of the Philadelphia Con
vention; favor general and universal amnes
ty, and endorse the recommendations of th
President in his last annual message.
After the adoption of the platform the Con
vention adjourned and resolved inself into : L

should have about as much conpart
fidence in the efficacy of profane swearing as
in that which General Davies recommends.
The whole system of official and judicial
oaths really belongs to the mental infancy of
the race.
It is a system which confuses and
our

of Sehur:

temptible in numbers, too feeble to organize
too cunning to expose its weakness by a sepa
rate organization; a mere clique of disatl'ect
ed persons, seeking to perpetuate the divisioi 1
which is now utterly groundless, without tin
indorsement of a respectable minority of Re
publicans, and powerless to embarrass th

February, General Davies favored the
expectant world with a full-size portrait cj
himself, uniform with his cartoons. His
capable

and insinuating.
One of that numerous class who, if popular belief is to be accredited, are responsible for all
the ills of evil legislation. An individual who
wraps aud winds, weak aud willing legislators,
as the bright-eyed maiden twines her skein of
fancifully colored and flossy silk, with soft but
nimble fingers, compels those of sterner stuff to
confess that like King Agrippa, “They are al

and enthusiastic, that there is no cause fo
schism and no schism; that it will poll th j
full Republican vote of the State for tli :
nominee of the National Republican Con
vention; that the present so-called liberal Re
publican faction, if considered apart from th [
Democratic party, as it should not be, is con

22d of

leonine features are those of

—bland, smiling, persuasive

|

that he will make all his subordinates take
At length, on the
the candidate’s oath.

THEY

Feb. 22,1872.
Who that ever read a newspaper or heard a
politician talk has’nt had a desire to see a real
live lobbyist? A thoroughly genuine lobbyist

of the party. Colonel Van Horn of Kansa
City was chosen temporary President. Henr
T. Blow urged a closer union of the party ani I
the abolition of all differences. Hon. Georg' !
H. Shields was made permanent President 1
with one Vice-President from each Congres
sioual district, and nominated three delegate
and three alternates to the National Republi
can Convention.
Three delegates and tlire* >
alternates from the State at large were alsi >
nominated.
The resolutions indorse th !
principles of the Republican party and th
.National Administration, proclaim that th

and

LOBBYISTS—WHO

Augusta,

Committee, expressed his gratification at tit [!
presence of equal delegations from both wing

now

THE

SIONALS.

General Sheppard, Chairman of the Stab

party in this State is

AT

SOME OF THE BEST KNOWN OF THE PROFES-

and his followers:

that he will be honest
if elected to

spirit

GLIMPSE

ARE AND HOW THEY WORK—PERSONBLLES OF

Large.
The following press dispatch concerning

fected with the discontented

Magistracy. General Thomas A. Davies oi
of New York City is another of those selfnominated disputants, who trust to take the
White House by the force of their own right
arm—just as the redoubtable Spurling sometimes carries off political prizes in Hancock
county. This eccentric individual has been
laying the foundation for his pronunciamento
by distributing through the mails a large
number of cartoons illustrative of the great
fact that tilings are at present as they ought
not to be, and that they may be wholly
righted and reformed by the simple virtues of
the “candidates oath and pledges,” a formula
for which he is so good as to give. The oath
abounds in “bad language” of both kinds.
swears

A

The flurry then raised was an afterthe Gladstone Ministry.

sidered.

thought

the Missouri Convention shows how little th
Republican party in that State has been in

makes five with those to be named hereafter
—have nominated themselves for the Chiei

The candidate

Notes from the Capital.

Republican State Conventions were held oi
Thursday in Indiana, Missouri and Kansas
In Indiana the resolutions favored the re
nomination of Grant and Colfax. Godlov
S. Orth, a well-known member of forme
Congresses, was nominated for Congressmai

feb24

Or any of its Agents.

!
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Hartford Fire Ins.

Com’y.,

JANUARY 1, 1879.

Capital Stock, (all paid In).

$1,000,COO

ASSETS.
on hand, iu Bank and Cash item*.
Kent* and acerued interest.
Real Estate unencumbered.
Loans on Bond A Mortgage, (1st lien,)
U. S., State, Bauk and R.R. Stocks and
Bonds owned by the Company.

Cash

$806,325 65
25,.336 64
44^,175 no
527,325 79
1,134,697 30
*2,*42,06i 18

LIAB1 LITIES.
All outstanding claims.
$979,994,97
GEO. L. CHASE, Tre*.
C. C. LYMAN, Ass't Sec.

Jerciniuh

Dow, Ag't,

67 EXCIIAXUE STREET.
feb21
l»w3w

Sat

ATOTICE IS HEREBY GfVBS. that thn
In cr lm. been duly appointed
aud
tU"'
Klf the trust of Administrator of the
r.tute of
IRA 0.
late
of
TOWNSEND,
Freeport
hr the County of
Cumberland,
ami elv.n
bond, its the law direct.. All deceased
Dcriam.
■
mauds upon the estate of said
are r
to exhibit the same; and all person,
indebted
Ur
Mtate are called upon to make
payment to
EDWIN C. TOWNSEND Adm'r
Freeport, Feb. 20th, 1*72.

uktifinw,!

j
I

debased,

'rui ^i
iLw

tb24d'w

*

——■————

! Goob Templars.—York County Lodge met
Washington’s Birthday.
The one-hundredth and forty-fourth anniver- ! with Solus Lodge at Kennebunk ou Thursday,
sary of the birth of Gorge Washington was bul i at 10 o’clock, and was called to order by Bro.
slightly observed in Portland as a holiday; and
Hamilton, Gruud Worthy Secretary, when
excepting the flags and fish-horns in the day- Grand Worthy Chief Templar Boyd was invit-

THE PRESS.
SATURDAY MORNING. FEB. 24, 1872.

bonfires aud balls in the evening, it wat
very much like other days; with a clear sky and
cool, rather sharp atmosphere, which made people step briskly along the pavements, and prevented the lounging and loitering which are the
The buntusual characteristics of a holiday.

time,

CITY AND VICINITY.
AdrrrliwuieutM To-Day.

Mew

SPECIAL NOTICE COLUMN.
Notice—C. O. Leach.
White Good*—Nelson & Co.
ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Children’s Concert—Fluent Hall.
NEW ADVERTISEMENT «OLUMN.
Turbiuo Water Wheels.—John A. Hubbard.
State of Maine.—H. 1. Robinson.
Mutual Life In*. Co.—W. D. Little.
Wanted—A. S. Femnld.
Wauted—Geo. Curtis.
Best Chance Yet-A. B. Butler.
Wanted—Wet Nurse.

of City Hall, the engine-houses, hotels and
a few private residences was
“flung to the
Our
breeze,” to use the correct expression.
British friends shamed us Yankees in outward
The flue large steamrecognition of the day.

ing

of the Allan line, which were lying at the
wharves, were splendidly decorated with colors
from deck to truck. The bark Estella, owned
here, also made a splendid display; but outside
of these incidents, very few flags were shown
ers

Insurance—Jeremiah

Dow.
Parlor Suits—E. Lord, Jr.
Notice—Ira C Townseud.

by our shipping, or our down-town mercantile
houses. Young America, however, made his
presence known by his everlasting “toot 1”
“toot!” to the chagrin of nervous people; but
that is no reason why he should be prevented
from worshiping his tutelar saint in his own

Ward Caucuses.
The Republican Voters of this City are requested to
re*i*ective Ward Rooms on Monday
evening, February 26th, at 7J o’clock, for the puriiose
of selecting a candidate to be supported for Mayor at
the election on Monday, March 4th.
The following plan proposed by the City Committee
of 1869 and so successfully followed since, is hereby
recommended to the several Ward Caucuses by the
present City Committe as the most judicious method to be used in selecting the above candidate, viz :
‘•The choice to be determined by ballot, the person
having a majority of all the votes cast in the several
Ward Caucuses to be declared the nominee of the
party. The Chairman and Secretary of each Ward
Caucus to certify the vote of their respective wards
to the Republican City Committee within twenty-four
meet at their

hours

thereafter,

immediately

who shall

afraid that as a nation we are
drifting away from a pious regard for the virtues of the great patriot and statesman, in that
we pay less
regard to his birthday each sucyear. It is a worthy holiday, cousingerman to the Fourth of July, and entitled to

equal observance.
THE

MASQCERADE.
The chief entertainment of the evening was
the spleudid masquerade ball of the Portland
Mechanic Blues. Of course the announcement
of an affair of this kind draws plenty of people
to the galleries; and this was emphatically the

ascertain

declare the result, and if any person shall api>ear
to have been nominated, shall notify such person of
his nomination, and request his acceptance thereof.”
FRED N. DOW,
Chairman Republican City Committee.
C. O. LEACH, Secretary.

this occasion, the audience of spectators embracing quite a number of distinguished
people. The ball-room floor was a bewildering
maze of form and color:
grotesque figures,
case

Hall.—Children’s Progressive Lyceum meets at 10.30
o’clock. Mrs. Anna M. Middlebrook will
Sunday at 3 and 7 o’clock p. m. All are invited. Admission 10 cents.

speak

to

at 10.30

at 4

m., at 3 and 7 30

p.

m.

Sunday

School

[

p. m.
uc,utnAi.r.ai

r, n

v.111

11v.11.—iwv.

mi.

iictjucu

the Temple on New High street,
preach
Sunday morning at 10.30 o’clock.
in the Vestry at 7, followed by
Lecture
Evening
Praise meeting at 8.
will

in

Preble Chapel, comer
streets. Sunday School at
S. S. Coneert at 7. All are

Preble and Cumberland
A
2; Preaching at 3.

cordially

Plymouth Church.—The funeral

invited.

sermon

of the

late Capt Tlios Pennell will be preached at this church

to-morrow at 10 o’clock

a. m.

Y. M. C. Association, Mechanics’ Building, corCongress and Casco streets.—Reading Room open
every day and evening. Prayer Meetings every Saturday evening.—Social Meeting every Sunday at 10}
o’clock a.m., in Munsey’s Sail Loft, Commercial whf.
Hon. Neal Dow speaks to-morrow evening at 7}
ner

o’clock.

Advent Christian Church, Union Hall, entrance on Free street, opposite Baptist Church.—Eld
Henry Pratt, of
Mass., will preach Sunday at the usual hours. Seats free.

Springfield,

Portland Spiritual

^

Association—Temperance

Hall, 351} Congress st.—Mrs. Emma Hardinge Britten will apeak Sunday afternoon and evening at 3
and 7 o’clock. The subject for the evening lecture
will be selected by the audiance.
Pine St. M. E. Church.—D. H. Hannaburgh, pastor.—Morning Prayer Meeting at 9 o’clock; preachlng at 10.30; Sunday School at 1} p. M.; Praver Meeting at 7 p. m. Communion service on the first Sabbath of each month, in the forenoon.

Newbury St. Church.—Prayer meeting at 10};
Preaching at 3 and 7} p. m.
Willihton Chapel, comer of May and Danforth
streets.—Sabbath School at 10.30 P. m.
Proaching
by Rev. Mr. Leavitt, at 3 and Social meeting 7 P. m.
All are cordially invited. Seats free.

Allen Mission Chapel, Locust Street.—Sabbath
Prayer Meeting at 2.15. Sendees at 7};

School

Regular Prayer Meeting

Friday evening

every

at

7.15. All are cordially invited. Seats free.
Casco St. Free Baptist Church, Rev. A. A.
Smith, pastor. Preaching at. 10.30 a. m. Sabbath
School at 12. Preaching at 3 p. m. Prayer Meeting
at 7, evening.
The Reform School S. S. will be held Sunday P.
M. Coach leaves State Street at 2 o’clock. Every
teacher is requested to be present or to provide a substitute.
St. Luke’s Cathedral.—Sunday services at 10.30
a. m. and 7 p. m.
Daily services at 9 a. m., and 5
and 7 p. m. Seats free to all.
Bethel Church, 97 Fore Street.—Services. Sabbath

A.

10.30

at

m.,

o’clock.

o’clock;

p.

m., at 3 and 7.00

Communion service the first Sunday

Also meetings on
Thursday evenings at 7.30 o’clock. All
and land are cordially invited.
of

each

Monday

month.

St. Paul’s Church,

p. m.

from the

and
sea

of Congress and Locust street.—Services Sunday at 10.30 o’clock A.M.,
and 3 P. m. This is a free church, with free seats,
and all are welcome.
comer

First Baptist Church, Congress st., comer of
Wm. H. Shailer, Pastor.—The morning
worship will be resumed at the usual hour. Sabbath
School at 1.45; preaching at 10} and 3. S S. Concert 7.

Wilrnot, Rev.

Newbtry St. Church.—Prayer Meeting at 10};
Preaching at 3; S. S. Concert 7}. All are invited.

iaperior
Friday.—Stephen

C'ourt.

JUDGE

BEFORE

D. Hall

LANE.

vs.

Bridgplaintiff for

Thomas S.

Action on a note. Judgment for
of note and costs.
H )pkins.
Strout & Gage.
David O. Holt vs. Morrill Lee. Action on account
for hay. On trial.
Vinton.
Whitehonse.

ham.

amount

George F. Stone et als, vs. Eben N. Perry. Action
replevin. Law on report.

of

William

Kohling

was

small amount of money was missed and
and a small amount of scrip, which
purposes of
When arraigned

marked for

was

upon him.

detection, was found
on tb® complaint lie

confessed the theft of money several times from this
His
establishment, to the amount of about $10.
father made restitution, and as this was the first complaint against the lad, and there was an implied
promise of future good behavior, he was let off with
the light punishment of a fine of 92 and costs.
Brief Jottings.
The Deficiency Appropriation bill contains
the following: For completing the building for
the Custom House at Portland, $10,851; for

completing the building for
Court House there, $15,398.

the Post, Office and

Owners of fast horses will find the ice on
Back Bay a splendid course for the speed of
their animals. The ite is very thick and quite
safe. Heavy teaming has been done over it for
some

time.

Twenty of the locomotives to be built by the
Portland Company for the Grand Trunk Railway are to be narrow guage machines, and are
intended for the branch line from Sarnia to
Buffalo.
St. Andrew, Capt Wylie, a freight
vessel of the Allan line, arrived at this port on
Wednesday evening from Glasgow, with 2

Steamship

cabin ami 9 steerage passengers and a full cargo,
partly for Portland and the balance for Canada
and St. John. There are now five ocean steamships lying at the wharves here.
The police seized liquors yesterday at James
D. Moore’s shop on Federal street.
Officer Morrill arrested George Wilson Thursday night for stealing a coat from the American
House. Friday officer Smith arrested Frank
Glidden for stealing a coat from the stable on
South street. Both coats were recovered, one
at Dennis McGovern’s on Fore street and the
other at a barber shop on Congress street.
The front of the Albion House is

being

recon-

Several hundred tickets to Mr. W. W. Thomas, dr's, lecture next week, liave already been
sold.
The

Republican ward caucuses will meet at
the ward rooms next Monday evening, and vote
directly for a candidate for mayor.
The Pilgrim.—In directing attention again
to the fine pictures which illustrate the beauti-

allegory of Pilgrim’s Progress, we feel that
we are doing a favor to the thousands who have

ful

read the

story of this wonderful Dream.—
Every one forms his own idea of the scenes described, hut few, comparatively, have a proper
conception of their real magnificence or the sawed truths which they figure. Competent artists have been engaged to put upon canvas the

picture* formed in the imagination of the best
students of John Bunyau’s writings; and thousands testify that after gazing upon these scenes
their kyfiwledge of the spirit of the book has
been enlarged and their faith in the truths it
Everywhere
images warmed and brightened.
eulogized by the

press

and the clergy, who pronounce them the
sublime work of modern times.

most

paintings

have been

Alonzo A.
Portland and

Accident.—Yesterday forenoon,

Chase, baggage master on the
Rochester railroad, while engaged in shackling
can at the station in this city had his rigid
It is
hand horribly crushed between the cars.
estimated that an average of one accident per
day occurs in tlie United States by the use of
the old fashioned method of connecting railroad cars; and it would be a humane measure
if railroad managers would adopt some of the
many

improvements

Purchase

of

offered by inventors.

Real Estate.—The large

area

of timber lands in the town of
Jefferson, N.
H., belonging to the estate of tho late Enoch
Osgood, of Gorham, N. H., was purchasad at
auction on Wednesday last
by George Libby &
Co., of Whitefield, N. H., James E. Hutchins,
of Lovell, and George F. Foster of Portland.
The

price paid was #35,100.

Examinations.

the various Grammar and the
High School spent Washington’s Birth-day in
their customary exercises, the semi-annual ex-

pupils of

The

aminations of the former

taking place

on

that

day and occupying forenoon and afternoon; the
Committee and parents visiting the Fourth
Grammar for boys, the Brackett Street Grammar for girls,
and the boys' Intermediate
schools in the forenoon; and here we may say
that the interest felt in our public schools was

manifested by an unusually large attendance
of parents and other especial friends of education; (with the exception of one school); a most
gratifying fact, that encourages both teachers
and pupils, and shows that those most interested in their labors are mindful and appreciative
of them.
The Fourth Grammar school has had the reputation of being a well-disciplined institution
An hour was spent here shows that good work
is being done here; the classes acquitting themselves well in the recitation room; answering
the questions promptly and understandinglv.
Proper attention is paid to reading, aud some of
are entitled to especial praise for their
progress in this important branch. The scholars had made some preparations for examination day, by festooning American flags in the
rear of the principal’s desk, enclosing a por-

the lads

Washington, and ornamenting the
blackboards with tine drawings. The statistics
of the school are as follows, and they arc the
best possible proof of the high character of the
trait of

schools:

Average number registered.226
Average number belonging.202
Average daily attendance.197

Present at examination. 197
Per centage of attendance.95.5
Not absent during the term. 41
Not absent over three half days.74
Without disparaging other schools it must be
admitted that the Brackett Street Grammar
School for girls, (Miss Harris, principal), is one
of the most attractive for visitors. The young
misses had decorated the school and recitation

chair, who appointed the officers. The
on Credentials reported the number
of lodges represented seven, by fifty-four representatives. Bros. Cousins, of Kennebec County, and Dresser, Lefavor, Norton and Frank, of
Cumberland County, were received and introduced by the Grand Worthy Chief Templar.
The Committee

on Public meeting reported a
After reprogramme which was accepted.
marks from Bros. Cousins, Dresser, Lefavor,
Stevens and others, the Lodge adjourned for
dinner, which had been provided in the hall be-

low. During the recess an invitation
ceived to form in front of the building and
have “a picture of the Lodge taken.”
At 2 o’clock the Lodge was again called to

was re-

whan the Executive Committee reported
order of exercises. The Committee on Resolutions reported two resolves, relating to Cold
Water Temples and public lectures, which were

order,
an

adopted.

The committee

appointed to

wait

on

the ex-Treasurer made a report, which was accepted. It was voted that the Treasurer be instructed to communicate with the past Treasstatement of the finances. Bro. C.
recommended for County Deputy.
Bro. Hamilton gave notice that he should stop
for

urer

W, Ross

a

was

to supper. Bro. Call, Guild and Watson were
elected delegates to the Grand Lodge.
The
Grand Worthy Chief Templar then exemplified
the unwritten work of the Order.
Reports
from the various lodges represent them in a
healthy condition. Bros. Ross, Clark and Call
were appointed a committee to work in conjunction with the County Deputy to revive weak
lodges and institute new ones. The Secretary
was requested to notify each lodge in the county of the action of this Lodge relating to Cold
Water Temples. A vote of thanks was passed
Salus Lodge for the bountiful entertainment
which they had furnished. After the transaction of other business the Lodge adjourned.
In the evening a public meeting was held,
which was "addressed by Bros. Boyd, Ccusins,
*
and others.
to

Temperance

in

Thursday evening

the

Reform School.—

number of the friends of
Temperance from tins city and Cape Elizabeth,
under direction of Mr. B. A. Sawyer, visited
the Reform School for the purpose of addressing the boys upon the subject of Temperance,
and to invite them to take the plege. The para

heartily welcomed by the Superintendent and his lady, who were glad to render any

ty

were

assistance they

were

able to carry out

the ob-

The boys were assembled in the chapel, and
after singing by them, led by one of the lady
teachers, prayer was offered by Rev. Mr. Williams. Short addresses were then made by
Rev. Messrs. Freeman and Williams, Messrs.
Pennel and Strout, Dr. Lowell, and the Super-

intendent, Rev. Mr.
nity was then given

Hutchinson. An opportuthe boys to take the pledge
and one hundred and nine came forward and
gave their names to be enrolled in the pledgebook provided. The meeting was closed with
prayer by Rev. Mr. Freeman.
Westbrook Seminary.—The semi-annual
examination of the classes at Westbrook Seminary took place on Thursday and Friday, and
drew to it quite a number of the prominent
friends of the institution from abroad.
So far
as our knowledge goes,
the classes acquitted
themselves well, the method ef instruction being satisfactory in results and the discipline

good.
On

Thursday evening the students gave a
pleasant dramatic entertainment at the vestry
of the Universalist church. The
principal feature

the drama “Down by the Sea.”
The
characters were very well sustained by members of the school, and a good deal of real dramatic ability manifested. The drama wa.^ acwas

companied by good vocal and instrumental
music, and succeeded by a season of social en-

joyment.
The

barque Rosedale,

which sailed from this
port more than a year ago for Havana, has
never been heard from.
Her captain, Thomas
M. Pennell, had with him his daughter Martha
and Miss Hattie Lovejoy, daughter of Aaron
Lovejoy. There were thirteen souls on board
and all are now given up as lost. There will be
memorial service at the Plymouth Church on
Sunday. Rev. M. H. Williams will preach the
a

sermon.

Lecture.—Rev. Edward P. Thwing will deliver his lecture on the.history and picturesque
attractions of Scotland,with incidents'of a summer tour through the country, with recitations
from Scott, Burns, and other Scottish bards, at
the old

with garlands and emblems of evergreens and autumn leaves, while the blackboards were filled with geometrical figures and
combinations, maps, sketches and prospective

Congregational meeting house in Deering, (Capisic road,) on Monday evening. The
proceeds he gives to the “circle” connected with
the Society.

drawings by the pupils. The teacher’s table
also was spread with elegant pencil drawings,

Juvenile Concert.—Mr. Win. L. Fitch proposes to give another concert by his juvenile
class at Fluent Hall next Thursday evening.
His first effort was highly successful, and Mr.

rooms

colored maps and specimens of penmanship.
The exercises were interspersed with fine vocal
and instrumental music; and during the customary intermission there was an exhibition of
among the “general exThe strictly
ercises” once or twice a week.
mental discipline of the school is equally well
were

practised

highly satisfactory.

of this school

is as

The statistifollows:

belonging.149

Average daily attendance. 127
Per cent, attendance.97

Number not absent for the term.57

The visitors at the Intermediate School were
few. This is to be regretted, for no
school deserves more commendation. It is a
sort of half-step between the primary and
grammar systems, but is very important as designed for a peculiar class of pupils Its standing has improved within the past year; the discipline is excellent and the boys have worked

painfully

industriously under the guidance of Mr. Files
The principal’s return is as follows:
Whole number registered.225
Average number belonging.137

Average daily attendance.116
Number

present at examination.169
Per centage of attendance. 84.7
Not absent during term. 0
In ths afternoon the Park Street Grammar
School for boys, the Centre Grammar and the
West School (primary and grammar) were examined by the Committee. The walls of the
Park Street school-room were decorated with
mottoes, and on the- blackboards were some
very good landscapes aud marine sketches,
mostly original, the. work of twelve of the pu-

pils. Our reporter was too late to listen to any
of the recitations except a reading exercise, but
the committee informally report the school in
condition, and giving evidence of decided
improvement At the close of the recitations,
the boys favored their friends with good vocal
flue

music and declamations. The statistics of the
school are:
Whole number registered for the term.176
Average number belonging.167
Average daily attendance.162
Number present at examination.t61
Per centage of attendance.t>7
Number not absent for the term. 37

The Center Grammar School for girls is under
the instruction of Miss Chamberlin and her
assistants. It is in excellent condition aud it
was a pleasure to visit the recitation rooms and
witness the good discipline, the thorough train-

ing and the familiarity of the pupils with the
studies. Some of the reading was remarkably

good,

and

one

recitation in

geography

would

have been creditable to pupils further advanced
in the general studies. We give the statistics
of the school:
Whole number of pupils.186
Average number belonging.171
ak

structed.

the

gchul

Whole number

MORRIS PRESIDING.

arrested

was

ha.

ed.

cal return

Friday.—John Drlnkwater, a lad about 16 years
parents live on Crotch Island, (town of
Cumberland.) was complained of for the larceny of a
small quantity of scrip from the office of S. H. & A.
H. Doten, foot of Cross street. The boy had frequently been sent by his father to the place on errands, and
small sums of money had been missed after liis visits;
consequently suspicion was directed to him. On
he

and

fore the merry and incongruous crowd separat-

classes

of age, whose

Thursday a

en-

The West School ia very highly spoken of by
the committee.
Some changes have been
made in its corps of teachers during the past
half year, wnicli militates against any school,
but the present condition of affairs is very satisfactory. We were unable to get the teacher’s

figures.
In closing

this notice of the Grammar
Schools we wish to remark that the progress
made by the pupils of the various schools in
drawing, has been almost marvellous. The
scholars have taken hold of it with avidity,and
the result at this early stage, indicates that
within a very short time all the pupils of our
public schools will have become versed in this
branch of really practical knowledge.
Friday was devoted to the examination of the
High School. The February examination of
this school is not regarded as so thorough a
test of the work of the year as that which
The number of visitors was
very large and the recitations were listened to
with much interest. There is the same earnest
work done by Mr. Stone and his assistants as
that heretofore performed and which has given
the school a reputation second to none iu Maine.

comes

promises

Fitch

better,

to try and make this concert
if possible, than the first.

Presentation.—Last Wednesday evening
George H. Libby was presented by the
comrades of Post Bos worth, G. A. R., with an
elegant silver urn anil goblets as a token of
their appreciation of his long anxl constant efforts in promoting the interests of the Post, in
Mr.

which he has been an untiring worker. The
affair took place at Grand Army Hall, and a
large number of comrades and their ladies were
present to witness the presentation.
Wk trust our readers will not forget the entertainment at the Fraternity rooms this exening, which will consist of readings by Mr. Murray and singing by a tine quartette, Mr. Shaw,
Mrs. Wetherbee and others who have kindly
volunteered their services.
Single tickets 25
cents, or six for gl.OO; to be had at the door.
Perkins & Houses’ Safety Lamps recommended by Dr. Jackson and other scientific
men are for sale by Hayes &
Douglass. Buy i
and try it.
The

Brytlites
by Gea. L. Lothrop

are

in great demand. For sale
& Co., 152 Exchange St.

manufactures.
THE POSSIBLE

EXTENSION

OF

THE

BOOT

AND

SHOE BUSINESS.

Mr. Editor:—! wish to recur ones more to this
subject, and to urge upon our people the importance of it to the growth and prosperity of
the city. It is sometimes difficult to introduce
new

in

July.

The standard return is valuable here as presenting a comprehensive view of its condition;
_,

BOVS.

GIKLS.

number pupils enrolled,.,,...174
244
number belonging for term..l64.8
223.2
Average attendance..
223.6
Per centage of attendance.38
.37
Number not absent during the term .57
75
3.731
Average Scholarship. 3.665
3.84
Average Bank... 3.75
We must not forget to say that at the dost
of the exercises in the various schools the pu
pils were briefly addressed by the members o:
the committee and other friends of education
and many words of commendation and en
Whole

Average

couragement were spoken.
Tickets for the Haymakers will be ready foi
sale at Hawes & Cragins music store Wednesday morning, Feb. 28th.

ACTION

RELATIVE

costly buildings to meet its wants, but any spacious chambers are suitable for it, and of those
we have plenty.
It does not require extensive
and costly machinery, so that in no event can
there be any considerable loss, even if the enterprise should be unsuccessful. It is not so
with a cotton mill, woolen mill, iron mil1, glass

works,

for if they should be unsuccessful, there
be heavy loss in the costly “plant,” as the
English call it. If the shoe enterprise should
must

not suceeed—of which there would be
Pf*T

if TiriidpnHr nmniunxi—fhn

no

rnnma

dan-

vnnlil

remain as they were; the machinery, not much
in amount,could be readily sold—and the manufactured goods could always be sold; so as to
cover the cost, or nearly that, in the worst
times.
The great advantage of this particular trade
is in the great numbers of people it employs;
the cost of the goods being mostly in the labor

spent upon them, and this trade builds up
town

a

rapidly,

where it is carried on extensively,
as we may see in Auburn and
other towns in
this State and in many towns in Massachusetts.
The leather for Auburn all conies from Portland
passes through it, and the finished goods pass
back again over the same road, and Auburn’s
or

also pass through our town from all
points of the south and west. X know of no
manufacture, that with the same amount of
capital, will require more wofkmen in conduct-

customers

ing it,

besides many women and

Nominations

by

the

girls.

N. I).

Prohibitionists.—The

National Prohibition Convention at Columbus,
Ohio, on Thursday nominated James Black of

Pennsylvania, for X’resident, and John Kussell
Mr. Black,
of Michigan, for Vico l’resident.
we believe, resides in Lancaster, Penn.
He is
son of Mr. John Black who built a portion of
the Canada division of the Atlantic & and St.
Lawrence railway, and was a partner of the
late Hon. John M. Wood of this city—Messrs.
a

Wood and Black

having

Canada division and Mr.

the

contract for the

that of the
Maine division. Mr. James Black was admitted to the bar and during the time his father
was building the railroad visited this city several times. He is a thorough prohibitionist,
after the pattern of Gen. Dow,whose acquaintance he made on one of his visits to this
city.
Rev. D. H.

Wood

Tribou, Principal of Hampden
recently appointed County Su-

Academy,
pervisor of Schools in place of S. A. Plummer
Esq., resigned, has received a commission as
Chaplain in the U. S. Navy, w hich he will acaud

cept.

TO

SUPERINTENDENT

JOHNSON.

Augusta, Feb. 23.—There is a deep feeling
against Superintendent Johnson which lias
sprung up within a few days among those who
have beeu his supporters, and many of whom
voved for the Supervisors. How
there is iu this opposition it is quite int^ssible
to tell.
There is no doubt that Mr. Johnson
has made himself obnoxious to many members
of the House by the course he has pursued in

mucl^round

pushing his measures; but the present policy
arises from other matters to a great extent.
A few days since Mr. Hunt introduced an order asking the Governor for the items of Super-

intendent Johnson’s accounts as submitted to
the Executive. There is the [best authority for
obthe
Johnson
that
Mr.
statement
tained the bills from the Secretary’s office
without the permission of the Secretary of

A bill

prohibiting individuals or corporations,

exeept banks, issuing

bills as a circulating medium was passed. It is designed to
suppress the practice of Southern railroads issuing two, three and four dollar uotes.
Bills were reported by Sir. Hnmlim from the
Committee on Post Offices and Post Roads, authorizing tlie Postmaster General to coutract
with Alexander & Sous to carry mails for ten
years between New York and the ports of Progroeso and Vera Cruz via Havana, in an American built
steamship not less than 1200 tons,
there to be a departure from New York every
fourteen days, and the compensation fixed at
$5000 per round trip.
By Sir. Trumbull, from the Judiciary Committee, to punish stock gambling by public officers and for other purposes, being the bill introduced by Mr. Edmunds, with amendments;
also the House bill to extend the time within
which criminal offences, except capital crimes,
shall be prosecuted.
Mr. Trumbull, from the Judiciary Committee, reported the following bills adversely and

they

for

notes

or

indefinitely postponed: Providing

were

additional Justice to the Supremo Court;
to carry out the Civil
State and asked Mr. Hunt to call aud examine
Service Commission rules; to extend the jurisdiction of the Court of Claims relating to final
the same with him. This Mr. Hunt declined
process in United States Courts; authorizing
to do.
Mr. Johnson then gave the bills to Mr.
the employment of an International Police
Hunt who examined them and locked them up
force.
A bill was introduced by Mr. Morrill, of Verin his desk. He was then absent a day or two
mont, for further endowment of agricultural
and when he returned the bills were gone, the
and mechanical
colleges.
desk having been opened. On the other hand,
The investigation of matters in connection
there is authority equally good for the statewith the Bale of arms came up.
Mr. Cole moved to take the final vote at 5 P.
ment that several of those most hostile to Mr.
M.
Johnson had the papers in question for examiMr. Harlan objected, but was willing to take
nation by permission of Mr. Hunt. The debate
the vote then.
this afternoon pertained largely to this gossip
Mr. Cole said several Senators wished to
speak on the question.
and to the items of the bills. The bill ofiered
Mr. Trumbull said that when
any move was
by Mr. Smith of Saco does not abolish a State
made in the direction of
reform, certain Senadirection of the schools, but changes the name
tors saw lit to make assaults
upon those bringing the measures forward, charging them with
of the office to State Supervisor thus legislating
bad
faith.
Mr.
Trumbull
criticised the
party
Mr. Johnson out of office.
action of the majority in the
removing of Mr.
There are matters as they are told and are no*
ouinner from the
Foreign chairmanship, in the
Custom House investigation, and in the present
to be pouched for; nevertheless the feeling is
matter: the Senator from Indiana had also deand
intense.
very general
nounced the platform of the Liberal
RepubliTHE PARTY
cans as anti-Republican and
essentially Democratic, and he would undertake to show that
last evening at the Augusta'House was a brilthe man who held that view did not know the
liant affair in every respect. There were many
of Republicanism. He then went over
dignitaries and rare representatives of the j meaning
the resolutions in the platform one by one and
insisted that they were all in complete accord
beauty and fashion of the State present
with the principles of the Republican
party.
They were the principles he had contended for
MAINE LEGISLATURE.
through all his public life, and God helping
him he would contend for them to the end.
Mr. Morton said Mr. Trumbull had come into
the Senate with a prepared speech containing
LSpccial by International Line.]
two things, an assault upon him (Morton) and
SENATE.
a defence of the Missouri Liberal
Republican
Augusta, Feb. 23.—An act authorizing auc- Hiuicmcuk aim nn |iiauonu. ne was sorry l>ir.
Trumbull lmd identified himself with it, but as
tioneers to operate in any part of a county was
he had done so others could not do less than
luucmuicij jwaipuucu.
recognize the fact. The people generally unCommittee of Conference on appropriation
derstood that the Senator had stepped out of
for College of Agriculture, reported in favor of
the Republican party, stopping, however, within easy returning distauce, and was standing
$18,000.
with his back all chalked over, “Barkis is
Committee on Federal Relations reported a
within.” (Laughter.) If that impression was
memorial to Congress relating to Niagara Ship
wrong this was a good opportunity to correct it.
The Senator had reviewed the Liberal RepubliCanal.
can platform and endorsed it and had
The general railroad law came up by assignexpressed
astonishment that he (Morton) called it essenment, causing a long discussion. It was refer- tially Democratic. Speaking of the causes for
red to the next Legislature by a vote of 20 to 5.
suspending the habeas corpus, Mr. Morton said
that there was still a rebellion existing at the
Resolve in aid of building a bridge in “F”
South, and he had heard it said and believed
township was indefinitely postponed.
that more men were killed and wounded by the
Tabled—Resolve relating to the Insane Hos- Ku Klux in South Carolina during the last
four
pital; bill to amend section 13, chapter 51, R. S. years than were killed in the war of 1812.
The
discussion
between
Messrs.
Morton
and
relating to railroads.
Trumbull was largely of a personal character,
AFTERNOON SESSION.
and did not touch the point under discussion.
After some debate, the bill establishing the
Mr. Rice obtained the floor, but yielded to a
motion to go Into executive session,'after which
mill school tax was passed to be engrossed, 20
the Senate adjourned to Monday.
to 6.
The Portland &

Ogdensburg

loan bill

viding that the same be compiled under the direction of the Governor and Council at a cost
not exceeding $1500.
Passed to be engrossed.
HOUSE.
Passed to be enacted—Bill to incorporate the
People’s Ferry Co.; bill to amend the charter
of Northern'* Aroostook R. R. Co.; bill relative to the fees of the Judge of the Municipal
Court of the city of Saco; bill to amend an act
to incorporate tho Biddeford and Saco R.
R.;
bill to amend the charter of the Buxton and
Bonny Eagle Branch R. R. Co.
An act to establish State uniformity of text
books, came from the Senate amended and
passed to be eugrossed. The bill was read
twice and the first day of April next assigned
for the third reading.
Resolve in favor of the State Coilege of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts, came back
from the Senate, House amendment rejected,
that branch insisting on a Committee of Conference, the House insisted and concurred in
the proposition for a Committee of Conference.
The bill an act to incorporate the Portland,
Bath & Sea Shore R. R. Co., was taken up, the

question being upon referring the same to the
next legislature, under consideration at time of
adjournment yesterday.
Mr. Millay continued his remarks.
It was further discussed by Messrs. Perkins
of Farmington, Perkins of Auburn, Perkins of
neeu 01

iroianu,

amoooro

ana otners.

Legislature by
yeas,
nays.
A communication was received from the Governor in reply to an order for information in regard to the items in the accounts of the SuperReferred to next

70

05

rintendent of Schools.
Messrs. Carleton and Hunt made some remarks explanatory, and reflecting upon the

Superintendeu
Mr. Porter replied.
Mr. Smith of Saco, moved a suspension of
the rules, to allow him to introduce a bill to
abolish the office of Superintendent of Schools,
and advocated its introduction.
Mr. Webb of Waterville, spoke in favor of

suspension of the rules.
Messrs. Phillips, Wilson of Thomaston,Pike,
Lebroke and Humphrey spoke against the sus-

pension.
The discussion turned upon the general merit
of the bill, pending the motion to suspend the
rules, the bill was laid on the table.
Passed to be Enacted.—Act to authorize the
formation of ten companies of cadets; act additional respecting railroads; relating to location of depot* near other railroads; resolve in
favor of State Prison; resolve relating to the

fishing interests

of the State.
JHAIKE.
FIRE

IN

an

appropriating $100,000

HOUSE.

came

up.
Mr. Morris Baid that for five years he had always voted against such measures as a matter
of principle. It was a matter of the deepest
concern with him, yet on the whole he could see
no reason why ho should change his vote.
Messrs. Spaulding of Sagadahoc, and others
opposed. The bill finally passed, 1G to 3.
Mr. Morris called up the bill relative to industrial statistics, and offered an amendment pro-

branches of manufactures into a place, for
of experienced hands and heads to manage

for want of aptitude.
But one of the most important of all branches of manufactures is already well established
here, and may readily be extended indefinitely,
for there is no town in the country more favorably situated for it. I allude to the manufacture
of boots and shoes in all the common branches
of that great business.
This manufacture has this especial advantage, that it does not require the erection of

Indian territory.

[Special by International Line.]
THE

want

uuiuiicu'inm v. ...

Number present at examination.154
Per centagc of attendance.34
Not absent during the term.13

AUGUSTA.

Committee

!

SENATE.
!
Washington, Feb. 23.—Mr. Sprague present; ed a resolution of the Rhode Island Legislature
against interfereace with the inhabitants of the

ed to the

nice

observed, and the recitations by the different

admitted to citizenship.

.TInniripal Court.
JUDGE

then came supper; then more dancing
fpA.ut.inar Anri it wae trail t.nurArrla rlnvlitrlit

calesthenics

Frank.

and

some

Greeley and Jeff. Davis were both among the
dancers, the former with the Tribum and
ready to go bail again for Jeff. We can’t
enumerate half the characters assumed; put
we know that there was
plenty of fun up to
half past ten, when the unmasking took place;

Rev

a.

were

little flirtations between royality and peasant
girls, Poiiipey aud Greek maidens. Horace

Universalist Church.—Preaching
G. W. Bicknell, at 10:30 a. m. and
7 p. m; Sunday School at 3 p. m.
First Second Advent Church, 353 1-2 Congress
street—Elder C. Richardson, of Manchester, N. H.,
will preach Sunday, at tlio usual hours; seats free.
Mountfort Street A. M. E. Church.—Preach-

ing

the hall at the sound of the cornet

gaged in the dance, and there

First Univkrsalist Church.—Morning service
at 10}. Sermon by Rev. R. Converse.
At 7 p. m. the
pastor will deliver the second of a series of lectures
to the young. Subject, ‘‘What to do.”

St.,

ou

quaint conceits, burlesques on political and
social ideas, and historical incidents, authors’
creations, races, and all classes, races and conditions of people. More than a hundred aud
fifty couple of these odd creatures inarched in-

Religion** Notices.
Spiritual Fraternity, Army and Navy Union-

India

are

ceeding

aud

by the Pastor,

We

way.

BY TELEGRAPH. j

XLIId CONGRESS-SECOND SESSION.

MILO.

Bangor, Feb. 23.—The dwelling house of
Lindsey of Milo was burned this forenoon.
No particulars received.
The weather for two days past has been very
cold, the thermometer this morning was ten
Charles

The House took up the consular appropriation bill. Mr. Voorhees opposed the appropriation for a consul to Cuba. He spoke at length
of the policy of Cuba towrrd Americans, saying that some had been shot, and that several
were now in prison for breaking uc law of
Spain. He denounced the policy of the Government and said the Cuban revolutionists
should be recognized as belligerents.
Mr. Garfield, chairman of the Committee on
Appropriations, expressed the hope that the
gentleman from Indiana (Voorhees) would not
antagonize the bill with Cuban affairs. He
thought the present time was not the proper
one to increase complications with foreign nations. He thought our relations with Great
Britain were very delicate. He said that the
breaking down of the Washington treaty would
be an unheard of
calamity.
Mr. Banks did not anticipate auv difficulty
with England or Spain, but he believed that
the best, way to secure peace was by the assertion of our rights and a prepatiou to defend
them. He said the Committee on Foreign Affairs would soou give the House an
opportuuity
to discuss the Spanish matter.
He agreed with
Mr. Voorhees, but thought the appropriation
for the Spanish minister should be struck out
before the consul to Cuba.
Mr. Holman, of Indiana, moved to strike out
the enacting clause—9 to 110.
Amendments advancing the Russian mission
to a first class and the Japanese mission to a
second class and reducing the Central American mission to one minister at
Nicaragua were
severally agreed to, and the bill passed.
A large number of private bills were reported.
After some unimportant business the House

adjourned.

OHIO.
WHAT JUDGE DAVIS SAYS.

Columbus,

Feb. 23.—The following message
received to-day from Judge Davis:
Washington, V. C., Feb. 23.—To E. M.Chamberlin, President of the National Labor Reform
Convention:
Be pleased to thank the Convention for the
unexpected honor they have conferred upon
me.
The Chief Magistracy of the Republic
should neither be sought or declined.
David Davis.
(Signed)
was

on the Cincinnati and Louisville Railat noon, fell through a bridge three
miles north of Ellison Station.
There were
twenty-six passengers on the train. One man
is known to have been killed, several are fatally and nearly all more or less injured.

The Geneva Arbitration.

TELGGKAPHIC ITEMS'
Tlie fortification bill, as it will be reported
contains the following appropriations: Forts
(Jorges $20,000; Preble $42,500; Scammel $50,000.

Representatives Shellabarger, Sheldon, Sawyer, Lynch and Townseud, are the sub-committee of the Committee of Commerce to prepare
a bill for the revival of American commerce.
The most of tho business part of Monticello,
N. Y., was burned Friday morning.
There was a riot in Berne Thursday between
the Alsatian and German workmen, in which
many persons were seriously injured.
The Ohio Democratic Committee has adjourned to June 13th without fixing the day for
a State Convention.
Four trains reached Laramie city Friday, and
the snow blockade is now considered over.
Thaws are now doing much damage.
A fire at Selinsgrove, Penn., Thursday night,
destroyed thirteen dwellings, five stores, the
Baptist Church and twelve stables and barns.
Loss $100,000.
Several bishops of the Roman Catholic Church
are
urging the Pope to hold an Ecumenical
Council at Trent in Tyrol. The Austrian government does not seem disposed to grant the
permission asked for the assembling of the
Council within its domains.
The New York Herald has a rumor that Collector Arthur has tendered his resignation, and
General F. E. Spinner declined to be his successor.
__

BUSINESS

NOTICES.

Nelson & Co., have opened a splendid assortment of white goods for ladies’ and children’s wear. They will hereafter keep a full
line of these goods ard will sell them at fair

They have also the finest assortment
of Black Malta Laces in the city, all new and
just received.
prices.

The

British Note—The Beply of the United Staten.

Million* for Insurance!

Washington, Feb. 23.—The note of Karl
Granville, sent to Secretary Fish through Gen.
Schenck, was read to the Cabinet to-day. A
general conversation ensued, continuing several
hours, in which the merits of the questions

presented concerning the the interpretation of

the Treaty of Washington were discussed. There
may be a further conference on the subject when
me repiy or tue
secretary oi mate to me irienuly note shall have been prepared. While this
government does not seem disposed to modify
its statement of the cxse, it will doubtless respond to the British government in such a spirit as will show its earnest desire for the settlement of the questions at issue in a manner altogether honorable to both nations through the
tribunal of arbitration provided by the treaty.
This is known to lie the desire of the President
and all officers of the Cabinet. Application
was made to-day for a
copy of the British note
for publication, but without success, the refusal
lieing based on the ground that to furnish it
would not only be against precedent, but disrespectful to the British government at this stage
of proceedings, and it was further stated tonight by a high executive officer that not even
the substance of the British note could now be
communicated through an official source, nor
had it been repeated to any private parties. At
the same time it was remarked that as the note
was of a
friendly character and couched in delcate language, and as the reply would be in like
temper, there was, therefore, no cause whatever for
apprehension as to the continuance of
Hon. Chas.
peace between the two countries.
Francis Adams remained at the Executive
Mansion but a short time after the Cabinet assembled, having spent a few moments there.
IMPORTANT REVENUE DECISION.

Washington, Feb. 33.—The following internal revenue decision has been rendered: First,
Commissioner Douglass decide* that the issue
of interest certificates to the amount of 83,036,000 on the 10th of December, 1868, by the
New York Central Kailroad is substantially as
scrip dividend, and taxable under the internal
revenue

laws.

SYNOPSIS OF WEATHER REPORTS FOR THE PAST
TWENTY-POUR HOURS.

War

Tl,,,

_,

Dep’t,

Office Chief

Signal)
>
Feb. 33 (7.00 P. M.))
barometer w ill probably move

Officer, Washington, D. C.,

All area of low
eastward over Indiana and Michigan to the
lower lakes on Saturday, preceded by brisk
southwest winds, extending Friday night eastwaru to New York auu
Kentucky, with increasing cloudiness and possibly light rain. Increaswinds
will
ing southerly
prevail with rain on
the Gulf coast on Saturday, and southeast winds
and cloudy weather prevail from Georgia to
Massachusetts. Dangerous winds are not anticipated Friday night on the Atlantic coast, blit
northwest gales are probable for Lake Superior,
and a local storm is indicated for San Francisco.

If..

Life Insurance Co., New York, (which may be
found in our columns) with its fifty-one millions
of cash assets and reliable securities, speaks
for itself as the largest,safest and most successful institution of the kind in the world.
The Old Equitable Society, of London, was
60 years in acquiring $55,000,000, while this

Great Company has accummulated

over

$51,-

000 in 28 years.
It will be seen that the per centage of expenses of this Company is very small and
that the interest on its investments more than
pays its losses

by death,—two

very important
considerations to insurers and facts that cannot
be shown by many Life Companies, hence its

Policies are continually increasing in value.
We understand that a policy for $3500, now
held by a geutleman in this city, is worth over
$7500, on which the annual premium is only
$08.00, the cask dividend for the past year is
$130, or $32 more than the annual payment.
Is not this a good investment. Mr. Little, the
Gen. Agent, can furnish a multitude of similar
cases, in this city and vicinity.

Tub best stock of Kid Gloves in Portland is
to be foundat

Cogia Hassan’s,

129 Middle St.

The ladies and gentlemen of the “L. D. C.’s”
who played “Dot, or Cricket on the Hearth,”
some mouths since, have in rehearsal the much
admired drama of “Neighbor Jackwood,” which
will be brought out at Music Hall, Monday and

Tuesday evenings,
We

are

big line

March 4th and 5th.

all

ready for the spring trade, with a
styles ready made clothing, and
start off with unusually low prices.
Geo.- W. Rich & Co., 173 Fore St.

of

intend to

DIETEOBOLOGICA1..

Ointment

or

Salve

has been used in

of

cases

Rheumatinn, Croup, Pain or Soreness of the
Back, Chest or Stomach, Sores, Ulcers, Burns,
or Scalds, with
gratifying success. For sale
W. W. Whipple & Co.,
by all Druggists.
Agents, Wholesale Druggists, Portland, Me.
We sell a pair of 18 bone, finely shaped,
French corsets for 75 cents.
Coo ia Hassan, 129 Middle St.
Don’t Hawk, Hawk, Spit, Spit, Blow,
and disgust everybody with your Ca-

Blow,

tarrh, and its offensive odor, when Dr. Sage’s
Catarrh

Remedy will speedily destroy
discharge and cure you.

all

odor,

arrest the

S&Wk

578_

Clothes Wringers repaired and made good
as

new

by

W. C.

Sawyer

&

Co.,

22

Market

Square.
Elegant line of new goods, splendid
for custom clothing, just received at
Geo. W. Rich &

Co's., 173 Fore St.

Mb. James I. Fellows, St. John, N. B.—
Sir:—Having, while at your establishment,
carefully examined your prescription, and the
method of preparing your Compound Syrup, I
felt anxious to give it a fair trial in my practice
For the last twelve mouths I have done so, and.
I find that in Incipient Consumption, and other diseases of the Throat and Lungs, it has
done wonders. In restoring jiersons suffering
from the effects of Diphtheria, and the cough

following typhoid fever, prevalent in this region, it is the best remedial agent I have ever
used.

But for persons suffering from exhaustion of the powers of the brain and nervous
system, from long continued study or teaching,
or in those cases of exhaustion from which so
many young men suffer, I know of no better
medicine for restoration to health than your

Compouad Syrup.
at

If yon think this letter of any service,you arc
liberty to use it as you see fit.
I remain, yours, &c., Edwin Clay, M. D.

Pugwash,

S.,

N.

Jan. 14, 1808.

feb24-ded&wl t
Hope

tiie Desparing.—Because your
away in uuncnes, non t uesponu.
We guarantee that Phalon’s Chemical Hair
Invigorator will stop this eelamity in three
fok

nair comes

days. Nay,
promote
will be

more, we guarantee that it will
full restoration of the fibres.
There
further shedding of the hair, nor any

a

no

change in its color, while you continue to use
the article.
Sold by all Druggists.
feb22-eodlw
Perkins

Houses’ Safety Kerosene
Lamps—Use no others. Hayes & Douglass,
Middle St.
feb22-eod5t
and

In order to make room for Spring style Hats
and Caps we shall continue to sell at our present low scale of prices the balance of the
month.
Maher & Co.,

febfitomchl

opposite Post Office.

Another lot of those delicious oysters at
Timmons & Hawes, Market Square. Send up
your can o-dav amd get them while they are
fresh.
Old Prejudices are dying out.—New facts
are killing them.
The idea that invalids weakened by disease can be relieved by prostrating
them with destructive drugs, is no longer, entertained except by monomaiacs. Ever since the
introduction of Dr. Walker’s Vinegar Bitters it has been obvious that their regulating
and invigorating properties are all-Bufficieut for
the cure of chronic indigestion, rheumatism,
constipation, diarrhoea, nervous affections, and

malarious fevers, and they
ard

remedy

for these
section of the Union.

are now

the stand-

complaints

in every
febjth-4wt

Ur. Morse’s Uterine Tonic.
The above named remedy is prepared by
Dr. Morse of this city, and has been used by
him in his practice with great success,for the last
tweuty years, and there are millions of both

suffering for the want of such a
edy. Having often been importuned by
sexes now

new

N. B.—The hair
the market.
Real hair

we

sell is equal

to any in

rem-

perwho have used this “Tonic,” to make it
known in some way to the public, that those
in need of such a remedy may obtain it, and
avail themselves of its benefits, he has been induced to comply with their solicitations, and
will hereafter keep a supply sufficient to meet
It will be sold by dealers in
the demands.
feb3-eod-4w
medicine generally.
sons

75c a set.
“
.1.00

“

125 “ “
A splendid real Hair siyitch, 28 inches long
weighing 2J or. for $8.00, usual price $12.00.
Other styles Real and Imitation hair at corres-

pondingly

low

prices.
Cooia

Hassan,

129 Middle St.

Kennedy's Hemlock Ointment, applied in
form of salve or plaster. For many years the
proprietor has labored to obtain from the na-

tive hemlock tree, the oil, pitch and resin in

United States 5-20’a 1802.1X1
United States 5-20's 1864.
United States 5-20'a 1865, old
United States 5-20’s 1865, new.
tin
United States 5-20’a 1867...
.,
United States 5-20’s 1868.
.fji
United States 10-4o’s., coupon!!! .}}j
Currency 6’s.!.!!!!!!!!! 113
wore
*h« el'»lng quotations of
■,

Stocks

.f"Uow,n*

Western Union Telegraph Co.
Pacific Mail.571
N. Y. Central and Hudson Hiver consolidated_97*
X. Y. Central and Hudson Elver consolidated §cp 92$

ENTERTAINM ENTS.
MUSIC

preferred.125
Heading.1144
Michigan Central.117$
Lake shore & Michigan Southern. 91
Harlem

Illinois Central.133
Cleveland & Pittsburg. 90$
Chicago & North Western. 74
Chicago Sr Northwwtern preferred. 91
Chicago & Rock Island.110
Milwaukie& St. Paul. 5?
Milwaukie & St. Paul preferred.: 77

Pittsburg & Fort Wayne. 97$
Freights to IJverpool scarcely so firm; Cotton per
steam $d.
The following were the
quotations for Pacific Rail-

road securities:
Central Pacific bonds...
102$
Union Pacific do.
91$
Union Pacific stock.34
Union Pacific laud grants.'.
81$
Union Pacific iucoine
bonds.85$

Let it not be forgotten that, for the complete
of kidney, bladder and glandular diseases, mental and physical debility, loss of vigor, aud to keep the human structure in a
healthy and vigorous condition, no better remedy can be found than Smolander’s Bucliu.
It is a graud panacea for female complaints,
and is not unpleasant to the palate.
feb20th-eodlw

request:

9$c;

date 1,150,000.

Cincinnati, Feb. 23.—Pork nominal at 3 25 asked.
Lard nominal at 9 g 9$c asked.
Bulk meats drooping; shoulders 4$e; 8ide*6$@6$e; dear sides 6$c,
seller April. Bacon drooping; shoulders 5 80 & cwt

Beauty’s Best Auxiliary.—Ask the belle
of the season what appointment of her toilettable holds the highest place in her esteem,
and she will reply, without a moment’s reflecHagan’s Magnolia Balm.
Nothing,
she is thoroughly aware, contributes so powerfully to enhance her charms and render her ir-

purity of their complexions, and where Nature
has denied the superlative attraction, the Balm
fully compensates for her deficiencies.
febl9th-eodl w&wl t

Eugagement of the Celebrated
tomime

tomime entitled

HITIPTY DUMPTY'.

With New Dresses, New Music. New Seenerv and nil
the W onderful Tricks together with
the Great Euro** “W8
Now

111 ■“

Charleston, Feb. 23.-Cotton quiet: Middling uplands 22 @ 22Jc.
Savannah, Feb. 23.—Cotton quiet: Middling uplands 22 jc.
Mobile, Feb. 23.—Colton dull; Middling uplands
at 22c.

permanent national temperance union, anil
earnestly advocating the cause of temperance
through State unions.

as

usual.

Poseu a few days since, and while on the way
threatened the life of the Prince. A pistol was
found on his person.
Charles Francis Adams is in Washington

consulting with Secretary Fish.
Mr. Henry M. Perkins, of the senior class >n
Hartford Seminary, son of the late Dr. Justin1
Perkins, of Persia, accepts his call to Mt. De-

preach.
The Baptists

have sustained an interesting
Sabbath School at South Winn during the winter, and have recently established a Temperance
Lodge at the same place.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

European Markets.
London, Feb. 23—11.30 A. M.—Consols 92 j for money

and account.

American securities—U. S. 5-20 1862, 91 J; do 1865.

old, 92; do 1*67, 92; U. S. 10-40’s 88J.
Liverpool, Feb. 23-10.30 A. M.-Cotton opened
quiet; Middling uplands 11J @ lljd; do Orleans lljd;
sales of the day estima.ed 12,000 bales; sales of the
week 97,000 bales, of which 6,000 bales were for ex-

]iort and 20,000 for speculation; stock 566,000 bales, of
which 208,000 bales are American; receipts of the
week 109,000 bales, of which 78,000 bales were American; actual exisirt 8000 bales.
Receipts of Wheat
for the past three davs35,000quarters; American 25,000 quarters.
Paris, Feb. 23.—The amount of specie in the
Bank of France has increased 1,400,000 francs during
the week.

London, Feb.

23—1.30 P.

and account.

M.—Consols 924 for money

American securities—U. S. 5-29's 1862, 9H;
*
10-40’s 88J.

do

Liverpool,

Feb. 23—1.30 P. M.—Cotton is dull;
400,000 bales; American 160,000 bales.—
Breadstufls quiet; California Wheat 12s 5d; Red
Spring 11s @ lit 8d; Corn 28s 9d ® 29s.
LcINdon. Feb. 23—5.00 P. M.—Consols closed at 92?

stock afloat

for money and account.

American Securities—C. S. 5-20’s 1862,914; do 1865
old, 92; do 1867, 92; do 10-40’s, 88.
Pabis, Fob. 23—Evening.—Rentes closed at 56150c.
Liverpool, Feb. 23—Evening—Cotton closed dull;
Middling uplands 11J @ lljd; do Orleans lljd; sales
12,000 bales, of which 3000 bales were for speculation
and export.

Advices from Manchester are less favorable and
dullness. Cumberland cut Bacon 32s 6d.

cause a

will commence his third and last term for the spot on
lor Young Ladle*. Master* and Misses, at his Academy, at Corner of Biown and Congress Sts., on
SATURDAY, Feb. 19th, at 9 1-9 o’clock
in

the afternoon, and continue every Wednesday and

Saturday

heads,

3600 box

shooks,

herring.
Schr Snow Bird—1000 bbls flour, 100
6300

hoops,

400 boxes

ST JOHN, NB.
do oatmeal 2330 gals refined oil.
Sch J K Howard—800 bbls flour, 10 tons gruc,
galls refined oil.

Boston Stock f.ist.
[Sales at the Broker’s Board, Feb. 23.}
Union Pacific Land Grants 7s.
78
Vermont Central 1st Mortgage 7s.
86
York Manufacturing Company. 1825
Michigan Central Railroad
118
Union Pacific RR Sixes.
894
Union Pacific Railroad.
32J

For particulars apply at Hall. Assemblies every
Private lessons each day from fl to
from 2 to 5, except Fritlays.
febtttf

Monday evening.
12 and

MUSIC HALLJPORTLANI)
FOR -V BRIEF SEASON,

Commencing MONDAY,

THE

iron to E Churchill & Co; 2 cases mdse to J K Prindle;
and goods for Canada aud St John NB.
CARDENAS.
molasses to J M

Sch St Croix—399 lihds and 53 tree
2 bbls do to master.

—OR—

dream OF BUNYAN !
COLOSSAL PAIHTHIliH.

Every Painting an origiual i>rotluction and only Artists of highest reputation and established
celebrity
engaged upon the work.

KxquiMitcLuntlHcapcn,

Bark Alice
cases

gin

to

Tarlton—8948 bush
order.

Receipt* bj Railroad* aud Bteamboat*.
Grand Trunk Railway—250 cans milk. 100 bbls
flour, 1 car lard, 1 do shocks, 1 do butter, 3 do heads,
1 do pickets, 3 do laths, 33 do lumber, 3 do boards, 1
do corn, 3 do barley, 3 do sundries; for Lower Provinces—800 bbls flour, 1 car sundries; for Allan steamers—3 cars apples, 16 do provisions, 16 do grain, 3 do

flour,

5 do

New York Block and Money Market.
New York, Feb. 23—Morning.—Gold
110$. Money
at 6 per cent. Sterling Exeliange,
long, 109$; do short
110|. Stocks weak. Southern State Stocks dull and

steady.
The following

are

75

Alabama 5’s.
60
Georgia 7Fs. S3
North Carolina 6’s, new.... 17}
South Carolina 6’s, new.
32$
New York. Feb. 23—Ecening.—Money was firm
at from 7 i»er cent, to 1-32. Sterling Exchange 109$ @
109$. Gold strong closing at 111; loans at 1 to 3 per
cent, for carrying.
Clearances to-day $5,000,000.—
Governments 'strong aud higher in sym)*athy with
Gold. State bonds firmer. In the Stock market Union Pacific was the feature. The transactions were
small and prices were lower. Stock was loaned from
flat to g por cent. The remainder of the market was
dull and lower except Pacific Mail and Wells Fargo
*
& Co, which witj st tong,
The following were the closing quotations of Goveminent securities:
Unite*l States coupon 6’s,
1881.ngj

Liorgeou*Transformation
REPRESENTING

A/ur*

mver

ueatn;

Mccuc

THE

Ascension; The Grea

rue

Pearly Gates; The Golden Gates; The Shower of
Gold; The Celestial City; The Abode of Purity
and Love.
GRAND

PILGRIM

MATINEE,
28,

WKDVKNUA V

Prb.

When the price will be 10 cents for School children.
Doors open at 2; commence at 3
Cards ot admission, Parqnett 35c; Reserved Seats
50c; Gallery 25c. Doors open at 7: commence at 8 o’clock.
Tickets for sale at Hawes &
Cragin’s Music Store.
Middle st., and at the Hail from 2 till 4 o’clock.
feb21-lw

W. T.A., LECTURE
Will be

given at

CITY HALL,
'CHE £7th inst.
Under the auspices of the Wjlf Tone Assoriu-

lion, by

Rev. George W.
Subject:

IRISH

Pepper,

of Ohio.

ORATORS AND ORATORY.

A Musical Concert will he given
by Chandler’s
Band one hour before the Lecture.
Tickets 35c; Reserved Seats 50c. Doors open at €4
p. m., Lecture to commence at 8 p.|m.
feh22td

LECTURE.
W. W. THOMAS, JR.
State

KN<).,

Commissioner of Immigration,

Parish,

CITY

at

HALL,

Wednesday Evening, Fefo’y

28th.

SUBJECT—A Ramble im Norway.
Doors

at half past
open
half
seven

past

mence at

six

o’clock; Lecture

to

com-

o’clock.

Tickets 25 cents; for sale at the store of J. F.
Land,
Messrs. Hoyt, Fogg & Breed, Hall L.
Davis, and at

the door.

The Full Portland Baud
is engaged for the occasion. All who wish to
enjoy
the tiue music of this i>opular
company will plea>e bo
early at the City Hall.
fe22dtd

Children’s Concert
AT

SEASON!

FLUENT

HALL!

Children of the

The

THREE O’CLOCK SINGING SCHOOL
give their Second Concert

Will

SPRING

FASHIONS,

on

THURSDAY EVENING, Feb. 29th
Under the direction of their instructor,

W.

SPRING
1JN

GOODS,

UUUD

VAlilETY !

JUST RECEIVED BY

L.

FITCII,
ASSISTED BY

Miss C. JR. BURPEE, Pianist.
A fine programme in prepared, and all who love to
hear the singing of Children will please
encourage
them by their preesnee on that occasion.
Tickets 35 eta. To be had at Stockbridge’s, Hawes
& Cragiu’s and at the door. Doors oj»cn at 7: commence \ to S.
feb24td

WM, II. AYERS,

AUCTION SALES.

UI

14. It. HUNT,

NO. 50 EXCHANGE STREET.

Commission Merchant and

febl7is2w

Auctioneer

Congress St., will sell every evening large
NO
assortment of Staple and Fancy Goods.
Goods will be sold during the day in lots to suit
at wholesale prices. Cash advanced
all
Surchascra
escription of goods. Consignments not limited.
1W.K.
316

ALLAN LINE!

a

on

Montreal Oeean Steamship Co.
CARRYING

February 11,

««tf

THE

Canadian and United States mails.

Passengers Booked
derry and LiverjKx.l.

to

New Attractions.

London-

Return. 'Pickets
granted at Reduced Rales.
The Steamship

Examine These Prices

PRUSSIAN, Capt. Dutton,
will leave

tills port for Liverpool

on

Striped grenadines, 25c.

Saturday, Feb. 44th.

Tea Rose Poplins, 37 l-2c

Immediately after the arrival of the Train of the
previous day from Montreal.
Passage to Londonderry and Liverpool, Cabin (according to accommodations).STO to S80
Payable in Qold or its equivalent.
For Freight or Cabin Passage, apply to
H. & A. ALLAN, No. 1 India St.
For Steerage Passage inward and
outward, and lor
Drafts
on England for small amountsSight
apply to
JAMES L. FARMER,
No. 3 India Street.

Portland, Dec; 5-tf

Silk Pongees, 65c.
Silk Pongees Striped 75e.
Silk Poplins, 75c.

Japanese Striped Poplins 25c.
Printed Percales One Shilling.
Roman Neck-Ties 30c.

GOODS MARKED DOWN !

Balbriggan Hose 25e.
Real Marseilles

Quilts

11-4

$2.25

Hack Towels 20x40, 20c.

BOOTS & SHOES
At Less

Than

Cost!

Hambnrgg at Low Prices.

WOOLENS,
WOOLENS !

Having taken the Store lately occupied by BUTLElt & HEED, and purchased their stock at a
great
sacrifice. I am now prepared to otter the people ol
Portland and vicinity such inducements as are very
The stock embraces a varied assortment, suited to
the wants of all classes.
Also a lot of shop-worn goods, which will be closed
out at almost any price, as we must have the 100m
for new goods which are daily arrivin '.
SEF^Call early if you wish to secure bargains.

FULL ASSORTMENT OF

A

RUBBER GOODS!
AS LOW' AS THE LOWEST.

Call and examine our immense stock of goods
marked down to suit, the times. Don’t pay
high
pricos until you have examined our stock.

COYELL & YALPEY,
Corner Congress and Brown Sts.
Feb 17-eodtl

Geo. F.

TT*SS

BOSTON LEAD <0..
[IXCOBI’OBATEII IS 1829.]

J. H. Chadwick &
OUlrr

Co., Ag’ts,

44, 44 A 40 Oliver Hirer I,

Goldtliwait,

11 Market

BOSTON.
MANCFACTUBBRS

Square.

OK

B O S T O 1ST

Old Ntanil B a tier Sc Reed.

Pure White Lead !

feblTeodt

Dry

WE ARE SELLING
THE

BALANCE OF OUR

sad

Ground in Oil,

DRY AND GROUND ZINC, LITHARGE, RED
LEAD, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, TIN
PIPE, TIN-LINED PIPE, IRON PIPE
A FITTINGS, PUMPS, AC, AC.
Our Pure White Lead, both dry and ground in oil,

strictly pure, and oi arantee
body and rfuniWlify, it is not surpassed by any Loud in the market, either foreign or
warrant to be
that for.tineneas,

we

WINTER

STOCK,
or

GLOVES, HOSIERY,
AND

the forenoon quotations of South-

securities:
Tennessee 6’s, new. 67
Virginia 6’s, new.51
Missouri 6’s... 95
Louisiana 6’s, new.... 50

ern

Historical

THE
New and

i>ota8b.

Steamer Forest City from Boston—10 cases
and 10 bales domestics, 13 cases shoes, 22 bdls forks
4 do fish, 20 empty kegs, 4 bales baskets, 10 boxes
fresh fish. 15 bbls tar, 43 coils cordage, 3 hhds molasses, 50 bbls sugar, 1 sleigli, 22 cases lard, 55 pkgs
furniture, 4 cases brushes, 10 bbls aud 10 hf do beer
100 empty kits, 4 tubs oysters, 2 horses, 75
pkgs to order; for Canada and up country—loo bales oakum, 9
do wool, 70 bars iron, 17 slabs marble, 13 casks oil 10
bdls leather, 50 pkgs to order.

Rich

Paintings, Wonderful .Her bn air a 1
Kfleets, Original Noags ami .11 u»ic, Eloquent Lecture by
C. Miller Charter, and Theodore Hook.

Churchill;

TURKS ISLAND.
salt to Dana & Co; 8

Feb. 26.

PILGRIM!

FORCING THE

2420

HALIFAX, NS. Scb P Grant—12,000 ft lumber.
Foreign Import*.
GLASGOW. Steamship St. Andrew—150 tons pig

afternoon.

assisted by Mrs. Gee in the instruc-

Mr. Gee will be
tion of this class.

Will deliver his lecture for the benefit of the Second

Freights.
New Orleans, Feb. 17.—The engagements
durlug
the past three days embrace three ships for
Liverpool
at Jd for Cotton, and three tor Cronstadt at 11c. Foreign rates have hardened. We quote Cotton by stcaiu
for Liverpool,no shii> in port; to New York Jc; to
Philadelphia le; to Boston Jc; Sugar to New York $5
P bhil; Molasses J2 p bbl; Tobacco $6. By sail—
Cotton to Liverpool 4d, Havre 1 l-16c, Bremen lc,
Genoa lit*; Grain to Liverpool, bulk, lOd; Sugar to
New York S3 p bhd; Molasses *1 p bbl; Tobacco *6
P bhd.

rarely offered.

Foreign Export*.
CARDENAS. Brig Melrose—1538 bdls hoops, 2474
shooks and heads.
MATANZAS. Brig Ben Nevis—1400 shooks and

TST C3 !

NC^I

Mr. A. li. GEE

sert.
Two weeks ago last Sunday Rev. Mr, Ward,
of Bolster's Mills, walked three miles on snow
shoes to the church where he had announced to

Reserved seats 7oc.

r&’-This Troupe performs in Bhldtford c>n Wedneaday, Feb’y 21st.
felMtd

Orleans, Feb. 23.—Cotton quiet; Middling
uplands 22jc.

apothecary

who resides in the city of
Posen, arrested in Berlin on suspicion of contemplating the assassination of Bismarck, is a
Pole and a fanatical Catholic, and had formerly served in the Papal Zouaves. He came from

Ceiling Walking Art,

The Flying Trapeze Art,
The Mngic Bur
Art,
And all the Original Effects.
The Box sheet now open at the Box office.
Prices

New

chosen President and the ususal committees appointed. At the evening session resolutions
were adopted recognizing the advisability of a

The

eomprW.n‘“rK

Ck

The Wonderful

uu

nmcs
|V aeiier iour mom ns; 73c seller
can be bought al ic; clear sides held at
7jc on
the Bpot. Live Hogs in fair demand and firm at 4 00
® 5 00 j receipts 3100. Whiskey at 86c.

TAILOR

About seventy delegates were present from
Rhode Island, Connecticut, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Illinois, Minnesota, Georgia and Mexico and other States and Territories. The Rev.
J. McDevitt, of the District of Columbia, was

Company.

First Representation of the Grand
Spectacular Pan-

April;

Items.
The National Prohibitory Convention assembled at Columbus, Ohio, Thursday.
The first National Catholic Temperance Union
assembled in convention in Baltimore Thursday.

91.

and

Butler Jiew York Theatre t'oinique Pan-

tion,

auxiliary of Beauty. By using it ladies are
enabled, long after they have passed the meridian of life, to preserve the youthful bloom and

49, 93

Feb

33

New \ ork, Feb. 25—-Evening.—Cotton less active
and $c lower; sales 1064 bides;
Middling uplands224c.
Flour less active ami
unchanged; sales 7800 bbls;
State 6 10 @ 7 50; round hoop Ohio 6 95 ® 7 65 Western 6 10 @7 85; Southern 7 00
<§ 9 50. Wheat quiet
and dull; No 1 bpring 1 59fa; 1 60; No 2 at 1 55® 1 58Winter Red Western at 165 @169;.
Com' heavy
and lower; sales 36,000 bush; new Mixed Western 70
@ 71c, closing at 704c. Oats dull; sales 25,000 bush
at 51$ @ 55$c. Beef quiet. Pork a shade
firmer; new
mess 14 20 @ 14 25; old do 13 50.
Lard is dull and
heavy at 9|@9|c. Butter quiet. Whiskey firmer
at 91 @ 9Uc. Rico steady at 8 (g 8Jc. Sugar in fair
Porto Rico
refining 9| g 9$c. Coffee
dull; Rio 19$ @ 21$c. Molasses unchanged; New Orleans 48 g 60c. Naval Stores—Spirits Turpentine unchanged at 88c. Rosiu very firm at 4 80 for strained.
Petroleum dull; crude 13c; refined 22c.
Tallow at
8$ @ 9 3-16c.
Chicago, Feb. 23.—Flour active with an advance of
15c for choice Winter. Wheat in fair demand at lower rates 4 No 2 Spring at
125$; seller March 126.
Corn in fair demaud at lower rates; No 2 Mixed 38$c.
Oats dull and a shade lower; No 2at32c. Rve
steady
at74@74$cfor No 2. Barley is unchanged. Pork
quiet and weak at 12 42$ @ 12 45. Lard firm and in
fair demand at 8$. Green and Bulk Meats firm at
previous quotations. Live Hogs dull and declined at
4 15 @ 4 75; dressed do dull at 5 00 g 5
12$. Cattle
quiet and unchanged. Whiskey at 87r.
Receipts for two days—7,000 bbls flour, 9,000 bush
wheat, 60.000 bush com, 19,000 bush oats, 3,000 bush
rye, 7,000 bush barley, 30,000 hogs.
Shipments—9,000 bbls flour, 5,000 bush wheat, 46,000
bush corn, 64,000 bush oats, 2,000 bush
rye, 34,000
bush barley, 14,000 hogs. Number of hogs packed to

PORTLAKD.

IMMENSE ATTRACTION.
Thursday, Friday and Saturday Evenings,

Erie preferred. 60

Harlem.Ill

HA1, L,

Hobek..Manama.

Mh. W. C.

euro

Levee8*b...

curls,

I

Domestic markets.

styles

north

road, due

below zero.
WASHINGTON.

ALWUKflT.

KA1LKUAU

Cincinnati, Feb. 23.—The passenger train

such manner that it may he utilized.
He has
succeeded, with the assistance of eminent physicians and chemists, and is now prepared to
put it on the market, which he hopes will give
satisfaction to the profession. As reference to
this Salve, the proprietor refers to the “United
States Dispensatory,” page 544, and the American Dispensatory, page 15.
The Hemlock

OTHER

GENT’S FURNISHING

GOODS,

Americau.

ry*In order to protect ourselves, we have adopted
a« our trade-mark an
eight-pointed m/ *tar, *ith
cor] r» rate seal in the centre. This Is on every package of our Purr Lead. None genuine without it.

IV. F. Phillips &. Co.,
agents

WITHOUT REGARD TO COST!

Plumbago

LUBRICATOR.”

of abaolutr

and

uurqaalrd

Purity !

The attention

of Railroad

panies is especially invited.

and

Steamboat Com-

BAILEY, 4S Exchange

feblTeodsN

T>ROPOSALS

Hi.

will

DAM.

be received by Westbrook Man-

building a Mono dam on the
w^
lower falU at
Saccarappa, Me.
an<* •P*^flcbtlona
.w^^n8
may be seen at th* office of
the
in
Lompony

0

FOR HEAVY MACHINERY, CAR-AXLES, &c.

G. Id.

STONE

CONGRESS STREET.

“PERFECT

CO.,

MIDDLE ST.

Chas. ( ustis & Co.,
feblOtf

FOR THE

Saccarappa,

Saccarrappa.

dAMES HASKELL, Agent.
Feb 15. 1872.
Iel5 istf

Western City

anil County Bonds
SALE at prices which yield IO to 14 ]*er
cent. Interest. A very desirable security !'• r in
vestment.
CHARLES M. HAWKES,
28 Eaghange St.
dclltf

FOR

latfitin. ■-.

■

__

sELEC?ED
Ail Hour of
Has the reader

Bengal tiger

ever

Ii

ST0RY-

Agony.

had

a

If

EDUCATIONAL.

''estiw’s by the
Z1
written bu.
Of

-77~Zhas

v

.^ration

He
To Skelton is due the ev.
tlie Uogt
vords that have baffled the skill of
janiccomplished tormentors of the Euglisn

vithin.
core.

Eaton Family School

mage.

tussle with

in

ill at ease.”
“At the knees. A trifle.”
“To remember one’s troubles

perHas it occurred
Prussian bullets t
indulging a commeudato ii m to l ave been
remote recesses of a coal
We curiosity iu the
severed
an explosion suddenly
"
min
connection between hunselt and the
h
forms ot uneasiworld without? These are
treated of.
They
ness not to he lightly
comshrink into nothing beside that supreme
it
horror
and
mingling of griet, astonishment,
neverwas my lot to experience on a certain
to-be-ibrgotten evening of January, torty-

T)ie

as he turned
wan and

JcwepU Ituic^ll aud

“So fair

i

MONDAY, MARCH 11th, 1S73.
For Catalogues, &c., apply to
•T. C. SNOW. Principal.

tu

ill

L’llts

Trim

T lim)

kilt; blit, even i»gr,o

nnt

had rather the nature of a grave and dispassionate deliberation than ol a dinner, a
certain sense of responsibility toning down
ihe exurberant mirth that usually waited on
these pleasant assemblies.
There were to be no speeches, no music.
The usual loyal toasts, uo more. Above all,
no ladie*.
The presence of beauty, chatting
in the gallery, might haply distract the attention of the weaker sex from the great ob-

Lumpeters were particular—and I
thought conservative—in matters of attire.
They themselves, to a man, adhere to the
fashion, moribund, but not defunct, of anklebuttoned pantaloons, figured silk stockings,
buckled shoes, expensive white waistcoats,

feb20 8t

are

putting

Fauve.

It

of—”

Jules Cli. L.

PROF.

Entrance
■rui aicw

papers,

it’s impossible! And yet—mercy
what shall I do?”
A horrible fact had revealed itself.

on

adorned with

devices,grotesque

AMO

furtiq-j: pj^cgtyrg. ftpply
cod
Japg4d&wgy4r2w

For

LESSONS

fjicvmi

UllU

Is the best article

r»Vf>r

tnnu’ii

TO

ITS

It will

ORIGINAL

Ea

R.P.HALL&CO. Nashua,
For sale by all druggists.
febl8

eod&eow d

eow w

Proprietors.

w8

2m

Consolidated

of

ACTIVE SALESMEN
to take orders for “Chamber*’ EnWANTED
and revised Edicyclopaedia”, being
tion to
with
a new

several thousand engravings.
1872,
Kitto’* Family Bible, contains
upwards of
1000 Engravings, by the most eminent artists; new
Type and printed on heavy white paper, with numerous notes ami references.
Worcester’s Dictionary,a new edition prepared
expressly for subscribers; printed op heavy toned paper and well illustrated with Steel Engravings.

The Pictorial Sunday Beiidptitd, contains
choice articles on the leading subjects of the Bible ;
80 Cliromo Engravings,
The Popular Educator! ail Encyclopaedia
of Elementary and Technical Education; treats all
subjects; adapted to all classes.
•The Living World; with
descriptions of the
several races ofmen, and all species of Birds, Animals, Fishes, Insects, etc., upwards of 300 colored

;

property,

/ ,The Machine Is portable,
always ready, cannot get out
order J harmless to life and
and at the sudden outbreak of fire
invalua-

It has been adopted by the United States Government. the leading Railway Lilies, and by
many of the
[>roininent Ocean and Inland Steamship Companies
ami is in daily use by the Fire
of the
[nincipal cities of the Union. It has the emphati
and
indorsement of the wisest and most sue
:essriil underwriters; bnt its
recommendation
is in its record of solid work (lone—over one thousand
actual fires put out, and millions worth of
property
saved from the flames.

Departments

practical

prime

henry~taylor,
ja27

Seed

Catalogue!
FREE

on

CONCENTRATED
If A

Forest

trade mark of S. H.

Kennedy on

every

package.

From the Medical Gazette of June 24tli. 1871.
*
HAVE used Kennedy’s Concentrated Extract of
Pin us Canadensis for about
eight njontlic in some
affections of the rectum, vagina, and cervix uteri; I
have used it, considerably diluted, as a
vaginal wash,
with great success: but 1 prefer to
apply it to the ostincse on cottou wool, either pure or mixed with
glycerine, or glycerine and rose water. Thus
applied, it

I

should remain intact for two or three, or even four
days, and then be renewed. In this way I have seen
chronic granular vaginities remedied in a few
days
that have resisted the
remedies for weeks:
and I have seen granular erosions, with
leucorrhaea,
under
its
disappear very rapidly
use, I have not
time to do more thun call the attention of my profesatonal brethren to this new Extract, which 1 ain sure
will soon be recognized as a valuable addition to our
materia medica.
267 Madison Avenue,

ordinary

A pure, aqueous Extract,
possessing superior astringent and tonic properties, and recommended by
the highest medical authorities in the
country as an
KEiTsljlDY

chronic diseases of the mucous surface and a
specific iu the removal of morbid discharges, of whatever

nature.

Prescribed by the medical profession with signal

ami uniform
arrhoea and

in the treatment of Chronic DiDysentery, Night Sweats, Uterine and
Pulmonary Hemorrhage, in Cough attended with
profuse Exploration, and as an injootion in Leucoroea or Whites, Ulcerations of the Os Uteri, and other
vaginal diseases; in Catarrh, Piles, Fisures of the
success

Annus, Burns, Scalds, Excoriations, obstinate Ulcers
and in all cases requiring a powerful
astringent and

tonic
Those afflicted with any of the above difficulties,
and not wishing to call upon their physicians, can
purchase from their druggist one or two dollar packages of the medicine, with physicians full directions

for use.
For sale by all Druggists.

Doc. 23-dit

CE°

B

«OBDON.

corner

to

Let,

Also Lady 'Boarders
Copter and Free st, No

_Jun3Ptf
T O
LET,

QFFICKS

FLUENT BLOCK,

Either Single

or

in Suite

STATE
dccl6

deod

AGENTS.
ly&w51

Grocery Store For Sale.
leading thoroughfare;

a
run

well fitted up;

regular

of good paying business; good store, with a
clean and well selected
stock; chance seldom met
with, as the owner has other business demanding immediate attention.
fe22-3t
TAYLOR & CO., 20 State st., Boston

JUST RECEIVED !
SPRING
AND

SUMMER GOODS
—AT—

Brunewfcil*

Na. 4.

“loan'dA^Sta“"mTU
train couuoetg with 3 p,

ANTIDOTE

SEEK FOB SOME

IN

stages

SEASON.

How

Bostonn*6.M
Stages

Complexion.

Many Thousand, t

a

Augusta,

M

,tapei,m|

TUK RIHIMl SIR FOLISII IN IILI.K, for stove dealers'
at twelve vents per pound—twenty-five ami fifty

use,

pound boxes.

“Cheaper than any other Bulk Polish for

nothing.”
THE RIHXfl

PENCIL.—No

SEN UMBER

Sharpvnlng

and Durable—supercedes other articles foiwpur pose.
Cheap
Tin: IUSINU si x UL.U k lkau LIRKICATOit. Por
axles,
bearings and machine™. Lasts six tines as long as oil

alone. 23 lb. and
MORSE

lb. boxes,

50

BROS.,

15 cents per lb.
Try It.
Prop'ra., Canton, Mass.

Jaq27d&w-12w

w5

THQJfSQli'S

forwarded immediately.

corresiHjndence strictly confidential and

! Glove-Fitting Corset.
If you want the moat satis,
factory, best fitting and the
cheapest Corset for its real
value, you have ever worn,

buy

will

Biddeford for Portland

Bonds.

The durability of this boiler is greater than any
other for the reason is that no cold water is allowed
to come In contact with the intensely heated
surfaces,
the feed water being gradually heated as it ascends

|

!

i

Cojigli, Croup, Asthma
vve

nud

Colds.

cnaiienge tne Medical faculty to produce

anyJ

thing better.

TRY
dp28d$\v

_

IT!
3m

w42

OP THE

of Anatomy, Boston,

CJallery

HAS Just published

a new

edition of his lectures,

containing most valuable information on the
causes, consequences and treatment of diseases of the
reproductive system, with re,narks on marriage, nnd
the various causes of the loss of manhood, with full
instructions for its complete restoration; also a
chapter on venereal infection, and the means
of cure, be:
ing the most comprehensive work on the subject ever
yet published, comprising 150 pages. Mailed free to
any address for 25 vents. Address,

FERHALD'S

MERCHANT TAILOR,
®I MIDDLE ST„ Up Stairs.

lungs.

cured.
Ojlice

Why

will you suffer when you

Exchange

can

be

open, Room No. 4.
1>R. NK1EPARU,
United Staten Hotel,
febl7-dlw*
Portland Me.
now

GREAT CHANCE FOR AGENTN
Do you want an agency, local or traveling,
with an opjiortunity to make $5 to $20 a
day
selling our new strand White Wire Clothes
Lines? They last forever; sample free. Send
for circular. Address at once Hudson River
Wire Works, cor Water st., and Maiden Lane,
N. Y., or 346 W Randopli st., Chicago.
tebl7f4w

A

W. P.

—A2S'D—

JJ1ELUDE0AS

Wiutrr

-C-.-....Trains

ST.

Received the HIGHEST
PREMIUMS in the New
England and State Fairs in
1869.

All

PHYSICIANS.2SSS**
Nursing,
confined,

Board and

Will sell to be paid for in Installments.
Jalso have

State for the

of Portland

1st, 1872,

following prices

manded :
For trimming molasses and all
$3.50 per day, or40 cents per hour.

em-

transient work
For coopering
per day. Slack

day.
Proprietors of Sugar Houses
notify theour

employers that

our
once a

paywil’

month.
of

be

COOPER’S UNION.NO. 1, *F MAINE.
1872.
fe22dlw*

Notice to Shoe Dealers
Stock of Goode left by the late John Carten,
consisting of Boots, Shoes, Rubbers, &c, is offered for sale. This is a rare
opportunity for any one
desiring to go into the boot and shoe business, as it
has been carried on for
twenty vears iu the same
place, and is thoroughly established.
For particulars enquire at 35 Franklin St.
KENNETH McDONALD, Adm’r.
*
Feb20-dlw

THE

Copartnership.

_

copartnership heretofore existing under the
firm
of
name

BROWN & CO.,
Is this day dissolved by mutual consent. I). W
Brown is authorized to uso the firm name in linuidation and will settle all bills at old place.

Portland. Feb. 19th, 1872.

D. W. BROWN,
B. E. TOWNSEND.
L. L. BROWN.

feb20*lw

Cow for Sale.
Milch Cow, with calf by her .ide; full blooded Durham, five years old; good milker and
warranted all right.

NEW
Can

be

seen

at 15

Green street.

Ground Land Plaster

and

Portland, Feb. 22d,

fe21dlw

Exchange St.
dc20 cod&wtf
2m_

"•17

ln A or/A and South Carolina
/to//. & Ohio R. R. to
Washington and
places West.
Through rates given to South and West,
erne

nre prepared to supply dealers and consumers
VVE
T T with fresh

Shipi*ed by It.

groune (N. S.)
K. or Vessel in

lired.

KNIGHT

&

Jan. 5-dsw3m

Land Plaster.
Bulk or Bills.,

as

de-

WIIIDDEN.

Merchants’ Express Line,
FOR
PROM

HAVANA.

TsIISrceisTfS

WHARF.

The A1 fast sailing Brig
II. HOISTOH," WM. M. TUPPER, Master,
Vill have immediate despatch. For freight or
pasage,

apply

to

Blanchard,
fel2dlw

Pousland &
140

u.w,

SPRING VALE.

WILL BE SOLD CHEAP!
Jan31

owner

go West.
SAMUEE I). TEBBETS.

wants to

Lfravoeaoii port

Address Columbian Book Co.,

Jau23t4w

^

in

I

An-tl,

—

BA3DALL AM>KIi\VM,
Lfite ol the Gardiner Kotcl.lbe Malue
Hotel at Dimand t olumbian House, Bath.
good Live,yStable Is conueclcd with the

arlscotta,

^A
uu8e-__mrjldti

jurubebaT

i-.nLiV^* physio—:It is NOT what is popularly
a South American
plant tbaf hV- "mcd fo?

equalled for

many years bv the medical faculty of those
wi»h wonderful
efficacy asa powerful alter vtive
ami ueequaleo purifier of the
blood and is a
Sure and Perlect
Kemetly for all diseases of the

counfrlS

Furnished iu cans, cases, and prime bbls.
by
J, B, BABTLETT Sc CO..
‘AS India Street, Boston,
Oeu’i A n’t. for New Knglnnd.
J.jr. t llFNFK*
Agents for Portland.
4w
Ji>24

H'i^r

$5.00 SAVED
•

Trunk

Railway

OALIFORNIA,
Or

|
j

■

ary other point in the

GREAT WEST.
Do not be deceived by “Old reliable
offlee,” or
best routes’* advertised by other
parties, but call at
(Jrand Trunk Offlee under Lancaster Hall.or at the
Depot and obtain prices, and see the saving in
time and distance.
checked through and
Pullman Cars secured from Portland to Chicago.
D. H. BLANCHARD’S, oppo. Preble
House,
282
street, Portland, Me.

Baggage

5°*

W M. FLOWERS, Eastern Agent,
sept25dtf
Bangor, Me.

GRAND TRUNK RAILW AY OF CANADA.
ALTKKATION
WINTER
i,imm,.

-.

On

OF TRAINS.

ARRANGEMENT.
and alter Monday, Oct. 30, 1671,
will run as follows:

UifciUUiTrai’is

stations at 5.00 P. M.
Passenger trains will
..

L)>,

£>'|>,“\IMunU,ia1,

arrive

as

follows:

,,„.1 T .I...__

x

..

W"ebcc. Gorham and Bangor, at

tySlecping Cars on all night trains.
The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate of
one passenger tor every $500 additional value.
C- d. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H. BAILEY .Local Superintendent.
oc26islw-ostf

Portland, Oct. 26, 1871.

HAVE YOU SEEN
Patent Shawl Straps.

Broad’s

bS

*“v?Iv..vW^ and lymphatic temperaments
JOHN Q. KKLLOtlfi, ts, Plan street. New
York

lars furnished on application. Address W. A. HfnDEKSOn & Co., General Agents,
Cleveland, Ohio, and
bt. 1-ouis. M...

Prt..»
P

On.

Jn2U

_jn20t W

r\

1.

D^Uar l*!

Being connected with no other business or concern
he intends to devote himself ontirelv to bis trade, as
above.
E.‘ D. GAMMON.
3m

| HISTORY

EduS, f.t

of the BIBLE.

Fuliy illustJat^E
'oi» «id
Address «“!:
.old, "*JSSrro
above,
J. s-Go.nl-

3o
.tu.ooo

BY WM. SMITH, L. L. D.
AUTHOR OF SMITH’S BIBLE DICTIONARY.
[ It contains over 5.40 line Scripture Illustrations awl
antl
!t uable
11,,
J* the most comprehensive and valHistory of the Bible ever published. The labor
I and learning of centuries are gathered in this one
.tlir°w u strong clear light upon everyJ
IHr
of the inspired Word.
page H£'4k°
AGENTS WANTED.—Send for Circulars, and set'
our terms, and a full
description ot the work. Ad, dress National Publish ing Co., Phila. Pa.
ja31t4w

as

S0FT

THOIIPNON’N

P0.1ADE
OPTIUK,
dally, will make it so. It is ontirely a Vegetable
compound, exquisitely porfumed.and specially adaptxifor nourishing the Hair. Sold
by Druggists and
Healers in Fancy Goods. Prlco 25 and
50 cents per
rsed

x>ttle.

F. C. WELLS & CO.,
_192 Fulton Street, New York.

For Sale,
large work Horses cheap,

feb6tf
rHREE

330

at

CONGRESS ST.

Boston.^r Fred"

F Hovev,
wait°°

K'tST"

”eraAibuf>'-v y-or
ing

Fascination

*
Soul

Charm
400 pages by Herbert
Hamilton, B. A How
Power (which all posress) at will Dlvitmor

ta’s.sn
ith

>«•’ o' t]a :f'n'-s<'reerif‘H, Demonology, and
maU
91 Wi Copy bl
free to agents only

10410

*12folu™h:^r
At

ana

COLDS AND COUGH.

I

RF™EH
55?'

febSt-^w

_

Coal

WANTED, AGENTS.
880

lo

GREAT

_

by the Cargo

8400 per month by Helling

FORTUNES,

HTKAHEK,
broken;

CDAI*Wl

STOVE anti CIIEOTKUT
By tbe cargo at the Tory ’owe?' marhe' price Uefivemlonboard at place01 shipment, nail ailf’pio-ure vessels tv transom I the same
when desired
BOSS A.
STURDIVANT,
I'Duoninterri.ii at

Boston*
feb?t£v
WELLS’S CARBOLIC TABLETS,

ASTOUNDING

DISCLOSURES

lyMdtl_^

O' hand and sawed pi

dimensions.

ARABIA PINE Pl.AN'K,
HARD PINE E 1.00BING AND
STEPBOA K ON, for pale t
y

1

1

STETSON A POPE,

iVlrirf ami Dock, first, corner of E
street.

mr28eodIy_Office,

10 Stare

ELIAS HOWE

Sewing: Machines
AND BUTTS KICK'S

Patterns nf Garments
PL’MMeiB &

!
•lilt'

M E MO I H S

II.

THE—

receipt of price.

Address Unban llcath, ,*IO Hanover Ntrrft.
Boston.
Book Trade supplied by LEE & SHEPARD, Boston.
w it
feb21d&W
d eod3t
w8
IhTOTICE Is hereby given, that the subscriber hns
a. x
been duly appointed ami taken ujkui himself,
the trust of Administrator of the estate ot
MAR V GREENOUGH, late of PortImid
in the County of Cumberland, deceased, and
given
bonds as the law directs. All persons
demands
upon the estate of said deceased, are required to exhibit the same; and all persons indebted to said
estate are called upon to make payment to

having

EDWIN COBURN, Adrn'r
™
Portland .February 6. 1872.
feb9-16

171

WILDEBj

Middle St„ Up Stairs.

FISH BSRlflEN !

Secret Service.

on

•

Hard and WhitePine Timber

—

—OF

!

^

i.unp,

ANI> HOW THEY WERE
MAD1J OR, the STRUG61
andTrktmphs op our Self-made Men, by J. D.
McCabe, Jr. By forty eminent examples, it teaches
how to succeeil b\ life, sind at the
same time benefit
mankind. For particulars, notices of the
press and
extra terms, address, CiEORQE HAUIvaiv
Publisher, 3 School St.,

Mailed, post-1mid, anywhere,

D° LUXURLAOT AND GUMW?10 BE

or

agents wanted now.
AIOR •f J*00
$100 to $200 per month cleared In
canvassing for HiaMry of the (In al Fires in
Chirago nail thr World. Has outsold all others i
anil only complete History Published. Bv itev. E .1
that neglected colds
GOODSPEED, D. D 675 i’agvs and 75 illustrations'
bring early coffins. If you have a
and wit h our A etc England (colored in
cough, whether with a seusltoicnsAips
0‘
'vUilaut It. take instant pains
and U. S. and World Maps, success is
certain. A r>tbget rid of
t
nr
lor this purpose, DODD’S.
tonus and territory to D. L. QUEENS'KIt VIINi"
vr to
I rf"1,‘‘lle»
g1!
th® mo,i Popular. For sate bv all
SE\, Pub., Concord, N. H.
drugfcblSMw

SPEND MONEY IN BUYING A NEW
pair of Kid Gloves every time you go out ?
Renovate there you have with
IOUl'EN>$ INORWHOIH KID GI.OVE i (By permission, from the Department
Records)
CLEANER.
With rortraltoof
U.SDetectiye., and their Capture.;
It will make them equal to new with
and a sketch of Chief H. 0.
scarcely anv
WHITLEY.
trouble. Bo careful to get the Genuine.
By Capt. Geo. 1*. Burnham.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers In
400 pages, Price 8‘4 50
Fancy Goods. :
Price 25 cents per boftle.
A ROMANTIC, START LINO,
F. C. WELLS & CO..
And Wonderful Book !
_192 Fulton Street, New York.
Just out.

WHY

United States.
for Circular.

tew*

!

_dcl3

mui sTiTsTsl;

for the
4sentSend

Dottle.

STATE PRISON LIFE
rilHIS IS NO HUMBUG ! By
sending 35 Cents
I*Y OXE W1IO HAS SEES
A
with age, height, color of
IT.
eyes and hair, you will
receive by return mail a correct picture of vour
future J BEEDEN THE WHITE
husband or wile, with name and date of marriage.
CHIEF
!
bo,>ks extant. Works of
Address W. Pox, P. 0. Drawer, No. 21
absorbing inFultonville, i terest. s‘:Uin*
Agents
wanted. 48 pages Extracts Sam do
**•
8
4w
*•___Jn29f
engravings. Circulars, &c., freef
C. F. \ ENT, Ptih.,
■ Iilil'ITKATEB
Ciu., O., and 58 Murray St. N.Y.
Agents also wanted for Chicago and the Great Con
tiagrntion by Colbert and Chamberlin

only Shawl Strap made with metallic top.
Silver plated, with cross and end straps. AcknowlFor Coughs, Colds and Hoarseness.
edged by all who have seen them to be the neatest
TABLETS present the Acid in combinashawl Strap
eyjr invented, .lust the thing for holition with other efficient remedies, in a
popular
day presents. We also manufacture Shawl Straps of lonn, for the Cure of all THROAT
and LUNG DIsall kinds.
HOARSENESS and ULCERATION of the
THROAT are immediately relieved and statements
Sole Manufacturers of Broad's Patents,
27J Market i *re constantly being sent to the proprietor of relief
in cases of Throat difficulties of years’ standing.
Street, Opposite P. O.
G. B. BROAD * CO,
Caution.
decl£i-dtf
Don’t be deceivod by worthless imitations.
Get
Wells’s
Carbolic
Tablets. Price 25 cts ner
only
box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG. 18 Platt St.. N V
N O TIC E
Sole agent for the U. S. .Send for Circular. fbl7-t4w
Sold bv Druggists. Price 25 cents a Box.
GAMMON' AT HIS OLD BUSINESS
For Sale by W. F. PHILLIPS & CO
nov22-3m
U.ndcrtiigned has returned to his business, at
Portland, Me.
Painting, Glazing and Paper Hanging, at his old
stand, No 3j Union Street, where he hopes to see
A VOLUME OF
Ilia former numerous customers.
The

^re-

FurtL«

confidently recommended to
as a
household remedy, and should be every family
freely taken in all
derangements of the system. It gives
vCr

Particu-

j

*"'*■

JdtlBEBA

is

A

-VOU-

ly’ Dtonne, or Abdominal Orgaae.
"'ant of Blood, Intermittent ur
Iteml.tent Fevers, Inflammation of the
Dropsy, Sluggish Circulation of
the Blood, Abscesses, Tumors*.
Jaundice, Scrnftila. Dyspepsia* Ague and Fever, or

WSL^alSt^ UtUl,,Jant

PROFITABLE
EMPLOYMENT.
\VENiesi,r?NV>t nga*feafewmore Agents to sell the
! ,v.T, 'J^I^wnedlmproYeU BUCKEYE SEWMACHINK,at a liberal salary or on Commission
A I?
Horse and Wagon given to Agents. Full

yipnichasing tickets via the

Grand

^

Dr. Wells’ Extract of
Jurubeba

jWOPTHHr

novlt-dtf

«

! Sp'beh. Enlargement or Obstruction of 1ruw-

nu

I

♦Accommodation,
tFast Express,

MEHKITT, SuiKTinterultiU, Boston.

AT-

SKI'iDALI/8 MILLS,
BY

Passenger station in F>oston, Haymarket Square,
Freight station, Causeway street,

W,

i,*»« W'harl, B.ilon.

their Concernitantn.

C^Freiglit

PAYSON TUCKER, Agent,
Commercial Street, Portland.

UHPMN, A„m.,

Taiklteld house,

(■nrltjr, Brilliancy, and Fronomy.

NOTE.—The 645* A. M. train arrives in Boston In
time to connect with Shore Lino at 1140 for New
York, the South and the West 9.10* A. M. train connects with the 3.00 P. 51. Springfield Route and Sound
Steamers for New York and the South. 3.30t P M
rain with the 9.00 P. M. train for New York via Shore
or Springfield line.
train., between Portland and Boston
1

A
TO

HUDSON R1YER OIL WORKS.

j

J p.m.

apply

WHITNEY

I Is Intended tor use in ordinary kerosene
lamps,
wherever good light and jterfect
security from accident are required. It is prepared
carefully at the

"j.xu

Boston, at

ooe-halt the rite ot sall-

OIL !

Kelli ruin a

{•?»$ Wharf,

Freight tot tbs West by the Penn. R. K. slid Sootyby connecting lines fora anted tree ol commission.
PASSAGE, TEN IKILLAKS.
For Freight or Pus,ago
to

ts

Aud cannot be

Wedn3«diy4natzir:*f

Rroni

<£lf,J:usr:),8-rreet
Insurance

ECLECTI C

leave P. S. & P. It. R. Sta-

Commercial St., Boston.

TEBBETS- HOUSE,

accommocations.

fr****_S3
bosto

WICKES'

j

Co.,

FOR SALE!

As the

Passenger

Fare including Berth and Meals to
Norfolk $12.30
**“* ** hours; to Baltimore $15, time 85 hours.
Norfolk, 48 hours. To Baltimore, 63 hours
hor further information
apply to
E. SAMPSON, Agent.
Central Wlarf, B Moa.

THE

Portland Plaster Mills!

weekly instead of

By Order

THE

Pianos,

Remember 144 1-3

and afwill 1* deon

tight work, steady employment, $3.00
work $2.75 per
We also

McPhail’s

rhe leading instrument manufactured in the United
States.
their

over

\ZtiH
1»n the

THESE

■

Coopers
hereby notify
THE
ployers and the public generally that
ter March
the

^lDtH
rcnne»*e, Af<l
hr#**'
tin1,aH
Georgia; and,in
the Seaboard and Roa-

1“*u
popularity long established.
Probably more families keep It on hand for every dav
stimulant apd corrective, than all other med; icifies U<nv bytbro the public. It is pleasant to take
| a* any wltto,
Jan23t4w

1811.

InslmmentM War-

Price lists sent by mail.

for Ladies about to be

who require treatment, (except for contagious or
venereal diseases,) under the charge of their own
physician, can bo found by addressing Mrs. M. S Ware
No. 4 Ferdinand st., Boston. All communications
confidential.
References : Wm. Road, M. D., (late City Phv"Ician); David Thayer, M. D.; John Skinner.'M. D
C. F. Folsom, M. D.; S. L. Dutton, M.
D„ Boston1
Nathan French, M. D., Malden Centre, Mass
janl3 eod 3m
or

“George Appold
Will tarn Aeuuedy.'
“McClellan," ( apt.
fl>r warded from Norfolk to
[,¥7
I^elghtLady
W.-udvIngfon
*
Steamer
of the Lake.
from Norfolk to
nnU
p»,Sf°rrWar^1
Petersburg
R*<
hiwmil, by river or rail: and by tbe I a. A Tevn
!

use as a

Accommodation from So. Pails arrive at fc.45 P. M.

EXCHANGE

Circulars.

and

—“—“—*7.30. 7H.30 A. M., *1345, *3, P, M
For Rochester, Alton Ray, *645. A. M.
Manchester and OoucnrU, N. II., via C. & P. R. R.
Junction, U.lb* A. M., 3.45* P. M.
Manchester and Concord, via Lawrence, 940* A M
Lowell, 645*, 940* A. M., 3.307, 3.45* P. M.
Milton and Union, 940* A. M. 3.307, 3.45* P. M,

"

tKFoLK and BALTIMORE

Steamships:—

a?.® ;afe«?tar?K I
I twKHU

%toctd«to

I;:::::x<-»s uumca,
—*w «• A ■ 51 > 3.307, 3.45*, P. M.

SALES-

144 1-2

Sts

1871.

Arrangement, Nov. 13,

TTVrvr.i

MANUFACTORY &
ROOM,

from

Bn,ton.
at 4f. M.

-;-‘
If illmm
Istirrence.”

A Reliable Tonic.

».TURNER, Suptrl,Undent.

t>
Dec. lo,
Portland,

Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate

b_

«

uJ1'!, f'T

I Hart lord, Coun.

dafly

Passenger train at 7.30 A. M. for
South Paris, and intermediate stations.
Mail train (stopping at all stations! for Island
Pond, connecting with night mall train for Quebec.
Moutreal and the West, at 1.10 P. M.

0RGANS

A

I

Tuesdavs, Thursdays
urdays, returning alter,,ate ,|&Va
w®0™>ro' for Limerick, Parsousfield,

M

Saturdays

PHILADELPHIA
Steamship Line.
'N* alV1 after Monday, December, 16, i
Aloiie.,,B^klfwlAgtmt».
l'ksscnger trains leaye Poplkud finely Illustrated. Price low. Will outsell everything

ranted.

TO

•fin N't

anil

tlyuj^and^_

At Buxton Centre for West
Buxton, Bonny Eagle
am! Limington, daily.
At Centre Water-boro’ for
Limerick,
Newfleld, Parsonsfield and Ossipce,
and Sat-

,

HASTINGS,

BROWN & CO., General Agents,

Of the late firm of

E. EEBItALD A NON.,

WILL give the above amount for any case of Catarrh that I cannot pcrmanately cure. That terrible and loathsome disease has brought many a poor
soul to a consumptive grave, by the wasting
away of
the

Central Wharf,

of

“'Afoot &

Limtugtnn, dally.

DOLLARS!

acalf

Cor. Middle and

Steamships of this Line sail

JAMES FISK.

'or Rochester andhitct niodiatu stations
; --~-3at f,{5 A, M„ aud 1.301*. M., making
direct connection at Rochoster with trains for Boston,
over Boston A Maine aud Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and
Winnipiseogee
ltallroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad tor Conway.
T.cave,Rochester for Portland «t,d wily stations at
7.30 A. M., and 12 51
The 7 30 train connecting with down trains on Dover and Winnipiseogee, aud Portsmouth, Great Falls
and Couway Railroads, and the 12 o'clock train makingdirect connection at Rochester with trains from
Boston, leaving Boston at 7.30 A. M„ via Biiatou &
Maine, and at 8.30 A, M, 5ia Eaatyrp RaMroft«ls,
I^aye Pttttlajtd for fofoo River at 5.30 p, il,
Neayo §afco'IRvor for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
btages connect as follows!
At Gorham for Wost Gorham, Standish, and No.

353

for freight after Do
R- STUBBS, Agent
then os
tr

charged

c.
Sat

Tuesdays

AGENTS WANTED FOR THE LIFE OF

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

This is truly the best Medicine yet offered to the
Public for the cure of

Is t

end

^.o olook.

-

^

Norfolk ami Baltimore and
Washington,
D. C. Steamship Line.

sale

Brownfield for Denmark and Brglutou, dally.
^

rw

Anthony's
Rheum, ilwHI Head,
.Sura*, Rheumatism, tfeupaluta,

from the lower to theuppercompartment.
»*« wuuiu
especially can me attention or Railroad
men to the following facta, that while
running this
boilerwith coal or wood the sparks are
neutralized,
and none have ever left the smoke-stack or
chimney,
which in itself is a most valuable advantage, nevei
before realized.
Confining ourselves to practice and not thcrvry we
aU 1>arties ^ want of steam Boilers to
give us
W. T.

dc2Q

the Great it.
lantib and Puciflc Tea Go,, »
Church st„ New York P, O. Box
-_
5506. Send for Tltea Nectar
Cirauiaf,
Jan8- 4w t

Arraag.g,.a|.

dec9d&wevery3dwly

water.

ernment

for

m

p.m.

AVimur rates will bo

Fryeburg for Ixt^jl.'dkily,

I

rw^

/clock,

j “*0® CHOICE SELECTIONS, NO. 4.»
is now ready with Its precious store of
51. {ram from No, Conway, arrives in
good thing for
Public and Parlor Headings,
being a happy blending
season for early afternoon train for Boaof Eloquence, Hutuor,
Sentiment, Pathos and Burion and passengers by the 1 P. M. from North ConIn style with the
way can take the Portland steamers arriving in Bos- j lesqm. Uniform
preceeding no,
ton early the next morning.
Vt,WoU tlie I»uWlc heart, and the cry t*
Cloth-bound, 75 cents; pai*r, 30 cent*,
Tickets for sale at the ticket office 51, O. U. It.
I 'MORE!
** coi»fe» for 91. Ab*o
1
‘‘Exc^J^or Dialogues,” re^
*! HAMILTON, Superintendent.
vued, price 91 25.
Portland, November 8,1871.
uo9tf
Ask vour booki^W fcr them, or send
price to P.
I Garrett & C-0., m Chestnut »t.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
PORTLAN D & ROCHESTER RAILROAD,
WAXTKD. TW NclUng other books
I W ^11 there by
Jan23t4w
Winter

under-

winch

Jlropsy,

100

While doing average work, coupled with a good
engine, it will supply steam for 150 indicated horse
power.
We will guarantee that this boiler will shew 50
per cent, more power with the same weight of coal
than any boiler of the same
heating surface in the
market, and will continue to do so, as long as it is
used, and we will back our guarantees with Gov-

And

ABBAXGKMUiK-l'

Connee'ine at St. John with the Steamer F\l
PRESS forDigby and
thenre byraU to
Annapolis,
V\ indsor and Halifax and
with the E. & N. A Rail,
wav f r Shediac and Intermeiliate
stations.
t|^“Fieight received on days of sailing unt

daily.
At
At

Calais unii Ml. Juliu,
Digbv,
Windsor uad Halifax.

Thursday.
^“Freight for Calais and St. Andrew*, shipped
1'
from Eastliort. by sailing vessel.

VIA 7.40 A. M.
At East Baldwin for Sebago and Bridgton,
dally.
A complete History of his life and exploits from a
jI 1 edlar
VIA 3.15 P. M.
Bov to a King among Financiers, Hts triAt South Windham for North Windham, Casco,
untphs and failures. How he lived ami how lie diet!
Illustrated, pttec Iw mail, 50 ceuts. Terms liberal,
Raymond and Naples, daily.
At Baldwin for Cornish, Kezat Falls and Porter, [ Address \Vm, Flint &Oo„Phlla. Pa.
jan23t4w’
1

Dr. Jourdain's Consulting Office,
#1 Hancock Street, Boston, Hass.
JunPkllyr

The smoke and heated gasee pass first through the
tubeB in the upper compartment, then
descend, and
return throngh the tubes in the second
compartment,
thence again descending they pass through the tubes
in the third compartment.
By this operation, the
smoke, and heated gases from the furnace on their
way to the smoke stack, or chimney come in eonffkilually decreasing temperatures of
wat

packages only.
wholesale only by

ft¥A«¥S.

always

Pam in the Burns, hide, and mad, Female IPmk*
ness, Sterility, Leucorrhtsa arising from Internal ulceration ana uterine disease,
Dyspepsia,
Emaciation, and General Debility. With their dcparture health returns.
PREPARED BY
DU. J. C. AYER & CO., Lowell, Mass..
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
Sold by all Druggists every where.

Parisian

rriHE above js an engraving of a Steam Boiler con-M- tafning 1200 feet of heating surface, built upon a
principle, namely,that of stopping the vertical
circulation, accomplished by means of two horizontal diaphragms running
through the boiler, and
forming three water compartments. By this arrangement there is maintained three temperatures of

it.

R. R.

n*J*cpger

attached.

Ayer’s Sarsparilla,

PROPRIETOR

new

Family Register

,,'Tbe 3-45
Portland in

Dr. R. J. JOURD.UK,

OFFICE OP

Pictorial

THEA-NECTAR

°T!

structions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain, Jt is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety ut all times.
Sent to any part of the country, with full directions,
DU. HUGHES,
by addressing
nll865d&w No. 172 Cumberland Street, Portland.

GLOVE FITTING.

Blanchard Maine State Boiler Co.

OUDENSBURG

PORTEOUS, Agent.

On and after
MONDAY, Dee.
23th, the Steamer New Briuinwick, Cant S. H. Pike, will learn.
Railroad W hal f, foot of State Si
'every Monday, at a.13, *p. m.. fa”
——T-—
Eaatport anil St .John.
Returning will leave St. John and Eaatport ever

a

IIN A PI KKBUCK TKA
■with the Green Tea Flavor.
| Warranted to suit all tastes. For
sale eveiywhcre in our “trademark" |K>uud and ltair
pound

and after Monday, Nov. 13tli, and
m*-*a£oiinaaa,ga
further notice, trains will run as
f ^igr-^3foil0W8:
-““
A. M.
P. M.
Leave Portland,
7.40
3.15
Leave N. Conway, 8.45
1.00
The 7.40 A. M. from Portland and 1.00 P. M. from
No. Conway will be freight trains vyitL
car

unrival-

COUGH AMI) CROUP BALSAM !

class dealer),
THOMSON, LANGDON A CO.,
Sole Owners of Patents,
febfitfw
391 BROADWAY, NEW YORK.

Si

*700

^BILUNtiS

ONE TRIP PER WEEK!

HAVE
Hue which will

CHASE.

SWt' f, g. « p.H

PORTLAND

efficacy
regulating all
Female Irregularities.5 Th% Wioit Is specific and
',ertam or produdhg relief in a short time.
LADIES wijl findr t Invaluable in all cases of ob-

musTdinsmque’S

made in lengtli aiid

F.

JOHN

WINTER

satisfies this want. It
conibiuing an entirely new
and elegant Family Photograph Album! with
a oomplete Family History.
Full particulars
and circulars free. Address GEO. MACLEAN :t
School Hirer I, Houton, .Hass.
Ju8-4w*t

!

“>

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

is the only work extant width
is beautiful and striking,
1

Room.

Hbp l.ttf

novelty in the subscription
sell at sight in every family. The

Passengers ticketed through by either route.
po9tf

Cabin passage with

AGENTS

long wanted

W‘°d*OT' Truro-

Vtla.r.liewi,ad"o?rmati0n

Druffluu^vJ
PE8Fl)llEBV\

BOOK

j*

110 40 A

jExprgsa

‘°r

Wharf’
.^TuerfSrhtV P.TMDOn,lDl°n
State

every

N, B, The 0.15, 9.10 A. M., and 3.30,3.45 P. M.
traiiia from Portland, make clone connections to New
\ork by one or other of the routes from Boston.

be

GEtfUfN# PATENT

now

Lndy or
tlemaa. Sold by
—4 Pcftlew l»

SATURDAY

M.
for HaJilax direct
.,
making dose connections with the

:at
--—-—jT

..

buslporl,

at t7.30 A. M., {8.30 A.
*8.00 P. M.
at 8.00 A. M., returning at

lAccemmodation train,
§ Mail train.

Dll. J. B. HUGHES,
J72 Cumberland St.. Portlnud.
for Circular.

are

Tiger trains leave Portland dalPortsmouth and Boston, (Suil-

Steamship CAR
cl1,' will
fa.T1°'7te
LOTTA
leave Unit's Wharf

^w^vC’ologop
r^^IndlMpeuMable

TXikTr,,

5.20 P. M.
Portsmouth for Portland tlO.OO A. M
M., t2.3fl P. M., 15.30 P. M., *10.00 KM
‘Pullman sleeping car express train.

TO THE LADIES.
DR. HUGHES particularly invites all Ladies, who
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms, No. 1
Preble Street, which they will find arranged for their

TffQaWBO*’*

No Corset has ever attained such a reputation, either

hTr.

lint.

every

ku» the delicate and rd'.-tithln^
froirraiiee of genuine Farina
Water, and la
to

Boston for Portland
t{2,14 D. 51., {3.00 P. M.,

M

Eclectic Medical Infirmary,

(#&:?•« and

WOBLD-HFNQWNEO PATENT

TviT/%

Leave

will often lie
semen or al-

mine health aiul settle in?
to troublesome disorders,
Eruptions of the skill are
the appearance on the surface of humors that should
Internal derangements
are the determination of these same humors to some |
Internal orgau, or organs, whose action they derange
and whoso substance they disease and d.'fitroy.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla e*i>ela these humors from
tl}e blocjd. When they are gone, the disorders they
produce disappear, such as Ulcerations qf the Liver
Stomach, Kidneys, Lungs, Eruptions and Eruptive j
Diseases qf the Skin, St.
Eire, Hose or
Erysipelas, Pimples. Pustules, Blotches, polls. Tit !
mors, Tetter, and Salt
ping?

ok

names, but
lute..bed to deceive,

A

f°r

I can warrant a perfect cure in such
cases, and a
full and healthy restoration of the urinary
organa.
Persons who yapnot persoualiy coflstiltthepr. can
do’so bvyming, m a
ot
plain manner, a
their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will be

system;

WOKTHI.KSS IHUUTioxs |,ndet Other
usiw,b|lng uupl in
color of wrapper

iikivark

J, M, LUNT, General Superintendent.
14, 1872,
16tf

'wu'T lays excepted) at *1.10 A. M, 16,15 A,
M-> S9-1*1 A. M., {3.30 P, M„ 13.45 P.

f'-arw-

afflicting and
too often fatal. It purifies
the blood, purges out the
lurking humors iu the

! For Beauty of Polish, Saving Labor, CleanI linens,Durability A Cheapness, Unequaled.

with

Feb.

WTXT'R’.P.

short time

bumen will appear,or the oolor wUi Wiof atliiii, milkl«h h^e, again changttigt’o a (lark and turbid ajipearauee.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, ignorant of the cause, which is the

0fN3end a §tamp

Connecting

CouiHiom niM .Houdar, Nov’r 13tli, 1811.

urinary deposits a ropy sediment
found, and sometimes small particles of

returned if desired.
Address:

a. m.

Ealifas, _Nova Sooti*
WEEKLY

EP^Private parties can be accommodated by yi»the Cant am on board.
Fare down mid back H cents, children bad
pr‘*je.
Portland..June 23, 1871.
ic23dtl

EASTERN AND PORTLAND, SACO, &
PORTSMOUTH R. R.

hi any men of tTie age of thirty who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, and weakening the system in a manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining

All

11.00

tor

M,

Monson and Mooselioad

^hrdugh Itckets
Sm do a^tl St' Johl*»

complaint generally the l-esult ‘6f a bad habit in
youth—treated ^c'ientitfcaUy and a perfect cure warranted.
Hardly a day parses hut w° are consulted by one or
more young meU with the above disease, some ot
whom ",re as weak and emaciated as though they had
the consumption, and by ihelr friends arc supposed

ly to correct course ot treatment, and in
made to rejoice in perfect health.

Guilford,

AF*

«

May 9-utf

CAPT. A. H. OLIVER.
leave tlie Watt tide ot Porfland Pier, daily lot
iMlanif at #.45 A M. and 3.15 P M.
I
*
leave Pea bn* l»lnud 915 AM.
l‘e'uir,n'n8
and
3.45 P

*5.00;

**

requested to send their freight to the Steamers
arlv us 4 I*. M.,on the days
they leave Portland.
For Freight or Passage
apply to
HENRY FOX, Galt’s Wharf. Portland
AMES, Pier 38, E. R.t New York.

iro

Will

Nteht fijmresa from Portland.
are sold ^ Portland tor
Moulton,
aud to Halifax for
fc*

the

Testify to This
By Unhappy Experience *
men
troubled
Young
with emissions in deep,—a
an

for

!

expre

connect at Dexter with the 7.15 p. m. train
arriving at Dover and Foxcroit at or about 9.00 p m’
Leave Dover and Foxcroit at or about 6. 30 a 1.,'
Connecting at Dexter with the 8.15 a. m, trahi for
0St0n'
Fare t0 Por^l
to

The PainB and Aches, and Lassitude and Ffervous
Prostration that may fofiow Impure Coillou,
are the ^iaiuHu'ter to (he whole svetcin.
nor
Wait for tho consummation that Is sure to folhto
low | do not wait for unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for Loss of Beauty
and

1^‘turn

Islauii Sleuniboal C'omjyjiiiy
NTKA.HEII

h

o.

Steamers Dirtgo and Franconia
w ill, until further
notice, run a*
follows:
; Boavo Galt’s Wharf, Portland,
every MONDAY ar.d THURSDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Pier 38 E. K., New York
very MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 3 P. M.
The Ditigo and Franconia are titled up with fine
: iccomraodationsfor
passengers, making this the m-st
onvenient and comfortable route for travelers Inween New York and Maine.
Passage in State Room $5. Meals extra.
GimhIs forwarded to and from Montreal Qnetxv
lallfax, St. John, and all parts of Maine. Shipis-rs

Agent.

Pculi

t

“*

For Peaks’ Island.

Night Express (from St. John), loaves
9:23, Augusta 10:15, Brunswhic^t't^js"
^i"’ii^ etervile
6 P5
}}&>
(rematutug at Brunswick
until 11.46). B*tu,
Arrives at Portland at 1 a. m.
Passengers from Portlaud tor Dover and Foxcroit
are Hckot^d through.
Fare *5.00. A good line of

H»vc Cssfidencr,

to Paris ■ill
favorable tern.*

jn

No. 7.

Steamship

NEW ABKA.\r«EtIi:\r.

PREPAID STEERAGE PASSAGE.
From Livenmol Glasgow, Queenstown or Derrv
to
Boston or New \ ork, *34
CtXKRKNTCl Y
Passengers booked to aU parts of the United States!
Drafts issued on Great Brittain and Ireland for
£1
and unininta. For Freight anil Cabin
passage apply
at the Company’s (Mice, ISO State Street.
For stei-iat
99
age passage,
State Street, Boston.
JAMES ALKXANUKR,

:lo,

rjM

SKMI-WKEKLY LINE

r.a8e» $30 Currency. Tickets

1 a“*e»ger»

at 7 o'clock
ut 5 o’clock,

BILLIXQ8, Agent.

1869-iitf_

»•

I

ktc<

follows:

seiison a*

L-

.May i.

Tickets «m
enbark at Cuuard Wharf,
Jersey

Leaves Augusta at 3 p. m., Baths, Bruns"'ia Danvi"e) B’

AU who have commlttori ah excess of any kind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the tingling rebuke of misplaced confidence of uiaturer years,

the

as

i

tion

l,ath

Boston.

ftw »25

-i

ixck..)oi
usual.
Freight taken

East

AB?^iNIAWW^FFeebbri.jRlI3SIA'

Trains Dae at Portlnnd.
*• Leaves Augusta at 5:45 a. 111.. Bath
p51*'
6:45,
Brunswick 7:15, Lewiston (via
Danville) 6:45. Arrives at Portland 8:35 a. m.
No. 3. Leaves Bangor at 8:10 a.
m., Dexter 8 :i5,
Sknwkegnn 9:40, Materviilc 10:45, Augusta 11-45
*:3S'
Keatllleld 11
Lewiston
^:00i
12.50. Arrives at??>fh
Portland 2:55 p. in.

Mercurv,

weapon,

train from

The new and superior sea-goins
steamers FOREST CITY, and
MONTREAL, having been title I
up at a great exj* nx; with a larg
‘number of beautiful vj.te Room

U-aving Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
Boston, everyday
!.t. M.,
Lr^i
(Sundays exeepted.)
t’abin fare.

BostontoNYork*
cJbSgA8»02i&-tK1'Sdin^ferefr(,ni
accortlingto aecomraoda-

£,Py
ill.

—

...

ivlll run

Steamers appointed to sail
FROM NKW YORK.

Arrives at

Btmkvk* 7i«’

BOSTON.

Queenstown. Cork Har.

Cabin, $.S0 (told. Steerage, $30 Currency ]
Maine

2:30
and

Leaves Portland at 5:15 p. tu.

at

B^n1”886'11'8618 embark at tbe Cunanl Wharf,

*•->

Bath 2:50; (there connecting with
Lincoln railroad fur Dauiariscotta,
yy*. L“IIX
Hock
land, Ac.); Augusta4:00, Kendall’s
Mills 5 :lo!
Skowhegan 5:5o, Dexter 7:15. Arrives at Bangor 7 *40
& N-A-

Inexperienced itoOtflaus'& general
h ft burnt generally tioncodedhy the bestpractice;
syphll°grapl]ers, that the study and management of these
pTaihts Should engross the whole time of those who
w ould he competent (md successful In their
treatment •
an l our*,
pho mexperieneed general practitioner,
neither
nor
haviitg
time to make himopportunity
Sl it acquainted with their pathology,
commonly pur- I
sues one system of treatment, in most caxes making i
an indisonmlnate use of that antiquated and danger1
•'
the
ous

Arrives

in.

FOR

Steamers appointed tc sail
DIRECT Bit on BOSTON
BATATA, Saturday, Jan. 6.
Sat., Feb. 3. SAMARIA, Sat., Feb. .4.
Feb. 10 SIBERIA, Sat., March I.
fABTHA, Sat,,
BATAVIA.
Sat., Feb. 17. HEl.'LA, Sat. March 10.

Uall

a.

LINE

SAILING FOB LIVERPOOL.
Galling

jg^fflAaasajatft&aiR

sue-

from
for it

are

D W.

feb21d2w

reputation®

weil.«»med

Miunmoe tif his skHl and

A medicine that cures
is 4 real public ''blessing.
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla
makes positive cure of a
series of com plaints,which

FOR 1872.

-*

of the afflicted to the

FOR PURIFYING THE BLOOD.

Dissolution of

8.

K&SSffiK"-’

J

Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies handed out for general use should have
their eflicacv established by well-tested cxjwiieuee in
the hands or a regularly-educated physician, whose
preparatory studies fit hint for all the duties he must
fulfil; yet the country is flooded with poor nostrums
Mid cure-alls, purporting to be the best in the world,
which are not only useless, but always injurious.
The unfortunate should be pabticulau hi selecting
bis physician, as it is a lamentable yet incontrovertible tact, that many syphilitic patients are made miserable with ruined constitutions by maUlw,,uient

roarfklu

Coopers’ Notice.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

A.

°“!' ,c attention
y,u^,‘lORg-sUnding
and

f*¥tuf M»
Undelniig sufficient

These ofhcea are tbo roost desirable
the sity, being plea-autly situated and heated by steam.
Also, Desk roam and deska burnished it desired,

21 MARKET SQUARE,

ON

*

He

19,|g|gg|

Leaves Portland at 7:00

STREAMERS.

mail ntra.hi:bn

via Danville
8:55, Brunswick 8:30, Bath
‘L-y-fm
J.00.
(there connecting with Knox * Lincoln Hall-

CATARRH

B.—All ol ihe genuine article has the copyright

The

NO. 10 SILVER STREET.

Furnished Room

I

that

Uh

special accommodation.
Dr. H.’s Eclectic Renovating Medicines
led in
and superior virtue ip

EXTRACT

BY J. MARION SIMS, M. X).

City Bowling Alley.

subscriber has just opened to public aud prite parties a new
Bowding Alley at

or

fullness of bust.'
IT CANNOT BE IMPROVED.
Every Corset ie stamped with the name Thomson
and the trade mark, a Crown
Kept by all first-

PINUS CANADENSIS.

|

A
or

CUNARD

Train*,

Feb.

Connecting

KibZ !&xWa>
particular wKf

warranted tw Uv.vhmSMiCeSn
??!“
IN br,
ALL
CA8Ea, Whether Of Inmr
itandlSg
recently contracted, entirely removing
he dregs of disease fruRt the
system, ami iS
perfect and peiimabent cube.

0F

KK.

Abdication

KENDALL & WlHTNEY.
dlw
wini w7
Portland, Feb. 15,1OT2,

To be Let,

KENNEDY’S

\Vloaoe
of FTuSwEItbnd'vEGETA
BLeTseKDs"
will furnish it
and

K, W. LOCK B_

As

NKltprOKCIBCUlAB.
2m TuThS
tf
ANNUAL

Iltf

or without board.
WITH
wapted. Apply

?’,W‘eIFewl
Augusta

description

El,i,ulreof
Jy13

ASIMIERT

A Standard Preparation, endorsed by the most reliable Physicians, and its astonishing curative powers
attested by thousands who have used it.
|
It is a sure, quick remedy for all diseases of the
Urinary Organs existing in male or female, Irritation
or Inflammation of
Kidneys or Bladder, Gravel, Diabetes, Reddish Sediment in Urine, Thick, Cloudv
Urine, Mucous anu Involuntary Discharges from
Urethra, Retention or Incontinuence of Urine, ChronkCatarrh of Bladder, and all Chronic Maladies of the
(Jrino-Genital Organs.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers in Mcdicin
everywhere.
no38
eodJy

KW

to

RAILROAD.

No
lla AuSt»>sta,) at 12:30 a. in. Brunswick 2:25,
Wutervillc Sum. Arrives
4:00,
at Bangor 7:30 a. m.
with E. .V N A
triUn f°r Houlton>
Calais, St. John aud

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.

rooms, Sebago
call at 31 LINCOLN
tl

HOUSE

SAM'R WARKRR & PQ.,
ii Tremont Row;
Boston, Mass.

EXTRACT

dteases,

eutire time

i

sufter'lng

the

No. 36 Andersen street; nearly new, contains sit rooms, eight closets, good cellar, and
pleutv oi water. ♦ Apply at No. 3 Lincoln st.
Jv28t>
_*

Liberal Salaries or Commission paid to good busimen, with exclusive territory. Catalogues sent

STATE AGENT,
14 Exchange Street.

j

floor with

second floor. Also
boaitf. 49 Frank-

'fo'Lei.

ness
on

febl9

on

particulars
aug23

_

snbjects.

fire
YV. W. Whipple & Co.,
EXTINGUISHER
DRUGGISTS,

kjke't

Henry Shelton, who never, so far as it is
ascertained, had a relative in the world
dresses always in the deepest
mourning. He
never laughs outwardly.
He is mirth itself

N. H.

AMERICAN

dinners punctuality—”

he loves.

care

MISCELLANEOUS.

applicet|oq.

room

To Let,
let, containing?

to

ST.

EDWARD W. WRIGHT, A. M., Prim
A
Jeaclierof existence and ability, with a full
staff of
competent assistants in all Departments.
Board apu Tuition reasonable. Text Rooks furnished by the Principal at Cjty pricea,
THOMAS H. MEAD, Sec’v.
North Bridgton, Jan. 5, 1872.
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remedy.

shifts the screen, so's to purtect
you. Tuck
the table kiver well into your
weskit, and nobe
the
wiser.
body’ll
One, two, three. Hoff

quiver. Something is amiss with Cliarteris ”
remarked my companion in the
sepulchral
tone he is given to use when
charming those

the

WHERE
»r;.H-

STEAMERS.

Trains Fran Portland.
Ftlsesiiger trains leave Portland for Bangor

IVfi<ldl$*Af|£d llg'qit,

the Merchants National Bank.
Apply
jylStl

in all

MAIL.

Iront
on third

Cumberland Street,

lie can be consulted
private!? and with
the utmost confidence
by the afflicted at aU
11
lours daily, and from X A.
M, U. S pm’
addresses those who are
under the
ilfiiaion of private
whether arising from
mpure connection or the terrible vice of

N. JOSE, 194 Fore at.

H.

Booms, ^p^pcommeneing

are

or

FEB. 37,1873.

Under

15

Lodging Rooms to Lei.
T'WQ JTront Rooms op tbp second dear without
1 board at 28 high at.
octlSeodtf

Portland.

TUESDAY,

feet, and depth

T«t Lex

the

COLOR.

prevent the Hair from falling out.

SENT FREE BY

’eart, sir! ’ere is a go!” said a
waiter, grinning, but compassionate, for he
had recognized me, even thus.
“Take that thing out of the
way!” roared
the voice of authority.
“Must do it, sir,” explained the
water.
“The heatables can’t come by.
Stop! there’s
a wacant seat.
’Taint three steps oft;”
“That’s mine,-’ I groaned.
“
’Ow lucky! How just you slip into it as
I

‘‘Table-cloth! assuredly. But
why ?’
“There are reasons, hidden
reasoiis.
But
of that hereafter. A glass of wine ”
“My friend is agitated. His manly fincers

Y’OUTHFUL

OUR TREATISE ON THE HAIR

can’t ye?”
“Bless my

‘T
coolly, very coolly”, I replied.
And it is for your sake I am
doing so. May
i ask you to spare as much
adjacent table
cloth as is compatible with
pour personal convenience?”

hair

Makes the Hair smooth and
glossy, and does not
statn the skin as others.

back,” said some officious booby.
“Here—you!” I gasped- “Five shillings!
ten! twenty! five ]>ounds.
Fetch—brown
overalls! forgot trou-let the screen alone

you go!”
Off it was necessary to go, for he
caught
away my defences, but extended the folding
arms of the screen, so as nearly to touch the
vacant seat, in that instant,
w, I hardly
knew, I found myself fairly seated at the
board, the friend who should have accompanied me a t my side.
“You take it very coolly, old fellow,” remarked the latter.
“I fancied that at these

gray

Apply to
Nov 4 Is it

The Hprlng Tern, win commence Otf

VEGETABLE SICILIAN

rc§tore

iff

36

01
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-,--;
modern convenience.

whole
part ot the block ot Briok Stores
THEPortland
Pier.
at

Bridgton Academy.

HALL’S

UC"

fron age

larg

HANSON.

febl9*lw

Temple Nt., near CangrcM* Nt.
Sale by the trade generally,
a‘29eod tf

impossible. I must remain where I
was, till able to concert with some compassionate attendant some plan of escape.
There was the settling murmur and buzz,
the “gentlemen, pray silence.
For grace!”
and the “stand still, waiter!” in a voice of
authority, grace followed, and the noise of
feasting; but the next intelligible words froze
my very soul.
“Remove that screen!”
Instinctively I clutched and held it back
There came a violent tug; but there was too
much at stake for a feeble defence, and I held
on with a desperate tenacity.
“Quick, now, with that screen!” said the
voice of authority. “Wliat’s the matter?”
“There’s a gent, be’ind, a-olding of it

d?

H.

aboye given by a gentleman who
has studied and resided ifl France aqd CrertpdRy.
For tonus, etc., address
EDWARD WHEATMAN,
5 Newbury Street,

c

conic

_

to

PIANO 1

ja2G-lm

RENEWER.

adapted
capacity, having a

GERMAN

FRENCH,

MT

Stpre Np 142 & 144 Commercial st
/^OUNEft ol W»dgpry*s Wharf, partlcplail
to the Pit *r and G.ain busiut-pg,
\J

water.

The Spring Term will begin on
IVONDAY. the 12th. of February.

Son,

HAIR

TQ

TENEMENT
For

Classical Institute I
I

usual, at lowest prices.

to collect myself. Glancing around the corner of the screen, I observed, with a
shudder,
that the company were taking their
places,
while the ladies in the gallery had risen en
masse; and were directing so concentrated a
fire of eyes upon the entrance, where the valiant lion queller had paused to return the saIUUL

Spring
l:

WATERVILLE

COAL!

&

feb6

lin at.

particulars, address

the principals, No. 12 Pine st.
fel2-d2w&w4\v

—

Prince

No. S Mechanic st; 5 rooms;
Enquire at house or of
R. ABBOTT,
170, Opp. foot of Exchange st.

of house

part
rent $10 per month.
UPPER

SAMUEL KNEELAND, Sec’y.,
*'
$40&tOft,

Catalogue containing

HE subscriber has prepared and would
respectfully otter to the Public a suj>erlor article for
cleaning and polishing Gold, Silver and Plated Ware,
which will excel anything of the kind ever
brought
into the market. And as a guarantee of this statement, will refer to the following well known reliable
of
this city:
gentlemen
Gerrish & Pearson, .Jewelers, Middle st; Wm. Senter
Jeweler, Exchange st; Sam’l Rolfe. Druggist, Congress st; Rand & Thornes, dealers in Crockery, Congress st; Abner Lowell, Jeweler, Congress st; J. A.
Merrill* Co., Jewelers, Middle st; C. C.
Tolman,
Market Sqr; Nutter Bros. Stove
Dealers, Market Snr;
J. F. Land, Dealer in
Crockery, Glassware. Ac. Exst.
change
MOSES PEARSON,
Nil ver«mith, Gold A Nilver
Plater,

ter’s Hall!
A chill shot through me as I realized the
full extent of the misadventure. 1 staggered
back faintly against the wall, and endeavored

exaiiiiuauou

on

11

and

and October 3d.

Miflaes Mfmond« wiR open fheir
THE
Thursday, February $,
Session,
For
full

Silver Plate Polish!

terror strikingly represented in colors crimson, green and blue. And these abominable
trousers I had brought with me to Lumper-

viihv

OF

To Lot,

one room

COAL!

FOOT OF WII,II«T ST.

In mak-

3d,

Portland, Me.

HARD and SOFT WOOD,

ing my hurried toilet, I had actually buttoned
my overalls, omitting black dress pantaloons!
What was to become of me ? Garments,
indeed, were there—garments even too ample
and obtrusive. I had worn while dressing, a
pair of wide but shortish trousers, once used
in a Chinese burlesque, written by my friend
Skelton for the delectation of a private circle,
and which, being intended for that occasion
was

fcgi)F;

June

auu ictcut emruiice

FISK.

SUPPLY
—

us—

Technology.

AND

COAL!

NOT sold previous to Oct 1st, lbs twoeud houses
nsw brick block of tour, on the corner ol
Neil and Piue sts, will be rented on tarorab'. teams.
These are lirst class bousea iu every respect, conaiuiLg 13 rooms, having all modtrn iiupruvemeuts.
and Sebago water. Apply to JOHN T. HULL, 4B
Union St,_
MHjia

1 iu the

Young Ladies’ Seminary, PLEASANT
oc28if

great R. It. and Financial magnatea.
Great FRAUDS of the TAMMANY RING. Brilliant non pictures in the LIGHTS * SHADOWS of
New York Life.
JOSIK MANSFIELD the siren.
How a beautiful woman
captivated and ruined her
Victims. Life of EDWARD N. STORES, Illustrated octavo of over 600 pages.
Send $1.00 for
outfit, and secure territory at once. Circulars free.
UNION PUBLISHING CO., Philadelphia, Chicago
orCinciunati.
feb20tfw

on

only,

apply to

foMdliU

1

Paul

of

Examinations,

uimuuguu

perfectly—”

as

febl9

nr.

I

“I beg your pardon, ifr, Chartpris,'’ said
the low voice of the head steward, who, fol
lowed by two attendant waiters, had approached us unobserved. “The chair, sir,
presents his compliments and begs you will
do him and the Baron de Bete-Fauve the favor to occupy the seat that has beesi placed
for you between tbem-”
My heart stood still, My bair rose. A
chill of horror shot through me,

Of all kinds,

yvHDpg

oq-Jaly

Mass. Institute

expected, j wonder? They
big velvet chair next to Betemust be a swell. Can the price

JAMES

First-! ia»«i Houses to Let,

Libby,

Box

Medical

jan 12-fl&wtf

French language.
References: Gen. J. M. Brown. J. W. Symonds,
Esq., C, F,
Esq., Gen. H. G. Thomas.
Apply from one £. m. to three o’clock V• M at 9
Appleton Block, Congress ft.-, or d»
ff. O'.

a

FULL

Language,

J. C. L. MORAZAIN and wife having taken
a convenient house in the city, are prepared to receive as boarders, a few
young ladies desirous of acquiring a theoretical ana practical knowledge of the

long as it is not intended for my humble person,” I replied, with an easy smile, “1

A

Morazain,

Teacher of the French

“The baron, sir, speaks no English, and
through him and the chair lias been hard at
it ail dinner, neither of ’em has understood
a
word,” said the steward, confidentially,
“The chair, sir, and the
toned on a pair of rough overalls, threw on
company generally,”
added
Mr. Feastiul, with poefcie
my cloak, and hurried to the spot.
j
exaggeration,
a
and
“would
all
witness
with pleasure the speeta
To my astonishment,
crowd, dense
I
of
cle
was
the
to
about
still augmenting,
the baron.”
your introduction
gathered
“The baron be—” I know not what I was
door. It was only through the aid of a friendabout
to
enabled
to
that
was
make
voice
I
faltered. I had
say. My
my
ly policeman
caught a glimpse of the fair occupants of the
way. “What was the matter?” I inquired
of Number Nineteen 11.
The answer, half gallery, leaning over the balustrade in their
drowned in the clatter of arriving carriages,
eagerness to examine the favored individual
sounded something like “furrln swell.”— for whom the chair of state had been so os“Who?” Number Nineteen forbode to trust tentatiously prepared, and a vision of mvsell
his lips with the name; but it were him as
marching up the hall, clad in my burlesque
Chinese trowsers, the mark of every eye,
kills the beastesses out of Afrikey. It was a
more intelligent porter who presently an- | almost made me reel in my chair.
I shuddered, strove to speak, conceived a
nounced to me that the renowned French
lion slayer, the Baron Bobad! de Bete Fauve I wild thought of diving under the table, when,
had, at the last moment, accepted an I whish! with a lurid, fitftil swirl out weut the
enormous luster, with all the minor
invitation to dine at Lumpeters’ Hall.
lights
The character of the assembly had underfollowing suit. We were iu total darkness.
I
had
a
not
a
Not
little
reindescribe
the
will
!
confusion
that
sueonly
gone change.
forcement of a hundred and twenty guests I ceedod, tho screams of laughter from the galbeen hastily invited, but a dense mass of spec- I lery, the scramble and the crash below.
Torches gleamed iu the doorways almost betators lined the hall, the passages and the
fore we knew what had happened, and the
ante chamber, and even frothed over into the
banqueting room itself, the spacious gallery accident that had occasioned the sudden exof which was already filled witli ladies, whom | tiuction of our light was remedied within a
the chivalrous guild had found it impossible ! few minutes.
But when order was restored, ouc cliaii
to dream of excluding.
I was late; but dinner had been deferred | stood vacant at
that hospitable board !
half an hour. There would be just time j Whether its oocupant had been trampled uuder foot iu the disorder, or had vanished with
to rush into the room, secure my friend’s
seat, and then deposit my cloak aud overalls the lights was never known.
My private
in the room devoted to sucli purposes.
I opinion is that, while anxious inquiries were
The former matter was quickly arranged,
being made in the Lumpeters’ hall, the missand I was darting back, when I was met by
ing gentleman was warming his legs at his
a rush and pressure that almost forced me
domestic hearth, sipping his grog, ami smiling
behind an adjacent screen.
The Baron de
at the peril he had so narrowly escaped.—All
Bete Fauve had arrived, and was being trithe Tear Round.
umphantly marched into the hall.
AGENTS WANTED. The only complete life of
The Baron Bobadil de Bcte Fauve, when
visible, proved t» be a remarkably small gentleman, with intensely black eyes and moustaches, the latter curling fiercely up almost Cont aining a full account of all hi* schemes, entermiM's and BBsassination.
into the former; but my own situation deBiographies of Vanderbilt,
Drew and other

manded all my attention. Withdraw I could
not. To sit down in that highly attired society in light brown overalls, such as might be
worn by a stableman, was not to be thought
of. Ah! an idea. Jnst within the door, near
the wall, but with space to get behind it,
stood the large screen against which I had
been pressed. Capturing a waiter, I drew
him with me into that friendly shelter.
“Here, help, my man. Can’t get back.
Just let slip off these confounded—hurry,
now-” I gasped, and tore the buttons
loose with lightning speed.
“All right, sir.”
The waiter was as quick as I, and scarcely
gave me time to disengage the last button before he caught away the garment, and bundling it up, vanished in the crowd.
“Eh! hillo! stop you! Good hea-no—

Trustees.
w8

FROM PARIS,

“So

am

particulars enquire of
JAS. M. BATES, Sec'y of

F

now? is any one

mighty cravat patronized by his late
majesty, the fourth George, It was well understood that the adoption of a similar costume on the part of their guests would be interpreted by Lumpeters as the most delicate
return that could be ottered for their hospitality. I, myselfinvariably sported the fancy
dress i» question.
On the eventful day I have mentioned, it
happened that I had been detained at chambers later than usual, and on reaching home
While doing so I
had barely time to dress.
received an anxious message from a friend
who was to have accompanied me to the banquet, but who, being lab1, and himself a
stranger to the guild, begged me to secure for
him a seat next my own.
With increased expedition I finished my
toilet, and the dining-hall being but five minutes’ walk from my residence, I quickly but-

for “roomers” apd board-

perfect repair.

all in

This is a good location for either Farmer or Fic«hppnap, The la^d to exeeileutr-sea-dresBing' a^d
muck abundant. The hdrbbr is’good and in chute
proximity to good flfthing grounds ypliieh w^h seyeial
market^ near at hand make it a rare cha^pe to party
op the market tishjpg gpd lobster bustuoss, Terms
tuodbiatt*.
For particulars apply to
PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.,
West Commercial Sreet, Portland, Me.

HOARD IN A FRENCH FAMILY

received witli the greatest enthusiasm.
The excitement was just settling dowi:
when—
“Hallo!” exclaimed fikpjton, “what’s up

and the

competent

ers.

For further

Lot,

Inland IQ

House,

interests qtftnq

Ample accommodations

before MT arrived at the great toast of thi

The

charge of an experienced and
with such assistants at? the
may require.

Principal,

evening—the Baron de Bete-Fauve. This
was given by the chairman
liimscjf; and with
the baron’s reply (in French), and' pountei
of
the
health
of
the ladies, was
proposition

ject of the meeting.

Call on
NOV 24-dtf

ISLAND 13 miles from
and two
land,
about 40
witn the
ucfus,
of new Dwelling House, Barn, Sheds, and Fish

begin

term of eleven weeks will

Spring

Under the

compelled to
stand forth from my present retirement, the
exhibition of knee, the publication of calf,
would be no greater than is legally sanctioned
within &00 miles of this spot.
Ha! a sensatfop, “Fray silence,” &c.,
grace. ‘‘Non Nobis,” ‘then 4)ip usual loyal
toasts, and we drank prosperity to 'fhe sev era!
collateral branches of the reigning housi
(the Lumpeters were nothing if not loyal),

it

parlors,
pure Sebago water.
L. TAYLOR, 176 Commevpial *M£0t

miles

TUESDAY FEBRUARY 27tli,
school

1gl!B

Portland
Academy, AN togetherfrom liiaja buildingscontaining
thereon, coiiHisting

North Yarmouth
rpHg

The lower rent of hous*
?ranklin 6treet
eight pleasant rooms, with suit ot
Pll« contRlning
nina
and

tjteyen'ti UlaTiis'.ilc.

_Ja31td

Private

Caution to tile Public,

~

Will Open

thau ififejvst if forced upon my legs.”
1 breathed, rfl(4t peril was averted. My
spirits rose'as the merry le^st proceeded, pd
I began to see more distinctly thelmmorous
side of my little misadventure. The atmosphere was warm and pleasant. Wliy, I hftd
been present at many a dinner in the north
where men dined, from preference, without
a

jaul6tf_Uncommercial street,
Ntw* K$qt for !W«0,

—OK—

1 wrote t
“Throat impracticable. Uvula cut off this
astor
ishment
create
more
Should
morning.

actly

THE SPRING TERM
FOURTEEN WEEKS,

Snatching out my pencil-case,

ftinln_ttini

I

Store, No. 148 Commercial st., recently occupied by Messrs. Purington & Butler; suitable for wholesale Flour or Grocery Hu.lues*. ttus,
Water aud all modern pouyeulejices. Apply to
A. E. STEVENS & ca,

I Westbrook Seminary BRICK

^The'tiuild

private
point of fact, a corporate family feed, comprising no more than ninety-five guests, selected with discrimination, for the purpose of
testing the merit of a new head-cook. Thus

Pwtland.

A

To

whlch,!m^ reeaiaUy^

Pretexts were uver wanting for a LumpeThe recovery of the chief city magter feed.
istrate fromahillious attack the breaking up of
the frost, the birth of ason and heir to the Ban
of Croatia, arrival of a piebald elephant at the
such were
ga dens of the Zoological Society,
as having sugamong the events I could recall
that to which
gested feastful rejoicings. But
I have now tu refer was to lie regarded as a
and peculiar gathering, almost in

‘saF»b-

ho“e*

jn4-tf

MAINE CENTRAL

CAS BE FOUND AT HIS

No. 172
or
ac-

SE*

“One’s_J” ejaculated Skelton,
upon a countenance naturally
lengthy, but now whitened.
Mv friend gazed at me sorrrowfully:

Lumpeter.

a

RAILROADS.
__

OB. J. B. HUGHES

Room To Let.
board suitable for gentleman and wife
WITH
two gentlemen. AIbo
few table boarders

one’s trowsers is madness,”
in his ear.
whispered, with clenched teeth,
faintly,

I

MEDICAL.

A

To be Let.
PLEASANT up stairs Tenement, corner of
&
Oxford
sts; four rooms and wash room
Boyd
in the basement; Sebago Water and Gas. Inouiru nt
D. F. GERTS, Engineer, Post Office.
fc22-lw

a

"“Time’s

a

To be Lei
PLEASANT Up-Stairs Tenement;four roomsSebago water; rent teu dollars a month, lnouird I
»f
H, A. JONES,
_febMtf__ 1 Galt Block.

commodated, at 52 Free Street.

such

above!” he murmured. “So—
weU_£o singular below! Who now in this
brilliant assembly—graced, as I perceive,with
its
the presence of many beautiful (and giggling)
has
wrought
soothing influences
women—would imagine that you, sitting here
self-reall
bitterness,
All
accustomed effect.
so well got up, radiant with artlflcial mirth,
In
place
away.
s sin ?
proach, have died gradually for a long
are a type ot Milton
which,
peri
tumult
of that mental
I replied, curtly, that I accepted the situa°
remembrance
the
od, attended
able t
tion, and ljejwas pleased to term it, with the
dent in question, I now find myself
calmness that seeing!) expedient, and that
even v ith a
nay,
indifference,
with
narrate
having done all that men cou)4 4fl. I awaited
to
circumstance
the
smile,
of fate and the arrival of the
tnends durst liaidlj nazaid the decrees
intimate
most
my
waiter, to who))} I had ottered a sovereign to
of
smuggle in my overall* «t (hf first opportune
of Lumpeters represents one
moment.
ot London s
the most ancient and honored
“Awfuily lucky for you, my boy, there’s to
7
civic institutions. What they are, wlW
idea. Lnougli be no speech-making!” continued Skelton.
arc 1 liavc not the remotest
“We would have had you on your defenseless
in November, tliey am
that, on a certain day
mannars brighter,
legs in no time.”
seen in "heir glory, their
‘‘Have you seen the toast list, gentlemen?”
more,
their hands brassier, their knights
and more redo- asked a portly member of the guild on my left,
corpulent, themselves sleeker
rias
he politely offered a card.
lent of wealth than any of their prosperous
There was a catalogue of at least twenty
They have a hall solely, it would seem,
vals
as proposers;
for the purpose of hospitality.
They give toasts,as with namesthatappended
of the guest of the eveand,
proposing
dinners of inconceivable sueculency aim tooth“Reginald
someness.
They invite Mayors, nay Kings, ning, the Baron de Bete Fauve,
*
Charteris!”
who don’t always come, and princes, who
At the same moment a note was placed in
generally do, and they also invite me. I go,
from the chairman.
for I like them. All the LumpeteFS of my ac- my hand. It was
citi“Oblige us. We know your ready eloquaintance are noble, large-heartedinmen,
Baron struck with your face and
need of quence,
zen gentlemen, on whom London,
I
manner,
Wishes to hear you speak. Touch
arm and purse, might confidently rely.
think if I were other than what I am, I would up the Hons.”
he

|
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SC*cro'forget
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FOR BOYS

“My friend, confide in me,” continued
BurDick, smacking his lips for the Eumpeter iJU
gundy is not to lie tasted every day.
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Bodies Made
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MAYO,

to Order.

N'o. 7 Casco St.

All Order*
promptly attended to
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